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Caring for Places: Knowledge that Informs

With this issue oiPlaces initiate Volume 15. Over the years, we have explor
ed many fornis of interactit)n between person and place—searching for models 
of thought, analysis and representation that can infonn the creation of places.

We present here twelve examples that can be instnictive, the winning entries 
in our Place Design, Place Planning and Place Research Awards programs for 
2001 and 2002. sponsors this program jointly with the Knvironmental 
Design Research Association as a means of uncovering good examples of how 
to learn about and how to make places that will yield enduring satisfactions.

The awards juries sought to indicate exemplary approaches to the use and 
development of knowledge about places. They sought to understand how- 
research and design interact. Planners and designers, people doing research 
and people who sjwnsor projects can benefit from know ing more about what 
processes are most effective and what information really helps.

Of course, the conduct of verifiable research is different from the practice 
of planning or creating real, tangible places. These pnjcesses have overlapped 
and often blended into each other, yet they require differing fonns of attention 
and have developed institutional support structures that value and reward dif
fering characteristics. Publication and peer review verification are central to 
research. Regulatory review and political acceptance are essential for planning. 
Investment by private and-or public clients (as well as engagement with some 
components of the buildings industry) are preconditions for the design and 
creation of real places that can be assessed in terms of user satisfaction and cul
tural import. .Accordingly, judgments of meritvary, sometimes in ways that may 
seem contradictor)-. The point is that the projects in this issue have been con
ducted with enough spirit, invention and care to be noticed, and with enough 
rigor and attention to human consequence to reward our careful examination.

Together, the projects that have been commended convey a marvelous range 
of concerns, an agenda for environmental design and research that has public 
scope. They show that the adlective energies and skills of the professions can 
rise to pressing challenges of our time; to accommodate a diversifying set of 
social and cultural patterns, to find an order of making that embodies intelligent 
use of resources and has a close symbiotic connection with the natural world, 
and to invest new interest and care in places wh()se purposes are changing.

These premiated projects demonstrate the benefits of planning and design
ing in ways that engage the full complexities of place. These projects are all 
socially engageil; they involve the people as well as the places in which they are 
set. These projects and research studies are all generative, in the sense that they 
show how to draw energies through a place or they identify processes and possi
bilities that can inform the development of many places, 'fhey all have conse
quence beyond their immediate task.

VVe are pleased to be able to present these projects and to be a part of an 
awards program in which research, planning and design share center stage. \A'e 
hope this will he generative, helping to foster mutual respect and interest among 
professionals and agencies whose working cultures vary. We hope to bring to 
wide attention the good places that can result from interweaving our disparate 
and our common ways of thinking into an expansive, patient and creative search.

—Donlyn Lyndon
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EDRA / Places Awards
2001, 2002

This issue presents design, planning and research projects 
that were selected as winners of EDR/VP/f/i« Awards

Jury, 2002 EDRA/P/flcer Awards

in 2001 and 2002. I'he projects are presented here by 
category, w’ith w inners from Innh years grouped together.

The selections made by each jury' reflect common 
issues. Several of the 2002 winners, for example, are 
notable for their focus on processes of implementation.

A Place Design award was given to Pittsburgh’s 
•■Mlegheny Riverfront Park, a remarkable promenade that 
skirts two levels of highways and several bridge abutments.
Place Planning awards were given to City of Learning and 
its vision for sch(K)l development as the spark for economic 
re\-italization in Paterson, N.J.; New*Land*AIarks, which Jury, 2001 EDRA/P/<rcef Awards 
teams artists with communities on collaborative art pro
jects in Philadelphia; and the C^ollier County' Community Allan H. Jacobs, Urban Desigfrer; Professor Emevittts of
Character Plan, w hich melds New Urbanist principles with City ami Regional Planning, University ofCalifbniia, Berkeley
regional ecological planning. Place Research awards were Mary Griffin, Architect; Piincipal, Tumlmll, Griffin, 
given to Cfrowing up In C>ities, which proposes strategies Hacsloop, San Francisco 
for involving children in shaping their neighl)orhood envi- 'Lhomas Hanrahan, Dean, Pratt Institute School 
ronments, and t echnology' and Place, a book that exam
ines the failure of a fenn established to demonstrate

Barbara Brown, Professor, Family and Consumer Studies, 
University of Utah
Peter C'althorpe, Principal, Calthoipe Associates, Berkeley 
I larrison Fraker, FAL4, Dean, College ofEnvhvnmental 
Design, University of California, Berkeley 
Louise Alozingo, Associate Professor of Ijmdscape 
Architecture, University of California, Berkeley 
John Rahaim. Executive Director, City Design Center, Seattle 
Rob Wellington Quigley, FAIA, anbitect, San Diego

of Architecture
Judy C'orbett, Executive Director, Local Goventment 
Commission, Sacramento
Robert Sommer, Environmental Psychologist; Pi'ofessor, 
Unrveisity of California, Davis 
VV'alter Hood, Professor of Landscape Architecture, 

Place Design awards were given to the Rosie the Riveter University of California, Berkeley
Memorial in Richmond, Calif., which commemorates the

sustainable agricultural and architectural practices.
Several selections made by the 2001 jury explore the 

dynamics of industrial areas, particularly waterfronts, that 
are undergoing transitions to other uses.

history' of women workers in World War II, and Ciantry' 
Plaza State Park, the anchors of emerging residential dis- 
trio along the East River in New York. A Place Planning 
award was given to “Alxjve the Falls,” a long-tenn plan 
for a similar area along the Mississippi, just upriver from 
downtown Minneapolis. A Place Planning and Design 
award was given to “(hdtural Landscape Goitzsche,” an 
ecologically devastated coal-mining district in Germany 
that is cTafdng a new future through environmental recla
mation and public art projects.

Place Research awards were given to Mississippi Floods: 
Designing a Shifting Landsca})e, a study of the interjday 
between cultural and engineering constructs used to define 
the river, and the New York Cjty Privately Owned Public 
Space Project, a comprehensive evaluation of public spaces 
created by zoning incentives over the last forty years.

These projects represent the fourth and fifth rounds of 
winners of EDRA/P/<tfcj Awards. The program is distin
guished by its interdisciplinary focus, a concern for human 
factors in the design of the built environment, and a com
mitment to promoting links between design practice and 
design research. A call for entries for the next year’s awards 
can be found in this issue and at vvww.places-journal.org.
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Mississippi Floods:
Designing a Shifting Landscape 
Anuradba Mathur, Dilip da Ciinha

The New York City Privately Owned Public 
Space Project
Jerold S. Kayden, A/ira? York City Department of 
City Planning, Municipal Art Society of New York

Gantry' Plaza State Park
Thomas Balsley, with Lee IPeintrauh, Richard Sullivan, 
Ijutra Auerhack, William Harris ami Satn l-urwrence

Constructing Memory;
Commemorating Rosie the Riveter
The Office of Cheryl Barton, Susan Schu'artzenberg

Allegheny Riverfront Park
Michael Van Valkenhurgfj Associates, Inc., 
with Ann Hamilton and Michael Merril

Growing up in Cities
Louise Chau'la (international coordinator)

lechnolof^ and Place 
Steven A. Moore

/ Design / Planning / Research /

Cultural Landscape Goitzsche
Commission Cultural Landscape Goitzsche, 
Knoll Ecoplan

/ Design / Planning / Research /

Above The Falls: A Master Plan 
for the Upper River in Minneapolis 
VRS/BRW, Inc.

City of Learning
Roy Strickland, Edwin Dutvy/Paterson Public Schools

New»Land»Marks 
Famnount Park Art Association

Collier County Community Character Plan
Dover, Kohl and Partners



Gantry Plaza State Park 
Queens, New York

Ciantry Plaza State Park is a new riverfront space in Long 
Island City, Queens, across the East River from the United 
Nations, and one of the first elements of a Battery Park 
City-style development project called Queens West. It was 
praised by the jury for its design qualities and for its success 
in becoming a community and civic open space.

I’he $12 million, six-acre park is the public edge of a 
scheme to transform a declining industrial waterfront into 
seventy-four acres of high-rise housing, office towers and 
public facilities. It began design in 1993, opened in phases 
and was completed in 2001.

The focal point of the park is a pair of gantries that once 
lifted trains onto barges that carried them between Long 
Island and Newjersey; the gantries are presen-ed in a state 
of arrested decay as dramatic icons visible from Manhattan 
and up and down the waterfront.

The park consists of diverse settings—lawn and plaza, 
garden and cove, shoreline and piers—that engage visitors 
in a range of activities, such as contemplation, sunbathing, 
fishing, strolling and public gatherings, and provide access 
to the water in different ways. Four reconstructed piers are 
outfitted for special activities—feriy^ terminal; cafe; sun
bathing and stargazing; fishing—while allowing general 
public access.

Materials and finishes range from rough and rugged to 
polished and refined, reflecting the area’s transition from 
work zone to public amenity, from natural environment 
to urban public space; the colors, shapes and sounds one 
experiences highlight this as well.

I'he project included extensive consultations with 
residents of nearby working-class communities, many of 
whom were skeptical of and antagonistic to Queens West, 
fearing displacement of their homes and workplaces. Out
reach through questionnaires, meetings and interviews 
provided insight into programming, planning and design 
criteria. Later, neighborhood leaders, public sponsors, 
local politicians, historians, ecologists and exhibit design
ers assisted the design team in considering how the park 
could make strong links to the community and enhance 
the experiences of those who visit. The park has become 
widely popular—some 30,000 people have gathered there 
to watch Independence Day fireworks, and many residents 
have joined to create a “Friends of Gantiy' Plaza State 
Park” to watch over its management and maintenance.

Gantiy Plaza State Park has set a standard for New York 
City’s waterfront revival and redefined its neighborhood’s 
image and sense of place. Visitors from all walks of life, 
of all ages and backgrounds come to appreciate Gantry 
Plaza—and, more importantly, they are returning. “People 
are coming to hang out,” designer 'I’homas Balsley says. 
“That’s what it’s all about.”

—Todd IV. Bressi, K//ty Chey

'Ibp: Recnnstructed piers face the Midtown Manhattan styline. 

BotioniiThe Interpretive Cardens are one of several elements that provide 

access to the water. The texture of the matehab recalls the site’s industrial 

hisn>ry; new plantings are native to the shoreline eccK>'stem.

Ph<Mos courtesy Thmnas Balsley Associates
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A 'Iransitioii Zone texture, (^ilture and nanire seem to exchange meaning and 
ineniow in an osmotic movement along the shore. Split
faced, pink granite l)locks step down to the river, allowing 
visitors to make contact with the water; native grasses grow 
among the rfK*ks, suggesting that the upland ecological 
system is re-estahlishing itself.

Infrastructure, new and old, plays a mediating force. 
.\l)andoned tracks, once the lifeline of the economy, are 
now partly covere<l by gravel in a contemplative garden 
where wild grasses and granite blocks alternate in a loose 
association of historic allusions. A new stainless steel walk 
arcs gracefully over the river and gaps in the riverhank, 
a |)recise, elegant line that contrasts with the roughness 
and constant change of the water’s edge. Kour piers project 
silently over the river, adding a new layer of history by 
ineantlering over some of the old piles w hile leaving others 
in exposed decay; they stretch toward .Manhattan 
in a visual and temporal longing for the cit)’, affirming the 
new neighlxirhood’s integral connection to Midtown.

Kverv’ amenity in the park is conceived with precision 
and patiently crafted, adding a thick layer of cultural inter
pretation to the site—the beautifully designed, stainless 
steel u])land light fixtures; the blue lights along the piers 
that mark the original barge bays; the metal bar counter 
that looms toward the river’s stunning views.

As finely executed as the park is, though, these elements 
belie the transition the Queens waterfront (as w’ell as 
industrial proiluciion in New V'ork City) is undergoing, 
d'hey seem closer in spirit to a Sol lo industrial warehouse 
than to the hlue-cxdlar community whose residents make 
up a large constituency for the park. 'I'he historic interpre
tation of the site seems apprehensive; the formal aspects of 
the site’s design seem to be more a meditation on the arti
facts ot industry' than a rediscovery of past human lalH)r 
and challenges.

Standing in Gantr)- Plaza State Park on a cold winter after- 
mK>n, one has a view of .Manhattan that is both unexpected 
and breathtaking. 'Phe East River shore, much of its length 
obstructed by abandoned industrial lots and gated by 
chain-link fences, is oj)cn and accessible here. Manhattan’s 
skyline spreads out in front of you, crisp and bright in the 
chilly breeze. Phe w ater captures metallic hues reflected 
from the United Nations Secretariat, so close across the 
channel, its perfect geometry' facing you from a distant 
future. .All around you, the park unravels its tales along the 
Long Island City waterfront.

Clantry Plaza State Park is a sophisticated waterfront 
design that has transformed this largely deserted, hut 
once-hustling, shoreline. I'lie comple.x interplay of public 
spaces, plantings and industrial elements, new and old, 
offer an interpretation of the neighborhood’s past w hile 
l<M)king ahead ambitiously to its controversial future.

The park’s central space is a large, semicircular plaza 
surfaced in smooth stone; it provides a stage for large gath
erings and a terrace for sitting quietly and contemplating. 
Serving as a backdrop, and framing the view of the river 
and the skyline beyojid, are two gigantic, black industrial 
structures—gantries that once lifted rail cars on and off 
barges -and now stand as -a luild testatnent to the activities 
that once took place here. Phe toil of their past work disap- 
pearetl, their surfaces restored and their siirroiinding.s 
purified, the structures have been reclaimed as sophisti
cated icons of urban archeology'.

Water—accessible, tangible, engaging—is the most 
cnicial element, the very' essence of the place. The complex 
articulation of the shoreline, with its inteqday of natural 
and artificial elements, is part of a larger design strategy 
intendeil to guide the visitor to the edge, w hich no longer 
seeks to exclude prospective users.

At river’s edge, the park negotiates its identity' with the 
water’s ceaseless movement, its ever-changing color and

'['he piers pnnide op|M>nuniiies fur numenms aedtities, such as suntiaihing, 

surgannj;, fishing ami quiet cuntempladon of the .Midumn .Manhattan skyline.
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Photographs of the site l>efore the park was built show 
the gantries as grand relics on a cninibling shore—unpol
ished and dirt)’, painted with layers of graffiti, products of 
the cyclical processes of grow th and decay in urban places. 
'I'he gantries are reminiscent, in their humble yet powerful 
appearance, of the industrial towers of RichartI Haag’s Gas 
Works Park on I.ake Union in Seattle. Those simple 
tt)wers, unedited, speak eloquently about human produc
tion and Its environmental consequences. The graffiti that 
remains on their surfaces testifies to the dialogue that sur
rounds our urban industrial legacy.

At Gas Works Park, the projects of reclaiming an indus
trial landscape and creating a new park evolved harmo- 
niouslv. Some structures have been turned into functional 
facilities, allowing them to be inhabited creatively. I he 
children's play area consists of an old compressor machine, 
still in its original barn; an old e.\hauster building was con
verted into a covered picnic area.

In these places, the relationship between site and user is 
understated and open. The spaces and elements of (las 
W orks Park do not feel as tightly organised as those at 
(luntr)' Pla/.a do; their associations are suggested but not 
asserted; they extend a friendly invitation to explore and 
play. The materials feel creatively transfonned, not 
im|>orted or overly crafted.

(Jantiy Plaza State Park is conceived, designed and built 
to a level of qualiU' not often seen in New York C'ity public 
spaces: the restoration of the gantries is refined, the gar
dens, piers and plaza are distinctive and memorable. 'I'he 
park is a remarkable statement about one of the neighbor
hood’s |K)ssible futures—as an unexpected, sophisticated 
gem on the roughness of the Long Island shore.

—Uaria Salvador!

Jury Comments

Griffin: The design gives you all kinds of choices and 
opportunities. 'I'he Rosie the Riveter Memorial and 
Cioitzsche projects seem to be more scripted for a specific 
experience, and Rosie has a very narrative experience. 
Gantt)' doesn’t do that; you could go there and be in the 
place and never know what the gantiy' was for, and that’s 
alright.
Hood: 'fhe designers have done a great job of creating the 
spaces that surround the gantries; the gantries are substan
tial objects, and they don’t quite disappear, but they just 
become a part of the place.
Sommer: I was impressed by the outreach program, w ith 
questionnaires, interv'iews. They connected the commu
nity to the river, which hadn’t been done before. I also 
liked the way that they designed for night experience. 
Hanrahan: It’s not only successful, but it says that it is truly 
possible to build places where you can get to the river and 
look at Manhattan. It was the first new riverfront park with 
a pier, and now every'one wants to do a pier.
Cofirett: Is it well dt>ne?
Hanrahan: It’s fantastic. There are a lot of unusual little 
parts to it. You get out on those piers, that’s the best part. 
Corbett: /Vnd those big gantries...
Hanrahan: W’alk under those structures, and it’s superb.

Ganirv' Pbiia State Park. Queens, N.Y.

Clients: tjnpirc State Development Corporatiem (Frances Hupp«»rt, Senior V'ice 

President. Design and ConstnKtion), Queens West Develt^inunt (2or|X)rati<in 

{(icorge .\ridas, President), N'ew York City Fconomic Development Corporation 

(C'.harles Ntillard, President). Port Authority tvfNew York and Newjersey (Gregory 

.Matviak), New York State Office of Parks. Retreation and Historic Preservation 

(James .Mtxvgan)

Design: Thomas Balsley. i.ee Weinirauii, Richard Sullivan, l.aura Auerhack, 

VMliiam Harris, Sam i.awrence
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Allegheny Riverfront Park 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

l)ecome an alienated, even hostile environment,” they 
wrote in their award submission.

But while Portland, New York and San Francisco tore 
down waterfront highways, Pittsburgh followed a different 
strateg)'. Matthew Urbanski, of \’^an V'^alkenburgh Associ
ates, explained that a key early decision was to accept the 
site for what it was. This meant resisting the desire to turn 
back the clock and buiy' the highway. Instead, the lower 
level of the park consists of new' riparian plantings and 
a fourteen-fbot-wide pedestrian and bic\'cle path that 
threads its way dramatically between the highway and the 
river. At street level, above, the park consists of a broad, 
semiformal, promenade overlooking the river.

Much of the design is predicated on the need for bold 
solutions to neutralize the hostile character of the express
way. One problem was finding a way to bring pedestrians 
across the expresswaj' and down to the riverfront. The 
answer came in the form of twin 350-foot-long ramps that 
descend from each side of the Seventh Street Bridge, one 
of three suspension structures that lead dow’ntown.

According to Urbanski, nt)ise from the expressway once 
made it impossible to hold a conversation by the river’s 
edge. Now, the ramps not only provide a fiilly .ADA-com
pliant means of getting people down to the river, but 
also act effectively as sound walls. Pedestrians are further 
enticed to descend the ramps by undulating bronze 
handrails. .And artist-designed screens with V^irginia 
Creeper vines provide further shielding from the traffic.

.Another difficulty that had to be surmounted was find
ing a way for the riverfront walk to bypa.ss an e.xisting 
bridge abutment while avoiding conflicts with the Anny 
Corps of Engineers. The method devised was to cantilever 
sections of reinforced concrete beyond the existing seawall, 
satisfying the Corps’ prohibition against filling the river. 
The new path actually sw'eeps pedestrians and bicyclists 
out over the water, while leaving room for a narrow strip of 
eanh along the bank in which plantings can be established.

Yet another issue was that the lower level of the park is 
subject to floods that raise the .Allegheny between five and 
ten feet each spring. Such extreme conditions, which 
sometimes include rapidly moving ice cakes, presented

problems when it came to selecting plant materials.
According to Urbanski, the design research involved 

boat trips up and down the river to determine what sur
vived in similar “inundation zones.” Eventually, plants like 
river birch and silver and red maple, which have the ability’

The narrow concrete embankment between an expressway 
and a river that floods every year might seem as tough and 
unforgiving a place for an enjoyable public space as one 
could imagine. Bur this is e.xactly the setting that the city 
of Pittsburgh and the non-profit Pittsburgh Cultural 
I'rust, working w ith landscape architects Michael Van 
\'alkenburgh Associates, set out to reclaim.

Since the late 1970s, the trust has been working to 
revitalize what was once Pittsburgh’s red-light district. Its 
vision for this fourteen-block area at the edge of dow ntown 
has been of a cultural district that would include not only 
new and renovated cultural venues and restaurants, but also 
residential and office space in new buildings and renovated 
warehouse space.

The trust has long envisioned pedestrian connections 
between the new' district and the Allegheny River. How
ever, according to Kev'in McAlahon, the trust’s current 
president, this ran against the grain of Pittsburgh’s indus
trial past. For more than a century, city residents had 
turned their backs to the river, considering it a utilitarian 
space at best, certainly not an environmental amenity.

The city’ also was interested in facilitating a re-engage- 
ment between downtown and the river. In fact, a river- 
edge linkage between downtown parks had first been 
proposed in 1911 by the landscape firm of Frederick 
Law Olmsted.

From a phy’sical point of riew, the major difficulty to 
re-establishing a pedestrian connection was that the river’s 
edge had long ago been turned into a split-level transporta
tion corridor, with an arterial boulevard at street level and 
a four-lane expressway below. Aloreover, much of the 
space that remained between the expressway and the river 
was used for parking. 'Fogether, roadway’s and parking 
areas had effectively cut the city’ off from the river, leaving 
the water’s edge paved over and forgotten.

Jurors were nearly unanimous in their praise for 
Allegheny Riverfront Park. They cited its aesthetic distinc
tion as well as its success at solving a host of env'ironmental 
and engineering problems in pursuit of a shared civic 
vision. Furthermore, they'noted, the project not only navi
gated a maze of state, federal and local regulations, but also 
integrated the delicate contributions of artists into what is, 
in essence, a massive work of civ'll engineering.

senous

Environmental and Infrastructure Challenge 
From the beginning, the designers recognized that 

the problem Pittsburgh faced was similar to that of other 
U.S. cities. “Across America, as industry recedes from 
once active water edges ..., a lifeless divide has developed 
between cities and their waterfronts. The river’s edge has

Left: Conscniction of n-glkway candlevered cner river.

Photos<D.\]k'haeI Van Valienburgb Associates, Inc., unless odienvise indicated. 

Right: Park, site, after construction. Photo © Ed .Massers-
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engagement at a number of other levels. For example, 
Urbanski says, while the city owned the roadways and the 
park, the county owned the bridges, the state owned the 
highway, and the Army Ca)rjis had veto |K)wer in issues of 
river navigation and Hooding. Such a tangle of jurisdictions 
undoubtedly contributed to this important city edge being 
lost in the first place. Reclaiming it involved a complex 
negotiation, including not only design review on aesthetic 
and social issues, but also complex technical consultations 
with engineers from a variety of agencies.

Altogether, the process of seeing the park through to 
completion spanned ten years, say's .McMahon. 'I'hrough- 
out, the one constant was the insistence by the trust and its 
fonner president, (^arol Brown, that the highest level of

to sprout back after iKung broken or crushed, were chosen.
To secure such plantings and limit soil erosion, boulders 

were installed along the walkway. 'Fhe artists markeil the 
natural cycle of flooding was establishei! by casting a pat
tern of reeds into the w alkway concrete.

Unlike the lower level, which was iniendeil to he “will
fully wild,” the upper level provides an elegant built edge 
to the city. A major challenge here was reconfiguring an 
existing street, Fort Duqiiesne Boulevard (which runs 
above the Tenth Street Bypass), to consolidate space for 
a broad, semiformal promenade overlooking the river.

rhe promenade ntiw ohers views both out over the 
river and back toward the city. It is shaded w ith I.ondcm 
plane trees and paved with rough-cut native hliiestone— 
elements that are familiar from their use in public spaces 
elsewhere in Pittsburgh—and separated from tralfic by 
a curving seat wall.

design be employed.

AIk«c left: Aerial \iew of .Allegheny RivcrfnMU in downtown Pinstnirgh. 

PhiKoby .Vlargc Beaver
•Ahotc right; IWjrlervcreatingoneoftheaneJwHcntsin iheparL 

Kelnw i«R: Seaiwall in level of park. Photo by .Annie O'Neill.

Below right: Boats docking along low er lev cl of park. PhcHoby .Annie O'Neill.

Assembling Resources, Extending the V’ision 
Jurors recognized that this prtiject henelitetl from a 

public-private partnership the highest order. .Mthough 
the park is ow ned by the city, the client lor the reconstruc
tion work, the Pittsburgh C^ultural Trust, is a private non
profit that has been able to jiool additional financial 
contributions from individuals and foundations.

Ocating place t»ut of no-place also involved a complex

Opposite: Existing <.-tH)diti<ms(alMivc) and pmpcKed amphitheatre (below ) for the 

planned wevrward extension of the park.

Rendering by Michael .McOann
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Jury Comments

Mozingo: Talk about making a silk purse out of 
a sow’s ear. There are tuo tiers of roadway with 250 feet 
to the edge of the water, an enormous grade change, all 
concrete; no remnant hal)itat that you can work from. And 
then to have restructured the roadway, dealt with this grade 
change, gotten people down. j'Vnd you talk about handi
capped access—this is completely accessible. This is signif
icant place-niakingin an incredibly difficult urban conditioa 
Quigley: It is really sublime.
Mozingo: It is also fresh in that most urban restoration 
projects are much t(x> delicate for the conditions. By struc
turing both the walbvay and the lx)ulders here it actually 
presents a really tough urban version of restoration.
Fraker: And the art has l>een integral to a whole improvisa- 
tional collaboration, not stuck on at the end. Even the pre
cast assembly of the walkway means you can use a crane 
from the road to create a work place from which you can 
come back and build a garden.
Mozingo: And it’s fl(K)ding every year. There are huge ice 
floes that keep knocking into these things. They have cre
ated a tree-lined promenade in extreme environmental 
conditions using native plants.
Calthorpe: WTiat’s interesting is where research had to have 
been done for this to win public approval. It is both poetic 
and something that overcomes great obstacles and proba
bly has a great research base as well as a high level of social 
purpose.
Mozingo: 1 can’t imagine how hard it must have been to 
collalK)rate. Everyone from the .Army Corps of Engineers 
to local communit)' groups had to have a role in the pro
ject. And the designers had to have done research on the 
ecolog)' to get things to grow, ^'ou can’t pull this off better 
on technical issues.
Bwd'n: This is one of the projects for which I really wanted 
to hear more about the research, but I was dragged along 
by the other jurors, appreciating what must have gone on. 
Fi'aker: There was a lot of effort made in understanding 
how you make a garden in this difficult place. The creative 
use of the materials to bring in imagery and textures and 
shading and so on, the weaving of these grasses into the 
concrete lormation, is just extraordinary.
R/ibnhn:]\\sx for the record, I didn’t vote on this because 
I was involved. But it had the most integration I’ve ever 
seen between a designer and an artist.
Fraker: You can see that, rhere is a trace in here of the 
thought, the construction, the materials being made, 
and so on.

The long-range vision for the park is that it will extend 
roughly 1,200 feet east and west, to Point State Park at the 
confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers, and 
to the city’s new Convention and I'rade Center. At the 
time of the jurying, the central i,8oo-ft. section of the park 
had been completed.

—David Mojfat

Allegheny RiveHiront Park, Pinsliurgh, Pa.

Client: The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust 

Owner The City of Pittsburgh

Designers: .Michael \'an Valkenburgh Associates, Inc., Landscape Architects 

(Michael Van V'aUcenburgh, Laura Solano, Matthew Urlianski, .Martin Kiiiira.

A. Paul Seek)

iVrtists: .•Vnn Hamilton and Michael Mercil

.Associated consultams; Ove Arup and Partners (structural engineering), Kredcric 

R. Harris, Inc. (dvil engineering). G.M Consultams (geotechnical engineering), 

Phillip Craul (soils), Accessibility Development Associates (ADA), Intcr«Fluve 

(hjilrology), Urban Design .’Vssodates (planning).

Funders: Viral. Heini Endowment, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust/Campaign Fora Dynamic Downtown. Pittsburgh 

Water and Sewer Authority.
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Constructing Memory 
Rosie The Riveter Memorial 
Richmond, California

front sidewalk to renaming a city park. Meanwhile, the 
city’s Arts and Culture Ciommission was working on a 
public art ordinance, and the memorial committee settled 
on an interpretive artwork as the most desirable option. 
The city council directed the redevelopment agency, 
which controlled development in the area and adminis
tered a large l)udget, to fund and oversee a commemorative 
art project. A waterfront park at the former location of 
Kaiser Shipyard Xumber z was selected as the site.

\\Tien the agency hired me to direct the project in 1997, 
I searched for other commemorations of women’s wartime 
efforts, l)ut found none. 'Phis was not surprising, consider
ing the scarcity of overt reminders of women’s history any
where in American urban places. The committee agreed 
to broaden its commemorative scope to develop the first 
national tribute to women on the home front.

W'e organized a design competition, asking respondents 
to interpret both Richmond’s local history and the contri
butions of eighteen million women to the wartime labor 
force, and drew more than 75 responses from individuals 
and interdisciplinar)’ teams. Cheiyl Barton and Susan 
Schwartzen!>erg were selected for their skill in answering 
the competition’s complex inteqiretive charge in a form 
accessible to a broad audience.

Their proposal for sculptures suggestive of a ship under 
construction recalled the work perfonned at the site and 
evoked the constructed nature of social memor)^ It is orga
nized as a series of outdoor rooms created by sculptures 
that evoke the image of a ship hull under construction. The 
rooms—named the “Forepeak,” “Fore Hatch,” “Stack,” 
“Aft Hatch” and “Fantail”—act as gathering places rather 
than detached objects in space. The design is a metaphor 
for the reconstruction of memory, the prtKess of collecting 
fragments and bonding them together into a whole.

The rooms are arranged along a 441-foot-long path, 
“Keel Walk,” that slopes down to and projects over the 
harbor’s edge; along it are recollections of the w’omen 
workers and a timeline of events that occurred during the 
war. Images of the shipyard, engineering drawings, arti
facts and workers are arranged between the rungs of 
“memoiy ladders” that recall construction scaffolds.

I'he design process began with research into local and 
national archives and included efforts to locate and engage 
the many women around the country, now in their seven
ties and eighties, who had worked in the yards. We orga
nized a “memory gathering workshop” that collected 
stories of everyday life and reflected on the larger social 
themes that shaped women’s experiences. Women ship
yard workers shared their stories, letters, photos and even 
trade tools—which were incorj)orated into the memory

By nature, monuments and memorials are fragmentary 
constructions of the past. Yet, under the right conditions, 
they can serve as catalysts for complex, robust connections 
hetw'een contemporary citizens, the history of the places 
where they live and their own place in history-. 'Fhe Rosk‘ 
the Riveter Alemorial: HonoringAiueriaw Women’s 
Labor During World II, illustrates the fertile inter
sections between public art, landscape design, public his
tory- and community development.

'Fhe city of Richmond, Calif., initiated the memorial 
project in 199b as a means of reclaiming an important 
aspect of its history, h'ew .American communities offer a 
home front story-as dramatic; a city of 23,000 when the war 
began, it quickly became a twenty-four-hour boomtow-n 
with more than 100,000 residents. Kaiser Shipyards, the 
nation’s largest and most productive wartime shipbuilding 
facility, played a central role in this iransfonnation by- 
bringing people from all backgrounds and across the 
nation to work alongside each other on San Francisco Bay. 
The memorial focuses particularly on the experiences of 
w omen, who made up more than one quarter of the ship
yard workers and whose labor was celebrated, along with 
that of their counterjiarts across the country-, in the popular 
song, “Rosie the Riveter.”

Richmond has suffered in recent decades from a reputa
tion for crime, poverty and heavy industry, and its diverse 
citizenry found scant public connection to this story.
WTiile much of the city retains its wartime built environ
ment, most reminders of those years had been erased from 
the waterfront. Beginning in the 1970s, Richmond’s Rede
velopment Agency- transformed much of the former ship
yard into a collection of industrial facilities, gated 
communities and public open spaces.

Civic recognition of Richmond’s w artime contributions, 
especially those of local women, became a crusade for 
Richmond Councilwoman Donna Powers. She began talk
ing about the importance of commemorating Richmond’s 
“Rosies” (as she called them) and by 1996 others in the 
city-’s pow-er structure came along.

A memorial committee, chaired by Pow-ers and includ
ing city staff and community- representatives, considered 
\-arious strategies for recognizing women’s wartime roles, 
from a “Walk of Fame” with names inscribed on a water-

Opposite: Plan of the Rosie the Riveter .Manorial. Rendering hy Christopher 

Cirubb.

Inset: The research phase involved locating and interviewing women who worked 

at the shipv'ards sixty years agtj. 'Fhe women were invited lo the dedication, and 

their mementos were incorporated into “memor}- ladders." Left photo by Hansel 

.Mieth, right photo £> Felix Rigan.
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complex story of migration, housing, childcare, health 
care, labor unions and racially integrated workforces on 
the home front. The memorial was dedicated in October, 
2000, and ten days later. President Bill Clinton signed the 
official designation of Rosie the RiveterA\T\lI Home 
Front National Historical Park, incorporating the site into 
the National Park Service.

The resulting Rosie the RiveterAV^MI Home Front 
National Historical Park will interpret a range of sites 
throughout the city—such as war-era daycare centers that 
still serve local families, the original Kaiser Field Hospital 
and housing for war workers. All are woven into a chang
ing, and often quite challenging, urban fabric. With new
found recognition of its historic resources, and in response 
to encouragement from the park service, the city passed a 
historic preservation ordinance that can protect these 
places and additional historic sites that are identified as 
research continues.

The historical park, now in its planning and research 
phase, presents dramatic challenges to the park service, the 
city and the collaborative partners upon which it will 
depend. The quality' of the architecture generated by fran
tic wartime mobilization raises especially difficult preserv'a- 
tion issues in a city eager to grasp every development 
opportunity. The historic sites are owned both publicly 
and privately, raising questions about ensuring adequate 
protection and about whether the level of interpretation at 
each site will form a coherent whole. And the social history 
the park will interpret is itself complex and, in instances.

ladders and served as an inspiration for the designers.
The memoriars dense weave of labor, social and 

women’s history reflects decades of w ork by historians that 
recasts the American past as a shifting collection of multi
ple narratives. This view of history has increasingly shaped 
the field of public art as cities and community organiza
tions work to reclaim forgotten histories through monu
ments and memorials. \\^ithin this context, the memorial 
initiative is notable because it casts its attention broadly, 
situating the breadth of w omen’s wartime experiences 
within the many factors that shaped the home front, and 
because it has been an agent for reconnecting a group that 
had dispersed and, therefore, had not focused on com
memorating its history.

In addition to the design team’s site-s{>ecific artwork, 
the memorial initiative included numerous components 
intended to create richer connections between the site’s 
history’, the local community and a wider public. We pub
lished a newsletter and developed a website; distributed 
a questionnaire that resulted in a list of more than tw’o 
hundred women who had W'orked in the shipy’ards and 
shared a trove of memories; conducted an oral historj' 
program; prtxiuced a short video documentary'; developed 
a high school education project; and worked with labor 
organizations to develop a campaign, “Tradesw'omen: 
Pioneers Then & Now,” geared to young women inter
ested in employment in the trades totlay.

The most dramatic outcome of the project has been the 
creation of a new national historical park in Richmond. 
From the project’s earliest ilays, it was clear that an even 
larger story’ was embedded in Richmond’s streets, struc
tures, civic organizations and personal memories. At the 
encouragement of Congressman CJeorge Miller, National 
Park Service staff visited in 1998, and we laid out the city’s

The Rosie the Riveter .Metnoriat takes the form of a ship under consmiction. 

recalling the work performetl at the site and csoking the constructed future 

of social memor)'. Left photo €> Felix Rigan, ('.enter and right photos courtesv' 

Rtdimond .Museum of Histors'.
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contentious: W'hile many prefer to highlight efforts to 
dismantle gender and racial barriers on the home front, 
subtle and overt discrimination affected day-to-day life for 
women and people of color; public |X)licy and informal 
social practices shaped a segregated landscape in much of 
Richmond, including its war housing and daycare centers.

The Rosie the Riveter National Historical Park will face 
tensions between historical interpretation, aesthetics, poli
tics and the requirements of commerce and tourism. Yet 
it is also a remarkable opportunit)’ to develop innovative 
strategies for reviving neglected aspects of American social 
and urban history’, and using them to reanimate the com
munity at large.

Jury Comments

Hood: It’s easier to do a project like Gantry Plaza, where 
there is something to respond to. With Rosie, nothing was 
there, just a ubiquitous suburban landscape, and now there 
is a place people can come to and identify with.
Griffin: There’s difference between having a gantry’ as an 
artifact and making a place around it, and having the built 
experience of the waterfront gone and trydng to explain it 
by putting artifacts into a kind of neutral landscape. You 
w ish there had been fragment of something like a gantry’ 
here, or more content related to the waterfront. It would 
be interesting to think about what a good extension of this 
effort w'ould be, other than more housing.
Hood: As a monument or as a memorial, this project is more 
like a large object rather than a place per se. It doesn’t 
operate by taking over that entire green space, it’s more 
like an abstract object. How do we talk about place within 
that framework?
Corheti: They did really use research, it’s historical 
research.
Hanrabnn: This project brings forw’ard a story’ that may not 
have even been considered a legitimate memory twenty’ 
years ago. The notion that the U.S. can assume a stronger 
interest in the cultural aspects of its history is very pow’er- 
ful, and very well put here. The pictures of the women 
coining back for the dedication are impressive.
Sommer: The memory to me is the sad part, though. As a 
monument to industrial America, things were made in that 
whole tidal basin, not only in one part of it. 
fiood: It’s important for people to recognize the history of 
Richmond that is slowly being wiped away. I do think 
people will come to this site and remember the w'ay it used 
to be, based upon the project, based upon the narrative. 
Griffin: And it may be a catalyst, now that there’s some
thing there, implemented, to use. It’s bringing back 
institutional support, and the prospects in a w’ay are almost 
as exciting.

—Donna Graves

Constructing .Memor}-: Commemorating Rosie the Riveter, Richmond, Calif. 

Client: City of Richmond, Redevelopment Agencj’ (Donna Graves, project director) 

Design: The Office of Cheryl Barton (Ciheryl Barton, design principal/sculptnr; 

Zoee-\strachan. landscape ardiitect; BurtTartoue, landscape architect/tedinical 

advisor) and Susan Schwartzenberg. visual artist.
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Cultural Landscape Goitszche 
Bitterfeld, German

“W'e need mure rusted metal!” exclaimed French artists 
Marc Baharit and Gilles Bruni.

On this day in the middle of the Goitzsche, a si.xty-t\ro- 
square-kilometer region in fomier F.ast Gennany that was 
once one of the largest brown ct)al mines in Europe, an 
unusual group has come together. There are artists. There 
are workers, most of them miners from the region who 
have been unemployed since the mine closed in 1991. 
I'here are local residents, who offer their help.

The artists, gathered around an artificial hill of gravel, 
sand, dirt and scraps of nisted metal, have decided they 
need more material t(» realize theirsision of a landscape 
memorial to the region’s industrial histor\'. The crowd 
disperses to search for contributions and returns with 
heaps of {>ersonal belongings that they are willing to 
donate to the project. The hill is now covered with soon- 
lo-be-nisted old metal objects. This is the creation of 
a very special place.

For the Cioitzsche and Bitterfeld, the area’s main town, 
the last century' has been a time of immense upheaval and 
transformation. Once one of the most industrialized 
regions in F.urope, the tensions and transformations of 
Ciermany’s recent history have been deeply imprinted onto 
the area’s physical and psychological landscapes.

Today the Goitzsche, once called the “the dirtiest 
corner in Europe” by the magazine Der Spiegel, is a model 
for comprehensive, dialogue-based regional planning and 
development that focuses upon strengthening the distinct 
character of local places, fostering intercity cooperation 
and sensiti\it)' to ecolog)', and promoting interdisciplinary' 
and international communication. The former mine has 
been Hooded to create a new landscape of lakes, reculti
vated vegetation and art projects intended to regenerate 
the identity of the area in the minds of potential residents 
and visitors.

In the mid-nineteenth century, the Goitzsche was 
developed as a major resource of brown coal for rapidly 
industrializing Prussia and, eventually, the German 
empire. By the turn of the century, an open-pit mine had 
been started and chemical plants soon located next to the 
energy source. After World War II, the ravaged landscape 
received no respite: the area was part of the communist 
German Democratic Republic, whose policy of promoting 
intense industrial production st(X)d far before environmen
tal concerns. The mining and chemical industries 
expanded, forcing the displacement of four villages and 
the relocation of more than four miles of the Miilde River. 
The impacts on people’s lives were enormous: In windy
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weather, neighboring cities would become coated with pol
luted soil blown from the open pit.

After Gennan reunification in 1991, the mine was 
closed, the industrial infrastructure was demolished, and 
the region was declared an ecological disaster site by the 
federal government. .Much of the population was left 
unemployed while the devastated landscape and environ
mental hazards remained. Bitterfeld and its neighlH>rs were 
left to confront the ecological restoration of the former 
mine and develop a new economy for the region.

The former mining organization, the lv.\lB\', a region
ally organized federal entity, hired the landscape architec
ture firm Knoll Ecoplan to lead the replanning. Flcoplan 
saw the opportuniU’ to redevelop and redefine a former 
industrial landscape through a prcK’ess that would involve 
a constant dialogue with the local communities and 
emphasize the distinct historical character ot the landscape 
and region. Ecoplan aimed to provide the local communi
ties with usable, accessible public space, while confronting 
the area's socioeconomic problems by creating opportuni
ties for growth and emplovinent in tourism and by 
improving the quality of life in the region to help attract 
new employers.

The connection with local communities was achieved

through the mediating role of the Zweckverband (roughly 
translated as “purpose association”), an organization that 
brought together the mayors and other public representa
tives of the eight surrounding communities. This group 
connected the consultants with the concerns of local citi
zens, thus assuring that the planners’, designers’ and artists’ 
visions would reflect the concents of the communities 
themselves.

The Zweckverband’s most important accomplishment 
was the creation of the so-called “Shoreline Contract,” 
which outlines the cooperative goals of the various com
munities. 'rhe first point of the contract binds each com
munity to respect the new shoreline as a public space, 
accessible to all for relaxation and recreation, not to be 
developed for commercial purposes (except for a selected 
intensive-use region near Bitterfeld). In an area with an 
intense histoty of political turmoil and oppression, the pro
vision of public space was regarded as essential to democra
tic, community-based, socially-conscious development. 
Other elements of the Shoreline Contract included an

HiUs and Evty-Smt Cents (Marc Babarit. Gilles Bnmi). 

Right; CTOitzsche mining landscape.

Photos courtes}' Commission Cultural Landscape Ck>itzsche.
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emphasis on recreation activities and ecological and aes
thetic strategies that would attract people to the area; cre
ating landscape art projects, in an manner consonant with 
landscape recreation and protection; and using traces of 
the former industrial activity as design elements.

The comprehensive master plan for development in the 
region was completed in 1995. It cultivated a mixture of 
uses in different areas, setting aside places exclusively for 
environmental protection, for light recreation (hiking trails 
and bike paths) and for more intensive use (camping and 
limited commerce). Lastly, sites were designated for the 
integration of art projects, most of them on the half-island 
of Pouch, a perfect place for creating a web of intercon
nected landscape art projects.

The technical aspects of redeveloping the mine accord
ing to sensitive environmental standards and flooding the 
open pits was carried out by the LMBV, and the work was 
paid for by the LMBV and special funds from the Euro
pean Union. These projects were one of the central means 
of creating jobs: Along w’ith the construction of the art pro
jects themselves, from 1995 until 2000 the redevelopment 
of the Goitzsche provided on average one hundred jobs 
for otherwise unemployed members of the region each 
year. The total investment in the project will total about 
550DM, with funds coming from both the German federal 
government and the state of Saxony-Anhalt.

The implementation and selection of the art projects 
was led by the state-financed, but privately-incorporated 
group, EXPO 2000 Saxony-Anhalt, which was organized 
to carry out regionally significant projects to be showcased 
at the World EXPO in Hannover in 2000. The state of 
Saxony-Anhalt, its image within Germany and abroad 
heavily tainted by its extensive environmental, social and 
economic problems, saw the World EXPO as an opportu
nity to create and showcase innovative methods for rede
veloping the state’s most troubled regions. EXPO 2000 
was essential to realizing plans for the Goitzsche, providing 
much of the funding and vision for die art projects and 
forcing the project to be completed by a specific deadline.

EXPO 2000 selected the art projects through the Kura- 
torium for the Cultural Landscape Goitzsche, a forum that 
realized the interdisciplinary and international objectives 
of the region’s politicians and the project’s planners. In 
1997, the Kuratorium invited artists, scientists, politicians, 
architects and engineers from throughout Germany and 
Europe to discuss the integration of art into the new lake 
landscape. The art projects w'ere understood in practical 
tenns as a means of communication between the profes
sionals and the local communities, and more broadly as the 
means of strengthening the region’s identity and assuring a

tangible connection between the landscape’s history and its 
emerging future.

At first there was resentment and confusion among the 
local community about the idea of using art to drive the 
redevelopment of the region. Alost of the population had 
little experience with public art and considered the projects 
a w aste of money. These feelings were not ignored, but 
confronted through constant public meetings between the 
planners, artists and local residents. An atmosphere of dia
logue was regarded as the only means of connecting the 
communities with the outside professionals and assuring 
that local citizens took part in shaping the new form of 
their region.

The interaction went beyond public meetings. All 
artists were required to be present during the building 
of their works, and the construction was carried out by 
unemployed former miners and managed by the former 
mining company. This approach created jobs and forced 
the artists to shape their work in dialogue with the local 
population. At the same time, the community could learn 
through firsthand experience the significance and purpose 
of the art projects.

Today, many of the plans for the Goitzsche have been 
realized. The flooding of the mine was begun in 1999. A 
number of art projects have been completed—including 
functional and symbolic structures such as a swimming 
bridge and w ater level tower, which visitors can climb to 
observe the progress of the filling of the lake, as w^ell as 
conceptual projects that explore the ecological and psycho
logical conditions of the site. In all, nearly 600 hectares will 
be reforested and some 34 miles of trails are being built.

Today the Goitzsche is no longer remarkable for its 
degree of heavy industry and ecological destruction, but 
instead is one of the most interesting landscape redevelop
ment projects in the world. Indeed, Cultural Landscape 
Goitzsche will alw^ays be changing. MTen the flooding of 
the lake is complete, a new process will start for developing 
recreation facilities and planning events. The restored 
landscapes will continue to evolve. In a region traditionally 
at the forefront of technology and ideas, it is fitting that 
today the whole area can be seen as an inspiring model for 
planners, artists, developers and politicians.

—Jesse Shapins
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Smithson scale. They used the industrial character to gen
erate projects that are literally Pirenisian in scope and 
character. Wliereas Smithson used certain materials 
to cut, to transtorni, to move landscape in ways that we 
associate with the universe of conceptual art in this coun
try, they use these practices to make design at a scale that’s 
really interesting.
Hooil: How many years does it take implement a project 
like this? I’hat’s the biggest challenge. WHien you see a 
project like this, which is actually being completed, that’s 
really impressive.
Hanraban: It would be interesting to think about how one 
could accomplish a project that covers such a vast area. In 
the U.S, where we are attempting to tangle with so many 
different interests, how would this fare?

Jury Comments

So7mne7': I love the integration of art with industrial histoiy' 
and biological restoration—they brought artists in and had 
them create site-specific projects. V\Tat I take away from 
this is the idea of continuing change.
Hood: I really admire the artists’ interpretation, since this 
had been working area, they have to he open to broad 
interpretations, which lead to different landscapes. I didn’t 
see anything that reminded me of a traditional park, it’s an 
in between place where landscape is undergoing the process 
of change, whether through remediation or bringing l)ack 
things. ;\11 tlie projects seemed very thought-provoking. 
I{a7miha7i: It’s really a project that evolved from experi
mentation and research in the world of art and sculpture, 
particularly Robert Smithson. 'Phis is case of an art mental
ity combining with a certain knowledge, with the specific 
liistor)' of a place, to produces an artificial landscape at a

C.lc»ckwi$e from top left:

V’iewofopen pit mine mil nearby town.

StaiPitay in the Water l-n tllhi tr (Wolfjtanjt Christ), which provides a reference 

point for the rising level of the lake.

FJf^t HiliiandForty-StneCofits(GiWes Bruni, Marc Babarit)

AG0R.1 (Sigfried Knoll. Werner Sobek. .\ndrcas Bosshard).

The opening of the channel used to hll the new lake.

.Snuly sketch for Tkr ldnisbtJRher{llem\in Prigann), which traces the former 

bed of the .Muidc River.

Photos ctHiriesy C.ominission Cultural landscape Coitzsche, Knoll Eeoplan

(Cultural Landscape Goitzsche. Bitterfeld, Germany

Sponsors: Commission Cultural [.andscape C^utzsche, Lzpo zooo Sachsen-

.•knhalt CcMnpany

Landscape planning; Knoll Ecoplan (Martin Stein, Executive Director)

•Artists and artist teams: .Marc Bal>arit and Gillcs Bnmi; Claus Bury; Wolfgang 

Christ: Anatol Herzfeld; Sigfried Knoll, Werner Sobek and .Andreas Bosshard: 

Jact)ues Lecnhardt and lieike Bruckner; Domenico Ludani;TillNeu; Zenon Polus; 

Hermann Prigann; Hartmut Renner; N'adia Schmidt; Gilles Vcxlard.
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The Community Character Plan 
for Collier County, Florida

(bounty government is often dismissed as a weak link in the 
management of the nation’s land resources. Pt)orIy funded, 
understaffed and politically t^lnerable, counties have been 
regarded as easy marks for the one-size-lirs-all projects 
of well-heeled developers and the ill-considered schemes 
of local cronies.

Then, as if to counter such cynicism, along comes an 
effort such as the Community (character Plan for Collier 
County, Florida, which demonsiraies the potential for 
integrated planning at the front lines of l)attles over sprawl, 
traffic, ecology and social equity.

Most significantly, the C^ollier plan interprets the public 
realm as including not only streets anti urban ojKn spaces 
hut also systems of habitat and waterflow , as well as tradi
tional patterns of rural life. Within this context, it tackles 
a range of contemporary physical planning issues, such as 
creating a better-balanced transportation system, retro
fitting introverted subdivisions, transforming arterials into 
great streets and helping inner-ring suburbs age gracefully.

directed by a citizens advisor)' panel and adopted in 2001. 
Its pur|K)se was to increase citizen interest, generate new 
ideas and set a new direction for county polic)'.

Because a key element of the effort was consciousness- 
raising and consensus-building, the plan included an inten
sive period of public input: Ten large public meetings were 
held, including four hands-on planning sessions. The final 
plan was illustrated with photorealistic before-and-after 
sitiiulations, diagrams and change-over-time scenarios 
whose purpose was to help county residents visualize the 
implications of community-design decisions.

rhe bulk of the plan is contained in manuals devoted 
to community design, mobility and green space. These are 
followed by an implementation section that translates gen
eral recommendations into precise suggestions for change 
to official county planning documents. The intent of this 
implementation work was to make it as eas\' as possible for 
county planners to follow the thread of public interest 
through to the correct formulations of technical language.

Upmarket Gridlock
Situated at the southw'cstern tip of Florida, Collier 

County is hemmed in by the Everglades to the east, the 
Ciulf of Mexico to the west and stands of coastal mangnjve 
to the south. Its older built-up areas, Naples and Marco 
Island, mark the affluent southern tip of a string of water
front communities that extend north some 150 miles to 
Tampa-St. Petersburg.

For the last twenty years Collier County has seen an 
explosion of gated residential compounds that have threat
ened to rob it of its charm. Inland, problems have surfaced 
w'ith the continued development of large, subdivided areas 
of forest and swamp, originally soltl off as unserviced five- 
acre lots during the Florida land scams of the late 1950s 
and early 1960s. Development pressure has also mounted 
in eastern portion of the county, which contains valuable 
agricultural land as well as some of the last viable habitat 
for the endangered Florida Panther.

According to \1ctor Dover, whose South Miami firm, 
Dover, Kohl and Partners, was lead consultant for the 
plan, many of Collier County’s difficulties arose because 
it “had built itself into gridlock through very upmarket 
renditions of conventional sprawl.” 'Fhis eventually led 
the state to challenge the sufficiency of the county master 
plan, and caused citizens to publicly question the county’s 
“business-as-usual” development practices.

As part of a settlement w ith the state, the Collier Board 
of Commissioners agreed to both redo its official plan and 
undertake a broader community planning effort. Emerging 
from the second of these tracks, the (Character Plan was

New Urbanist Influences
Much of the material in the Community Design Manual 

will be familiar to proponents of Traditional Neighbor
hood Development. To re-establish a viable public realm, 
the plan advocates that existing communities build toward 
greater levels of density, interconnectedness and walkabil- 
ity. At the same time, it criticizes the existing planned unit 
develo|)inent (PUD) process by which large parcels of land 
are developed without adequate connection to one other.

The manual contains illustrations showing how these 
goals may be achieved—ways to establish w'alkable neigh- 
l)orhood centers, promote denser housing and integrate 
big-l>ox retailers into patterns of smaller-scale streets and 
subsidiary' buildings. It also show’s how existing PUDs 
could be retrofitted, although the real lesson of such stud
ies is that the county should require more flexible, inte
grated development patterns to begin with, Dover says.

In addition to generic statements of principle, the 
manual also graj)ples with specifically local situations, 
such as North Golden Gate Estates, a semi-rural area that 
dates to the era of Florida land scams. Many lots there 
are swampy or otherwise exceedingly difficult to build on, 
resulting in a spotty pattern of development. >Vnd the area 
is largely devoid of infrastructure or services, and prone 
to wildfire and flooding. Nevertheless, the area provides 
some of the only affordable housing in the county.

.Among the recommendations are that Golden Gate 
undergo a process of selective densification, leading to 
a pattern of new hamlets and village centers. It proposes 
new connector roads with distinctly rural characteristics
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(lolden C»3le Estates master plan. The other will lead to a 
specific plan for Naples Park, an older suburb that may 
greatly benefit from recommendations in the C^oniniuniU' 
Design Manual.

Dover says that since county voters rejected a half-cent 
sales tax for road-building in November, county planners 
have also begun to look at some of the corridor-manage
ment recommendations in the Mobility Manual. .-\nd 
interest is rising in a ten-year “green tax” to acquire new 
oj>en space to link up existing parklands in built-up areas.

According to juror Peter Calthorpe, the plan “does 
something I haven’t seen done before, which is an adopted 
county-wide plan that truly integrates ecology, circulation 
and url)anism.” Its eventual impact, however, will depend 
on its ability to convince county residents of the impor
tance of a bigger picture, one that gives new meaning to 
the pursuit of shared jniblic values.

and calls for limited commercial development based on 
historic Florida “crossroad” stores.

Connections to the Larger Scale
'I'he two other manuals attempt to tie these recommen

dations for fine-grained community development to a 
count)'wide framework of stxrial and ecological concern.

'Fhe Mobility Manual notes tliat while county popula
tion has risen dramatically in recent years, the miles driven 
per vehicle has increased even more. A key recommenda
tion is to allow local traffic to remain local by establishing a 
network of secondarv’ routes. It also proposes well-located 
new major thoroughfares, neighborhood traffic-calming 
and a hierarchical palette of tree-lined “great streets.”

'I'he third component of the plan, the Cjreen Space 
Manual, works from a fairly standard community-needs 
survey. WTiile it finds the county to be generally well 
sen ed by parks, many of these are so ptmrly integrated into 
neighborhoods there is little choice but to drive to them.

At the regional scale, the plan used GIS maps to evalu
ate research from a host of sources (including panther 
telemetry), making it possible to accurately correlate link
ages between ecosystems, threatened species, natural pat
terns of water flow and develoj)meni. 'Fhe overlays make a 
convincing argument for a policy of county growth bound
aries linked to broad ecological concerns.

Fo date, the Cvommunity C'haracter Plan has spawned at 
least tw'o new planning efforts. One aims to redo the North

Cullkr County Ctimmunity Character Plan. Collier Clount), Ha.

Client: Ikanl of County (Commissioners, (Collier (County, Ha. (Amy Taylor, 

project manager) and directed tiy a Select (Committee on (Communit)’ (Character. 

Planning: Dover, Kohl and Partners

.AsscKiatcd consultants: Open space, transportation planning: Glatting Jack&on 

(open space, irans|N>nation (banning), Spikowski Planning Associates (implementa

tion), (Communities !>)• Design (a>minunity image survey), UrbamAdvantage 

(visual simulations).
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Existing subdivision pattern in a typncal neighborhood. .Areas with opportunities for transformadon.

Jury Comments such images can be ver>’ powerful. I agree the images can 
be trite and wrong for that kind of place, but I think in 
terms of getting involvement from the community, they 
can have an impact.
Mozingo: Isn’t there something else we can play off here 
other than the plantation house? People are responding 
to the loveliness of the arches, but they are also responding 
to the socioeconomic aspirations it represents. There’s a 
whole theory' about class operation and how people yearn 
for the class just above them.
Fraker: VV'e should emphasize that while we w orried about 
some of the prescriptive images of buildings, it was the 
site-to-s\3tem effort that is really good. That is the real 
strength of the matter.

Caltborpe: Collier changes the nature of the field. It says, 
okay, we are going to take the regional environmental 
framework, the regional circulation framework and we’re 
going to integrate them with an urban design framework 
that addresses a whole range of issues from greenfield to 
suburban infill to town repair. That seems to me a qualita
tive shift in what planning is doing in Americ'a today. 
Rahaim: My problem is the approach. It sets up expecta
tions that to create this New Urbanist paradigm, to create 
these wonderful environments, this is the image of the 
place you have to have.
Caltborpe: Everybody gets caught up in the architecture.
I think it’s a bogus issue. This goes beyond the t)'pical 
TND stuff. It operates on a larger scale: It tries to integrate 
an urban sensibility about development—not downtow n 
development, but suburban development—to a larger- 
scale sensibility about green space and overall circulation. 
When the thinking moves to this scale, that’s healthy. 
Fraker: I admire the effort to do something at a regional 
scale, to address the issues of sprawl and circulation. But 
the prescriptive imagery of the kind of development that 
should take place is offered as an alternative to nothing. 
There are ways of presenting a plan where you are not 
giving such a prescriptive solution. VVTiat I see is a lot of 
the CNU tried-and-true “principles” applied at a larger 
scale and I don’t know that they are appropriate.
Rabaim: We’ve seen these, but I don’t think people in Col
lier County have. The folks that will be most affected by 
this are exactly the folks who need to be.
Brmvn: W’hen you get citizens involved who often times 
have never had any kind of passion about planning or place,

Previous: The plan proposes ihar wetland, habitat and waterflow panems should 

shape open space and urban fonn of Collier County. Graphics courtesy Dover Kohl 

ami Partners

.Above: How an existing gated contmunity might be retrofit, over dme, to 

improve internal circulation, create neighborhood-scale pjblic space and dhersif}' 

housing choices.

Opposite: Ejusiingcundiduns along U.S. 41 in Collier County, and simulated 

images of suggestions for im[»oving the streciscape with new landscaping and 

dcvelopnient standards. Photo and simulations by Urban .Advantage
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Above the Falls
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Today, the Mississippi still figures into the city’s future, 
but in a vastly different way. I'he river, the lakes and the 
habitat surrounding them are regarded as interconnected 
resources—visual, recreational and environmental—that 
are critical to making the region healthy, distinctive, desir
able and successful. Throughout Minneapolis and St. Paul 
new connections to the water are being made, new residen
tial, commercial and cultural developments are emerging 
along the riverfront.

Thus, the plan—crafted under the guidance of city, 
county and state agencies and approved by the city’s coun
cil and mayor tw o years ago—seeks to direct the public and 
private transformation of the Upper River district into 
inLxed-use communities and waterfront amenities. Jurors 
praised its approach to building on Minneapolis’ parkway 
traditions and using environmental factors to shape urban 
form in a strongly articulated manner.

Minneapolis (wes the fact of its settlement to the terrain— 
more precisely, to the Mississippi River and the Falls of St. 
Anthony. 'Fhe falls were ini|>ortani to Minneapolis l>ecause 
they generated power that could be captured to mill the 
lumber, then the flour, that the city gathered from across 
the Cireat Plains then ship^ved east.

The terrain has also been instrumental in shaping 
development ahmg the reach of river just upstream from 
the falls, an area whose long-tenn future is the subject of 
the Above the Falls master plan. Here, the west bank lies 
low, just a few feet above the wide, strong river, giving 
way to a plain that rises gradually up to an escarpment 
created by glacial outwash. 'Fhe area developed with river- 
related industries, such as sawmills, foundries, brick works 
and brew'eries.

Just a generation ago, the industrial future of the Upper 
River seemed secure. Minneajiolis officials, convinced that 
the area could supplant St. Paul as the head of navigation 
on the Mississippi and be an economic engine for the city, 
enlisted the help of former Senator I luhert I lurnphrey and 
seaired federal funding for locks that allow barges to be 
lifted around the falls.

Above: Ilenr>- Lewis, St. Anthony's Falls in /^f->#.Councs>'.Minneapolis 

Institute of the-Arts. Gift of Mr. F.. C. (Jale.

Opposite left: Numerous upper river industries are dependent on barge traffic. 

Opposite right: Proposed urban neigh>x}thood along the river's west bank.
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The plan rests on the premise, still controversial to 
some people, that barge-related heavy industries are eco
nomically obsolete and that housing, workplaces and 
public spaces are the natural successors. It proposes shift
ing barge activities downriver and replacing heavy industrv' 
with housing, shops and offices, riverfront parks and 
promenades, while retaining space for light industrv', par
ticularly operations that support downtown businesses.

rhe plan draws much of its power by building on Min
neapolis’s open space traditions, particularly its Chain of 
Lakes system of parks, boulevards and riverfront parkways, 
which was conceived by I lorace (Cleveland 12 5 years ago 
and still forms the backbone of the city’s park system. Most 
recently, the Minneapolis Park Board has completed a 
parkway section along the downtown riverfront that con
nects from the dramatic gorge below the falls, skirts an 
emerging downtown warehouse-residential district and 
leads to the Upper River area.

I’he parkway and open spaces proposed in the ])lan 
would connect that network upstream to an existing 
regional park and wetlands area, reinforcing the connec
tion betw een the city and its lakes, the river and regional 
landscape and habitat patterns. The plan also proposes a 
more localized, urbanized set of connections, via trails 
along seldom used railroad corridors (including two 
bridges across the river) and other new pedestrian infra
structure, to upland neighborhoods, whose residents are 
largely working poor or new immigrants.

rhe urban pattern would be structured by no-build 
zones that provide for stonnw’aier drainage and establish 
corridors for river and downtown views; and by a park'W'ay 
and street grid that connect to adjacent city districts. A 
state-of-the-art environmental restoration plan integrates 
water filtration parks with wetland plantings, proposes 
riverbank stabilization through soil bioengineering tech
niques, and calls for a recreated oak savanna econ^pe in this 
place where the w estern prairie meets the northwoods and 
the Mississippi.

Finally, the plan suggests how Minneapolis can take 
advantage of the unusual condition of flat, huildable land 
along the west bank ol the rfrer, which elsew here is sepa
rated from the city by bluffs. It proposes dense residential

and retail development with a pedestrian promenade right 
along the water’s edge—a pattern of development and 
open space that would break with Cleveland’s standard pat
tern of river, trail and open space, and parkw ay—and 
which aroused controversy when the plan was debated 
before its adoption.

iMoving Forward
Above the Falls' main accomplishments have been to 

win public acceptance for the notion that barge-related 
industr\'’s time has passed, to propose new and somewhat 
provocativ e strategies for integrating this last reach of 
Minneapolis riverfront into larger ideas about the city’s 
open space system, and to offer solid advice about how 
infrastructure, stormw ater management and environmen
tal restoration can be handled to wrap priv'ate development 
in a particular sense of place.

Indeed, one outcome of the plan may have been to 
staunch the expansion of heavy industr\^ The plan was ini
tially triggered when a scrap metal company announced 
plans for a new metal shredder in the area and a cement 
company proposed a new silo. The city imposed a morato
rium on industrial expansion while the plan was being pre
pared, and it initiated legal action to stop the shredder. 
Even though the city lost its case, and even though the 
moratorium has been lifted for tw'o years, neither proposal 
has moved forward. “It will be interesting to see if heavy 
industries really do invest in the Upper River, or if their 
own business decisions continue the gradual decline that 
our economic panel suggested would happen,” said Barrv' 
Gore, author and lead land-use planner on the project for 
URS/BRW.

Building new urban neighborhoods is a tougher propo
sition. The history' of large-scale master plans of this sort 
has been fraught with false starts and slow execution— 
especially when the costs involv'ed in acquiring industrial 
land, reclaiming it and creating new public infrastructure 
are to be borne by the redevelopment program, as they 
likely would be here. As a result, such plans often resort to 
large-scale development schemes that take years for the 
market to absorb, and are built through processes that 
make it difficult to incorporate qualities of landscape.
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urban space, architecture and community activity that 
feel rooted in the place.

The path to implementation of Above the Falls has 
allowed for quick, opportunistic actions, mostly initiated 
by the private sector, w hile longer-term, public arrange
ments for infrastructure and regualtory- frameworks 
are still falling into place. The Grain Belt Brewery, an 
architectural landmark on the east bank that had fallen into 
city ownership, was converted into architect’s offices. Adja
cent to the brewery and across the street, more than 250 
tow n homes are planned, and another 169-unit housing 
development is underway nearby. A manufacturer with a 
plant in the area has moved its headquarters there as well, 
and a sign company is opening a labrication shop in the 
light industrial district, diversifying the employment base.

On the public side, there have been early victories as 
well. The Metropolitan Open Space Commission has won 
designation of the entire riverfront (except for the barge 
terminals) as part of the regional open space system, which 
means that the city can tap regional funds for acquiring 
land and making it usable. The Minneapolis Park Board 
has already purchased two-thirds of the land in the pro
posed Skj’line Park, where an amphitheatre would have the 
dow ntown skyline as a backdrop, and the agenc>’ is moving 
its headquarters into a vacant building along the Upper 
River riverfront.

WTiile the Minneapolis Community Development 
Agenc)' is, for now, opposing the key recommendation 
for creating an Upper River Development Corporation 
to oversee the project, it has set up a citizens advisory com
mittee that will w eigh in on development and planning 
strategies. MCDA is also hiring an ombudsman to help 
public agencies and local businesses keep in touch alx>ut 
their plans for the area.

Important hurdles remain—among them changing the 
zoning and assembling the S160 million needed to acquire 
the land and put in public infrastructure. But the key is that 
the long-term vision is in place, and the private and public 
sectors are taking steps in that direction, Gore said. “The 
plan promotes the inherent urban design potential of the 
riverfront, and communicated that vision to the city coun
cil in a manner that gave it the courage to accept the plan 
and undertake a very ambitious redevelopment concept.”

Juiy^ Comments

Hood: I w-^as turned away from this at first l>ecause the 
imagery didn’t look that specific, but I don’t think that’s 
the strength of this plan. The fact is, it’s very well done, 
bringing us up to date with what we know alM)ut g<K)d 
planning, whether it’s high-density development, getting 
access to the river, reusing stoniiwater, establishing wet
lands gardens. There is a section on riverbank restoration, 
one on soil bioengineering; there is proposal for a water 
filtration park, citing a project that won an EDRA/Places 
Award two years ago as an example of wetlands gardens.
It’s all here.
Jacobs: The plan is really aggressive. It’s a long site, some of 
it is historic, the uses var\'. You have industrial problems, 
railroad problems, circulation problems, access and boat
ing problems, natural vectors problems, water problems, 
and they all get worked out. That’s impressive. In so many 
of the plans we’ve looked at, there is no necessity to deal 
with the really diffiucult stuff like this.
Hanrahan: There is a principle here, from the outset, that 
there are two sides of the river. Gantrv' Plaza State Park 
is similar in that regard, in trying to engage both sides of 
a river, but this plan takes all sorts of steps.
Jacobs: I’m also excited about the plan because it leads 
to other things, making a place that starts to create part 
of the city' rather than to sit here alone in its setting.
Gtijfiu: There are very' legible diagrams. The actual 
traces of the analysis read through the diagrams, or the 
diagrams read them, and I think that’s a very' good, 
difficult contribution.

.\bove The Falls: A Master Plan for the Upper River in .Minneapolis, .Minn. 

Clients: .Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (Judd Rietkerk, Rachel 

Ramadha>-ni), Hennepin County (Larry Blacbtad), City of .Minneapolis Planning 

Department (Fred Neet), .Minneapolis Community Development Agency 

Planning, urban design, landscape architecture: LTL^RVV, Inc. (Stete Dimant 

Dave Sioualcer, Barn' Gore)
Associated consultants: W'allace Roberts & Todd (Ignacio Bunster-(.)sso, Ferdi- 

nando Mkrale, Paul Tookuood; planning, urban design, landscape architecture), 

James Miller Investment Realty' Company (commerdal navigaticMi analysis), Robbin 

B. Sour & .Associates, Inc. (soil bioengineering), Anton & .Associates, Inc. (economic 

development analysis).
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A. Recreated oak savanna landscape

B. West River Parkway extension

C. Pedestrian deck and grand staircase

D. Stormwater retention and filtration

E. Riverfront promenade

F. “Living .Machine” wetland garden/ 

water filtration park

G. Skyline park and amphitheater

n. Light-industrial district 

L Restored riverbank and trail extension

J. Marshall Street boulevard

K. Pedestrian/bike boardw alk along 
Burlington Northern bridge

L. Grain Belt Brewery area 
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Designing a City of Learning 
Paterson, New Jersey

As Strickland notes, for the last fift)'years the prevalent 
model of a public school has involved either locking stu
dents onto urban campuses or isolating them in self-con
tained boxes at the edge of town. First at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and now at Michigan, his New 
American School Design Project has explored a variety 
of ways to break out of this mold.'

Strickland’s views have been deeply influenced by edu
cational theorists such as John Dewey, James Comer and 
Theodore Sizer. He believes the activity of learning should 
be incorporated into the community—both physically and 
in terms of a “lesson plan” drawn from local resources.

One of Paterson’s great resources in this regard is its 
architecture. When Strickland was first hired to advise the 
district in 1998, he says he found a city filled with “aspiring 
architecture from another time.” Much of this heritage 
consisted of handsome buildings built downtown as part 
of an earlier renewal effort, which followed a devastating 
tum-of-the-century fire.

Strickland pointed out tliat restoring such structures 
would be less disruptive and more valuable to the commu
nity in the long run than building new school facilities 
from the ground up. In the process, the district could fore
ground the history of place in the lives of a new generation 
of Americans.

Part of the success of this integrative philosophy in 
Paterson comes from its combination with a small-acad
emy approach to raising achievement levels. That philoso
phy was brought to the district by Dr. Edwin Duroy, the 
state-appointed Superintendent (the state disbanded 
Paterson’s school board and took over its failing schools 
in 1991), who successfully initiated a similar program in 
Hoboken. Duroy believes the small-academy approach 
will never entirely replace existing programs and facilities, 
such as Paterson’s two traditional high schools, but that it 
offers an engaging alternative for motivated students who 
may benefit from concentrated programs in specific fields.

So far the parmership between Duroy and Strickland 
has resulted in the establishment of some ten small acade
mies, many of which have involved architectural restora
tions aimed at raising the profile of learning in the 
community. The projects include a performing arts acad
emy in a former Lutheran church; a health and related 
professions (HARP) academy in a nearly vacant three-story 
downtown mall; an international studies and languages 
academy in an old synagogue; and a transportation acad
emy in an abandoned locomotive factory.

City of Learning/Paterson’s most ambitious proposal 
has been to envision the entire downtown as a campus serv
ing some 1,500 to 2,000 high-school and middle-school

Few aspects of American life bring people together in 
common purpose as clearly as their hopes for their chil
dren. Ask families why they live where they do, and many 
will answer, “because of the schools.” The City of Learn
ing strategy for Paterson, New Jersey, attempts to harness 
this interest in education to the rebuilding of a bypassed 
rust-belt city.

Paterson, sixteen miles northwest of New York City, 
is home to some 170,000 residents. It was founded in 1791 
near a seventy-foot waterfall on the Passaic River that 
could power textile mills. For more than a century the city 
typified the promise of the American experience, even 
lending its name to a celebrated collection of poems by 
William Carlos Williams.

After World War II, Paterson entered a long period of 
decline. The middle class departed for the suburbs, leaving 
behind an aging infrastructure, dilapidated housing and 
deteriorating public schools. Eventually, a mask of poverty 
descended over Paterson, shrouding its former heritage, 
its importance as a county seat and its significance to a new 
generation of immigrants.

In 1998, however, Paterson’s fortunes brightened when 
twenty-eight of the state’s urban school districts success
fully argued that years of suburban school expansion had 
denied them a fair share of facilities-construction money. 
Largely as the result of that New Jersey Supreme Court 
ruling, Paterson expects to receive more than $700 million 
in state school-construction funds over the next decade.

City of Learning/Paterson proposes that most of this 
money be used to weave new learning spaces for the dis
trict’s 26,000 students into the city’s fabric of historic 
buildings, industrial architecture and dense neighbor
hoods. Capital projects are to be balanced between build
ing small new' schools and recycling empty or underutilized 
structures, such as former industrial, commercial and insti
tutional buildings. The eventual goal is to leverage the 
social and economic capital of students, teachers and par
ents towards the greater project of urban revitalization.

Jurors noted the project has wide-ranging implications: 
in the next decade, an estimated $200 billion will be spent 
on school construction across the nation. Indeed, the City 
of Learning strategy has already become a model for New 
Jersey’s “Renaissance School Zone” program, and plans 
are being pursued to expand it to Union City and Trenton.

The Integrative Approach
City of Learning/Paterson emerges from more than 

twenty years of research, planning and design by Roy 
Strickland, currently Director of the urban design program 
at the University of Alichigan.'
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students. Although this will take many years to achieve, 
Strickland believes it represents the district’s best chance to 
create new learning opportunities for students and facili
tating links with other institutions. Eventually, a down
town campus might even lead to new and renovated 
mixed-use structures and improved transit connections 
within the city and between the city and the region.

Learning by Doing
One of the most successful new academies has been the 

Metro Paterson Academy for Communications and Tech
nology (AdPACT). Beginning in 1999 with twenty-five stu
dents in the same disused Alain Street mall that housed the 
HARP program, its popularity has continued to grow and 
plans are now being drawn up to expand it into a rehabili
tated building of its own.

xMPACT was originally based on the belief of its direc
tor, Stephen Cohen, that immersion in technology and 
communications was the best way to prepare a new genera
tion of city leaders. But when architecture and planning 
were added to its curriculum, it became the first test of City 
of Learning’s philosophy that the city itself should be part 
of each student’s lesson plan. MPACT students now split 
their day between a traditional curriculum and sessions 
more typical of a graduate architecture studio.

One of the first projects the students took on involved 
an elementar>' and a middle school across the Passaic River 
in the low-income Northside neighborhood. The two 
schools are located a block apart in the shadow of a row 
of high-rise public housing blocks. The challenge was to 
redesign the barren asphalt betw^een them (much of which 
was being used for teacher parking) as an educational park.

Working in cooperation with students, teachers and 
parents. City of Learning/Paterson envisions that the two 
schools might eventually anchor “a neighborhood for 
living and learning” chat would combine streetscape 
improvements with a mix of community facilities for both 
children and adults.

Critics of City of Learning question whether school- 
based redevelopment can have the same long-term impact 
as programs based on investment in businesses and hous
ing. The ultimate success of the initiative will certainly 
depend on additional efforts, such as attracting a diverse 
set of employers, who could offer jobs commensurate with 
the skills of the city’s new graduates. Until this happens, 
though, City of Learning offers a strategy for putting 
Paterson’s best foot forward — both by highlighting the 
importance of education in the lives of its residents, and by 
revaluing and rediscovering its environmental heritage.

— David Moffat

Notes
1. See Roy Strickland, “Neighborhoods for Learning,” 
Places 13.1 (Winter 2000). His research was cited by a pre
vious KDRA/Places award winner, the Rosa Parks School in 
Berkeley, Calif.
2. The Paterson work began when Strickland was teaching 
at MIT. Alany of its proposals were developed with help 
from students in the graduate architecture and planning 
program there.
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Jurj’ Comments other things would take care of themselves, because people 
would make sure they did.
Mozingo: It’s a very strategic way of thinking aljout capital 
planning in cities, where you accomplish a social goal and 
an urhan-fahricgoal at the same time. W'e don’t usually 
think of schools as vehicles for knitting the urban fabric 
together. We tend to think of them as being added on, or 
that they should be in the suhurljs. It is strategic and smart. 
Qui^/ey: Ciiving an award to this project would have special 
value in that it might encourage other school districts to 
put something like this in place. Vt>u c^n’t say that about 
the architecniral design projects. I'hey are limited to the 
talent of one person at one point in time.
Frnker: 1 would rather put it in |)Ianning than design. If 
there were just one case study showing how these princi
ples ended up producing a different kind of design than 
the ones you normally get, I’d be really excited.

Btvii'/i: I know, based on research on human resistance to 
revitalization, that in cities crime and schools are the quali
ties that are the two biggest stumbling blocks. This project 
takes on the school issue. It’s not just, “Let’s put some 
money in and hope it works.” 'Phc}- built an entire frame
work of curriculum, research and seeing schcK)ls as com- 
munit)’ centers, (jties have resources for students you can’t 
find anywhere else. We can draw from this wealth to make 
city schtK)ls something suburban sch(X)ls can’t be.
Rabaim: This fits the awards program better than any other 
entty we’ve seen. \Miai I think is ver)' interesting is its 
applicability to a whole host of situations where one can 
conceive of using investment in civic uses in the way that 
this revitalization strategy' suggests.
Fraker: And y'et it’s the sch(H)ls that are seen as community 
builders, because every' parent is emotionally, physically', 
daily tied to an institution they want desperately to 
succeed for their child. It has the emotional attention of 
the citizenry. 'Lo use that as leverage for fixing cities is the 
right way to go. If you could spend all your iiKuiey fixing 
the school system in each city, I think practically all the

OppcKiie; Pniposal for a downtown campus of living and learning.

•Above: Proposal for a “a neighborh<KKl for living and learning," turning a parking 

lot Itetween two schools into an educational }>ark.

C^ttj'of l.eaming, Patenon, N.J.

Roj- Strickland (Unis ersity of Michigan)

Kdwin Durov (State District Superintendent, Paterson Public Schools)
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New • Land • Marks 
Philadephia, Pennsylvania

“Tti Htul(n'staml the conmwnity, not ttterely to decorate it. ” 'I'his 
motto elegamly sums u{) “Neu 'Land^Marks,” a program 
of Philadelphia’s Fairmount Park Art Association.

['or the past five years Nevv*Lanc!*Marks has been com
bining the talents of nationally recognized artists with the 
insight and energv' of IMiihulelphia community'groups. The 
aim has been t(» integrate juihlic art into ongoing commu
nity' development, urban greening and revitalization initia
tives. 'I'he association hopes to use the creativity and care 
for place that public art can generate to leverage a greater 
level of community' engagement and empowerment.

In selecting New •Land*.\larks for a place planning 
aw'ard, jurors noted that while many cities now have “per- 
cent-ft>r-art” programs, the directors of those programs 
rarely seek, in such a systematic way, to ensure that public 
art is more than private art in |nd>lic places. Instead, 
New»Land*Marks encourages community groups and 
artists, under the guidance of a civic organization, to initi
ate their ow n projects.

New»Land«.\larks is birther distinguished because it 
re-examines the social purpose of public art. Several pro
jects are concerned not only with embellishing public 
places, creating civic space or even provoking public think
ing, but also with expressing community' identity, provid
ing a means of community' organization and serv'ing as 
catalysts for further community' improvement.

I'he Fainnount Park Art Association is one of the 
nation’s oldest civic design organizations, with a charter 
that dates to 1872. According to its director, Penny Batkin 
Bach, a successftil public art program today demands rec
onciliation between diverse and often conflicting political 
and managerial interests, and nonprofit groups are ideally 
situated to play an coordinating role in this process.

Analy'Z-ing typical programs for art in public places, the 
group identified several shortcomings. One is that such 
efforts are usually associateil with new construction, gener
ally benefiting only the wealthiest communities. .Another 
is that when public art is added to a building or revitaliza
tion project after its planning and design is complete, it 
may amount to little more than window ilressing.

editing the “broken windows” research of criminologist 
James Wilson, the association is taking a more proactive 
social stance with New*Land*Mark.s. According to 
VV'ilson, urban despair festers in disorderly environments 
where no one appears to care how things look.' As a suit
able countermeasure, the asstKiation has tried to model its 
effon after the interactive and participattjry' art practice 
identified by Suzi Ciablik in 'The Re-enchantment of Art, 
which deliberately focuses attention on neglected spaces.'

I'he Process
Jurors based much of their praise for New*Land*Alarks 

on its approach to the difficult process of eliciting commu
nity involvement in urban placemaking.

As the early stages of the program unfolded with fund
ing from the W’^illiam Penn Foundation, artists and com
munities were invited to respond to a novel “request to 
participate.” Afterwards, they were matched w ith each 
other and given a year and the full backing of the 
association to create proposals.

The process involved a a tripartite contract between 
communities, artists and the association. Artists were 
ol>iiged to engage in a serious dialogue with the communi
ties they agreed to w’ork w ith. In return, communities 
needed to commit to speaking through three official repre
sentatives who would advocate the artists’ ideas to other 
community' members and city boards. For its part, the 
association promised to facilitate the entire process by 
providing resources, arranging professional consultations 
and evennially working to fund all projects which emerged 
from the development process.

Not all collaborations w'ere successful, according to pro
ject manager Charles .Moleski. Several artists withdrew 
after they found their ideas did not mesh with w hat the 
communities wanted, and several community groups with
drew w hen they found they could not stistain an adequate 
level of commitment. The asscK’iation also maintained a 
“safety valve,” according to which no project would be 
allow ed to proceed to the funding stage without the com
plete endorsement of the community'.

Eventually, sixteen projects did emerge and were chron
icled in a book and an e.xhibition that was put up in com
munity' buildings throughout the city.' Of these projects, 
two are currently under construction and five more are in 
various stages of development. Although some projects 
may eventually drop out of the program for political, finan
cial or community' reasons, .Moleski says the art association 
is working hard on coordination and fundraising to see the 
rest through to completion.

The Projects
rhe ideas that have emerged have been as varied as the 

communities that sponsored them. A deliberate ambiguity’ 
was emlH)died in the program’s title. According to the

Opposite: PefK'mOsorio, to/etf jwi»... (1999).'Hie casita illuminated

at nipht, elevation ofcocnmunit) lHiiIding where photographs will Ite mounted in 

window . Photos by Will Brt>wn (above) and James B. .\blK)tt (below), anincsy 

Painmmnt Park .Xrt .Association.
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where the church once sUK)d has served as a meeting place 
for local groups. \\'^orking with Project H.O.M.Fl., author 
l.orene Cary, photographer Lonnie Graham and sculptor 
John Stone have proposed new ways of affirming its

New •Laiul*Marks lK)ok: “ I’hose desiring nro: land marks 
sought creation, innovation anti change; those in pursuit 
of new linui marks looked for meaning in hearth, sancniar\’ 
and path; and those seeking new land emphasized 
plajinaking through an evocation of the historic past.”

One project currently under construction is Pepon 
Osorio’s / Have a Stoty to Tell Voii..., which takes on issues 
of ethnic identity by means of an effort to transfonn a new 
social services center for the O>ngreso de Latinos Unidos 
into a community photograph album. After collaborating 
with the C^ongreso, Osorio agreed on a process for collect
ing photographs from the local Hispanic community. 
These are now being incorporated into the panels of a 
glass meeting pavilion and the windows and doors of a 
larger renovated building. “Near or far, the photographs 
are intentled to sp>eak to you and follow you as you w alk 
around the building,” Osori(j says.

.Antnher project moving forward is Church lj>t, planned 
for the site of a North Central Philadelphia church 
destroyeil by fire in 199s- F<Jt several years, the grassy area

Clockwise frum upper left:

Kd Leiine. Tbortaa's Hat{zooo), from the proposal EmMrngTbi/rrauUgg^). 

Photo by Will Brown.

.\rtist Rick Ixwe (right) anil West Philadelphia resident discuss ideas for May Strret: 

A PiofeefRtmfMh-aiteejadHonorPhi«o 1^- Will Brown.

John kindness, H’ori Button TaHe Ti^ from l.alM>r in the Park(1999), memorializes 

organized labor. Photo by Will Brown.

Darlene Nguycn-Kh'. lie ilettunnest Monument to brtmigrauon proposed ft>r

Penn's l.amling. Photo by Will Brown.

Lorene (Jary, l.onme(iraha!n,John Stone, /.or (1999). Sketch of perimeter

fence for community gathering place. Photo bj- l.onnic firaham.

TixJd Noe, Hat BjnJstanJ, fn>m the pit^Kal Penenerame (1999) fttr a neighbor- 

hootl where Stetson hats were «)nce made. Photo by'I'odd Noe.

Illustrations courtesy Fairmoum Park .•krt .Association.
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significance as a community space, including carv ed quota
tions from community meml)ers, a sanctuar)’ in the form of 
an altar-fountain and a nearby oral history r(K)m.

Several projects, though neighlM)rh(K)d based, take on 
broader themes of labor histon,'. Perseverance involves street 
furniture designed by 'I'odd Noe that celebrates activities 
that were once integral to the city’s industrial Kensington 
and Fishtown neighborhoods (he worked with the Kens
ington South Neighborhood Advisor}’ Committee and the 
New Kensington (Community Development Q)rporation). 
.Among the activities were shipbuilding, haniiaking and the 
manufacture of baseballs. For Ijihorin the John Kind
ness designed seating areas in South Philadelphia’s Flm- 
wood Park that memorialize the role of organized labor. 
'Fhe design, developed with h'riends of Elmwood Park, 
includes tables in the form of work buttons, enameled his
toric images and svmlM>lic pavHng.

WTiile many projects are based on the creation of spe
cific objects, others represent a more open-ended engage
ment with place. One such project combines the efforts of 
Houston-based artists Deborah Cirotfeldt and Rick Lowe 
and the Mill Oeek Artists’ Collaborative. Their goal is to 
reassert what was once a popular pedestrian short cut, a 
quarter-mile-long section of May Street in West Philadel
phia, as “a place of remembrance and honor.”

Depending on one’s point of view, this effort might be 
described as an ongoing multiphase environmental public 
art project or a w ork ot community perfonnance art. 
Among the activities proposed are restoring empty build
ings for artist spaces; clearing out weeds, trash and aban
doned vehicles and replacing them with community 
gardens, benches and places for play, contemplation and 
socialization; and installing murals and other “artistic 
touches” to bring color and meaning.

In such a situation, Grotfeldt says, “The art is the 
process—it’s the experience, it’s working with the commu
nity.” According to Lowe, “fit’sl the opportunity for the 
community to say it cares about this particular area. Thai’s 
the challenge. Fhat’s where the art is.”

Jury Comments

'They get artists to work with communities, with 
people, and they put art in places where you don’t find art. 
It’s not art as a band aid.
Rabahn: It is a program that makes public art happen that is 
meaningful to communities.
Quigley: There is a level of skill here that is far and away 
beyond what w’e saw in some of the other projects.
Brffivn: Usually you think of art as something that happens 
in the airport or is imposed on a community, and here they 
had a much more grassroots, collaborative process. I think 
that is a much more vital definition of art than what you 
tjqiically get. And I think we all also wish we had more time 
to read the b(X)k, w hich is a compliment.
Fraker: This is actually an implementation process that 
tries to make sure that the intervention is positive and that 
there is community support and care as it goes on. It makes 
the idea of art as place-making more enduring, rather than 
a kind of one-off moment in time.
Rahawi: I'hat’s w hat I liked about it. And it’s interesting 
that it’s a not-for-profit, not a city agenty. It’s pointed out 
somewhere that this is what nonprofits are actually sup
posed to do—that is, support the relationship between 
planning and public art.
Cnlthorpe: I’m glad we included this. 'Fhe other public art 
projects are personal, singular events. This is something 
that can be generalized.
Fraker: 'Fhere’s a planning pvrocess here that can be 
exported to other cities. It’s just not an organization that 
is obviously well funded.

Notes
1. James Q. V\'ilson and Cieorge L. Kelling, “Broken W^in- 
dows: Fhe Police and Neighborhood Safety,” The Atlantic 
Monthly^ March 1982, pp. 29-38.
2. Suzi Ciablik, The Re-enchantwent of Art (New York: 
Thames and Hudson, 1991).
3. Penny Balkin Bach, ed., Nev:*Land*Miirks: PnhlicArt, 
Cotnmiinity ami the Meaning of Place (Washington, D.C.: 
Editions Ariel, 2001).

\ew*Land*Marks, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sponsor. Kairmount Park .\it .Assodatiem (Penny Balkin Bach, director) 

Funding: William Penn Foundatkin, Philadelphia Exhibitions Initiative (Pesv 

(Charitable Trusts, University of the Arts), The .\nd)* Warhol Foundation for the 

Visual .\rts. National Endtrwtnent for the Arts, Pennsylvania Council on the .\rts. 

.Mid .Vdandc .Vis Foundation. Samuel S. Fels Fund. Independent: Foundation, 

Heritage Preservation, The Leeway Foundation
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Mississippi Floods:
Designing a Shifting Landscape

musicians and lawyers whose art and practice are rooted 
in the river—to understand how representations have been 
used as ideological instruments. Their work was presented 
in an exhibition and a book, Mississippi Floods: Designing a 
Shifting Landscape, published by Yale University Press.

It is when the Mississippi floods, Mathur and da Cunha 
argue, that these constructions are most provocative. They 
describe two opposing ways of representing floods: as a 
natural disaster that ought to be controlled by engineering 
inter\’enrions, or a cultural disaster that necessitates the 
withdrawl of human settlement. 'Phey suggest that rather 
than searching for solutions to flooding, we might question 
the frameworks that shape our thinking about floods in the 
first place. What is at stake, they say, “is not just money, 
life, economy or ecosystem, but the openness of imagina
tion necessary to inhabiting an enigmatic landscape.”

“Mississippi Floods” investigates how representations ot 
the Mississippi River—maps, surveys, photographs, engi
neering reports—have been used to construct a meaning 
for the landscape, and, ultimately, to frame design and 
management policies. Jurors praised the project for its 
beauty and its ability to convey the complexity of the life of 
the river and to suggest that both landscapes and the way 
we construct diem in our minds are constandy evolving.

Anuradha Mathur and Dilip da Cunha, landscape archi
tects and instmetors at the University of Pennsylvania, 
began studying the Lower Mississippi after the floods of 
1993, contrasting its physical elusiveness to human efforts 
to capture it as a river and as a cultural idea. They assem
bled a range of material and experiences—reviewing maps, 
publications and working documents held by public agen
cies; travelling the landscape by canoe, towboat, car and 
airplane; visiting flood control structures and river-related 
enterprises such as catfish farms; even interviewing blues —Todd W. Bressi
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River Lo^c it was. I Vritery are like that: remetnheriu^ ivbere we li’f ;f, what 
valley we ran thvugh, what the hanks were like, the light that 
was there and the mtte back to our original place. It s emotional 
memory—what the nerves and the skin retnemher as well as how 
it appeared. And a rush of imagination is our "''flooding.

rhe reajrd of human inhaliitatiun of the Missisisippi 
basin, and the river’s inhai)itatioii of human enterprise, is 
conipellingly probed in .Mississippi Floods: Desigptinga Shift
ing latndscape—a Ixjok based on a reconnaissance and exhi
bition by landscape arcliitecttire professors Anuradha 
Mathiir and Dilip da Chmha. Mississippi Floods presents a 
historical and cultural context that reveals how the Missis
sippi inhabits the people whose livelihoods, and lives, are 
bouml up with the river. By blending archival research, 
held explorations, interx'iews and mappings w'ith studio 
printmaking, they look and think bej ond the “levees and 
locks [and] gates to the representations employed in 
their design—the maps hydrographs, photographs” which 
project their ideologies through a visual rhetoric and 
descriptive text.

Understanding how environments inhabit people, rather 
than the other way around, remains a difficult subject for 
designers and design researchers, d'he dibiculty lies not in 
empirically describing subjective experience, but in recog
nizing how one’s experience contributes, consciously or 
not, to what one knows.

Rivers in particular enter deeply into our minds and 
lives, making our depictions of them impossible to fully 
rationalize. /\rtists sometimes compare their imaginations 
to a river’s shifting velocitv’ and volume, its |>eriods of wild
ness and calm. Toni Morrison has described the Missis
sippi River as a model of the creative mind, especially its 
periods of idleness and intensity. She uses the river’s 
unpredictable force as a tnetaphor for explaining how sub
jectivity serves in mysterious and circuitous ways in 
intellectual problems, particularly those we claim to l>e 
“functionally objective”:

Because, no matter how "functionar the account of these 
writers, or how much it was a product of intention, the act of 
imagination is hiind up with ?fie?noiy. Von know they .straight
ened out the Mississippi River in places, to make room for houses 
and livable aa eage. Occasionally the riverfloods these places. 
""Floods" is the word they use. hut in fact (the nverj is not flood
ing; it is remembering. Remembering where it used to be. All 
water has a pet feet tnetnoty and is foiever tiying to get to where

« I

Opposite left: Map of the ancient courses of the Mississippi River meanders.

From 1 larold N. Fisk. Gre/e^ir/ lirvesiif’etrfit of tht .-Uhn ial I itiiy tf tbt Ixfjrtr MLvis- 

sippiRn'cr. 1944.

Opposite right: fcfwmg Holicn.

,\bos e: t)flta Crwragr.

Illustrations courtesy .Xnaradhn Mithur and Dilip da (lunha.
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^11 .JT a speed of ten miles an hour to take you on board again.
In order to improve the transport system for big boats and 
the people and goods they carry, concrete paving was used 
to deepen the channel, contain the banks, and cut off the 
U-shaped I)ends —halving the distance from St. Louis to 
the Ciulf of Mexico.

As early as 1850 a structural approach to river manage
ment was accepted as a means of furthering economic 
development by enhancing river traffic, mitigating floods 
and farming in the fertile flood plains, and Congress passed 
the first of many river and overflow land acts to help pay 
for construction. This legislation enabled the federal gov
ernment to deed millions of acres of river marsh and 
swampland to the states along the river, which in turn 
sold the acreage to pay for river management. The new 
owners would drain the wetlands in order to farm— 
iherel)y eliminating the only naturally occurring fonn of 
flood control (like sponges, swamps and marshes have the 
capacity to absorb floodwaters, retain the overflow and 
graduall)' release it as the flow subsides) and spurring 
demands for greater protection from ever-largcr levees. 
This was the dilemma one hundred and fifty years ago, and 
many billions of dollars later it characterizes the dilemmas 
we fitce today.

iMark Twain began writing Life on the Mississippi in 
1879, the same year that Congress consolidated these vari
ous efforts into the Lower Mississippi River Basin Com
mission and granted the Army 0)r^)s of Engineers full 
authorit)’ over flood control strategy and construction, 
d wain commented:

Ten thousand River Comtnissions, with the mines of the world 
at their back cannot tame that lawless sti eam, camwt curb it or 
confine it, cannot say to it, ‘Go here,' or ‘Go there,' and make it 
obey; but a disoret man will not put these things into spoken 
words; fin' the West Point engineers have not their supei iors any
where; they know all that can be known of their abstruse science; 
and so since they conceive that they can fetter and handcuff that 
river and Iws hhn, it is hut wisdom for the unscientific man to 
keep still, lie lou\ and wait till they do it. *

In their research, .Matliur and da Cunha reject the 
oppositional logic behind calls for more river control and 
counter-demands that settlement he withdrawn from the 
flotKl plains. Instead, they turn their attention, and the 
public’s eye, toward the Lower Mississippi’s boundless 
working landscape, d'hey propose that the river’s extraor
dinary’ hydrology, the magnificent feats of infrastructure 
that attempt to contain it, and the daily negotiations—sur
veying, draining, building, cultivating, dredging, towing, 
crossing—that the river demands can offer grounds for 
fertile “new imaginings,” in much the way that Morrison
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Mississippi Floods traces the confrontation betw een 
governmental logic and “river logic”- into what might he 
called the natural history of river design. Before there was 
any engineering of the muddy Mississippi, the U-shaped 
bends in the river were so long around that iMark Twain 
once wrote, “if you were to get ashore at one extremity of 
the horseshoe and walk across the neck, half or three-quar
ters of a mile, you could sit down and rest a couple of hours 
while your steamer was coming arouml the long ellK)w at
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suggests. 'I'hey elongate the process of understanding the 
river, encouraging the reader to draw different maps in 
their minds and on the landscape.

Maihur and da Ciinha seek to open an “imagination 
that tends to l)e uniler|)layed by professionals” with visually 
stunning environmental design research that is more like 
a seedpod than a manifesto. Their work enables Twain’s 
“unscientilic man,” as w'ell as the designers and engineers, 
the pilots ami farmers w'ho still manipulate the Mississippi, 
to reflect on the Mississippi as a working landscape and 
encourages them to draw' different maps in their minds and 
on the terrain. 'I'he project resonates with Donlym 
Lyndon’s editorial introducing the publication of the year 
2000 KDRyVPA/fw awards winners: “'Fhe most pressing 
challenge for designers is to learn to see and think with 
appropriate comple.'uty.”'

Mississippi F/Wj succeeds because it brings us closer to 
the river. Like new waterfront development or public art 
projects that enable citizens to engage their rivers anew', 
this book is an inviting visual and physical product (some 
images are gorgeous, all are interesting)—beautiful enough 
to detain even those who are not aesthetically oriented, to 
keep them hovering, looking and learning anew.

Yet Mississippi floods is not only about the visual envi
ronment. Mathur and da (rnnha have generated research 
about design decisions that depicts a river far more com
plex than a single landscape design project. They have 
woven a picture of the ecology, culture, environment and 
history that usually is evoked only in great literature. This 
project, and this ['^DILVP///fr.r award, acknow ledge that we 
must draw on the cultures of both art and science if we are 
to reconcile landscape ecology and human communities.

Jury Comments

Hanrahan: I'he drawings are beautiful, they are derivative 
of James Cromer’s Measuring the American Landscape.
Jacobs: My problem with this is, what do you do with it? 
Hood: They don’t say, “You should do this,” or “You 
should do that.” It’s more about looking at the life of the 
river, looking at the river of from the point of view of land- 
scajie, and re-mapping it.
Hanrahan: VV’e live in a moment at which things like flood
ing rivers have been looked at as natural problems for solv
ing, and we’ve internalized the ways we deal with those 
problems. It is very' positive ami powerful to look at land
scapes and local disasters—to look at nature, at the 
processes, at the issues and interpretations that resulted in 
the tbrni of the river.
Sofumer: I like the way they l<K)k at maps. I'hey have a 
theory about maps as projective documents, ideological 
documents. But 1 would like to have seen this coupled w'ith 
viewer research, to iimlerstand what people are learning 
from the exhibition.
Grijjin: Lhe diagrams of the river sections are fascinating. 
'Lhere is a problem with looking at a river as a flat surface: 
we don’t know what’s happening umlerneath, yet the 
ptjteiuial for using that inhjrniation is really powerful. 
Hood: Know'ing the scientists w'ho are working on these 
kinds of issues, I wonder if this project makes the research 
findings less pointed for them? Is it communicating that 
information to them directly?
i'o;ww/r;v There is a marriage ot art and science that l(M)ks, 
for example, to the beauty of astronomy and the w orld of 
the microscope, scientists are very interested in that, so are 
IKjlicy-makers.
Hood: 1 would like to think so, but as designers doing this 
kind of work, I wonder if we do ourselves a disservice when 
we couch the work so as art.
Hanrahan: Ot course the pitfall is also looking at verv' com
plex diagrams of work, ordinances andnatural phenomena 
and sayHng, “It looks cool, but I don’t understand it.”

—Jamie Hoi-u itz

Notes
1. Toni Morrison, “The Site of Memory',” in Russell 
Ferguson, et. al., Out There: Marginalization and Contetnpo- 
rary Culture (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990), 305.
2. John MePhee explains and explores this logic in the 
essay “Atchafalya” in his collection, The Control of Nature 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1989).
3. Mark Twain, quoted in Anuradha Mathur and Dilip da 
Cunha, Mississippi Floods (New Haven: Yale University’ 
Press, 2001), 33.
q. Twain, 1951, 156; Andrew Bookes,
Perspectivesfor Environmental Management (New York: 
Wiley, 1988), 18. As cited in Mathur/da Cunha. [w hat 
page?]
5. Donlyn Lyndon, (faring about Places, Places 14.1

(^>posiic: Cross sections of the river, drawn from data taken from soundings, 

reveal a hiikien prolile.
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The New York City Privately 
Owned Public Space Project 
New York, New York
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public space benelits to private development, and for sug
gesting that New York’s privately owned public spaces 
might be reconsidered as an integrated urban landscape.

'I'he research has resulted in stepped-up enforcement 
efforts and is helping to coalesce a constituenc)' for doing 
something more with these spaces—a constituency that 
was tested shortly after the project was completed when a 
brokerage house proposed building a trading floor over a 
public space near W'^all Street. More generally, the project 
underscores the need for ongoing, aggressive, institutional 
oversight of public space by government and civic groups.

For more than forty years, New York City developers have 
been building plazas, gallerias, arcades and other public 
spaces in exchange for lucrative density bonuses under 
provisions of the city’s zoning code. From the outset, crit
ics questioned the value of the public amenities that were 
provided, and despite numerous revisions to the zoning, 
the public spaces have remained controversial.

'Fhe primary purpose of this research, co-directed by 
Jerold Kayden, an associate professor of urban planning at 
Harvard, New York’s Department of City Planning and 
the Munici[)a! Art Society, a civic organization, was to find, 
legally define and evaluate all of the public spaces that had 
been built under various zoning provisions since 1961, and 
to reach conclusions about the overall operation of the 
public space program. The researchers identified 503 
spaces at 320 buildings, unearthed the legal agreements 
under w'hich they had been approved and made field visits 
to evaluate whether the spaces complied with those agree
ments. 'Fhe researchers also evaluated how each space was 
used. The findings are detailed in Privately (hvned Public 
Space: The New York City Experievee, published by John 
W^iley and Sons in October, 2000, and in a database soon 
to l>e accessible to the public over the Internet.

Fhe jury' commended the rigorous approach to analyz
ing the outcome of a legal, design and policy issue whose 
impacts reach to any community that is seeking to tie

—'Ibdd IT. Bfrssi

The New ^'ork t'ity Privately Owned Public Space Project, New York City 

Co*directnn: JeriJdS. Kayden (Harvard University), New York City Department 

oftiity Planning (Richard Banh, Philip Schneider, Edith Hsu*Citen, Patrick Too), 

Municipal .\rt Society of New York (Ellen P. Ryan).
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The site visits confirmed what many people had sensed: 
a substantial number of public spaces were blocked from 
public access, taken over by private activities such as cafes, 
or operating without the required amenities.

Finally, the project made a qualitative assessment of the 
usefulness of the spaces based on a variety of post-occu
pancy evaluation strategies, including documentation 
through photos and sketches, and user interviews. The 
findings were sobering: only sixteen percent of the spaces 
had become significant neighborhood amenities or 
regional destinations, while more than forty percent were 
of marginal or little value.

Kayden says the research led to several conclusions 
about elements necessary' for making urban public space 
successful. “One is the importance of w'ell-conceived, well- 
drafted law that takes realistic account of the inherent 
tension in privately owned public space." Another is the 
significance of enforcement. A third is having publicly 
determined boundaries for rules of conduct for these 
spaces, “so owners are not simph’ imposing rules by their 
will." And reconceptualiz.ing the spaces as an integrated 
network, rather than unrelated dots on a map, is key.

The research was published in the book. Privately 
Oivned Public Space: The Neu' York City Experience^ which 
attracted substantial attention from the general media (the 
Neir York Times Sunday real estate section devoted nearly 
three pages to an article, maps and a list of ever\' space). It 
also received favorable reviews in an unusually wide array 
of academic and professional journals representing disci
plines such as urban |)lanning, law, architecture, landscape 
architecture and geography.

The research will soon be available in an on-line data
base, which will help the public find out more about these 
little-known public resources. “The best scenario would 
be, somebody could put in an address and find out where 
all the spaces are w'ithin a certain radius," along with infor
mation about the amenities there and hours of operation, 
said Ellen Ryan, director of issues at MAS. 'Fhe database 
will also enable communitv' volunteers to help monitor the 
spaces and report violations, she added.

The book and publicity it generated have helped build 
momentum for die project, and each sponsor has launched 
follow-up projects. The city planning department initiated 
lawsuits against three property owners, seeking compliance 
of their sjiaces with the zoning and the approvals under 
which the spaces were built (the suits are being settled and

Bold Hopes for a Neglected Public Asset

A centuty’ after New York City built Central Park, adding 
a new dimension to .American urban open space, New York 
city planners launched an cquallv bold experiment. The 
city’s sweeping 1961 zoning revision not only codified the 
construction of slender tow'ers set in open spaces, bringing 
light, air and open space to the densest parts of the city, but 
also awarded “bonus” development rights to owners who 
agreed to create public space around their buildings.

Since then, some 503 privately owned public spaces 
have been established under a host of zoning provisions 
derived from that initial idea, mostly in Manhattan— 
eighty-two acres of what has been called world’s most 
expensive public space.

Unlike Central Park, though, the impact of these public 
spaces is widely questioned. To many people, their design 
and management has failed to live up to the spirit or the 
letter of the law, and few of the spaces have made a mark, 
individually or collectively, on the city’s civic identity.

The problem has persisted despite civic fulmination, 
scholarly and professional critique, even political tussles. 
Over the years, zoning requireJiients have been tightened, 
demanding that plaza owners meet specific criteria for 
amenities such as trees, seating and specific hours of acces
sibility. (The first of these changes was based on research 
done by W’illiam H. \^Tivte and his Street Life Project).

The latest research attempt is the New A^ork City Pri- 
^ ately Owned Public Space Project—undertaken byjerold 
Kayden, a Har\ ard city planning professor with a long
standing interest in incentive zoning; New York’s city 
planning deparmient; and the .Municipal Art Society, 
a civic design advocacy group. This unusual academic- 
civic-government collaboration cajiie about in 1996 after 
a MAS-sponsored symposium on the topic. “The three 
of us agreed, ‘This is a project we know needs to be done, 
Kayden said.

Fhe first research question, critical for determining the 
scope of the problem, was daunting: WTiat spaces and what 
amenities were developers and property owners legally 
obligated to provide? Kayden and three planning depart
ment staff painstakingly gathered and anah^ed the thou
sands of legal instruments (which had been shaped by more 
than a dozen different zoning provisions) and organized 
their findings into a database, which will be accessible to 
the public on-line.

'Fhe second question was how management policies 
impacted the use of these spaces. “W'e conducted field sur
veys to see whether the space was in apparent compliance 
with applicable legal requirements,” Kayden explained.

Opposite left: Si^^ugc announcing location of privately owned puMic space, 

the amenities that arc to be provided, and rules i>f conduct.

Opposite right: l.ocation(>fprivately owned public spaces, Midtown.
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Above left: A tirmlatjon space. CatySpirc, Miiltown.

AIk)vc right: A ilestinatinn s|m-e. 590 Mailison Avenue(fi>rmcrly l»M lluililing). 

Mictiown.

C.'enter left; A neighborhiKulspaL-e. 30 l.inmln Upper West Side.

Center right: A hiatus space. PaiiieVV'ebber building, Midtou n.

Behm: A destination sjMce; Worldwide Blar.a, Clinton, before recent renos-aiions 

(left), and site analysis (right).

Photos aiul graphics courtesyjerold Kajden.
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the violations are being corrected, reponed Richard Barth, 
director of Manhattan planning). Kayden is writing 
scholarly articles on the relationship between the value 
of zoning bonuses and the private costs of the public space, 
and on the importance of institutional structures for 
enforcement.

i\L\S has continued with its civic watchdogging. In fall, 
2000, the group enlisted volunteers in “ The I lolly W^itch,” 
an effort to re-sur\ ey the spaces and generate public 
involvement in the issue. Last year, volunteers contacted 
the owners and managers of ten especially problematic 
spaces, urging impro\ ements. One space, for which new 
designs had been prepared but never implemented, has 
been refurbished and includes a memorial to lireKghters 
from a local firehouse who were killed in the World Trade 
Center attacks. .M.AS is also co-sfX)nsoring a design compe
tition for an elevated plaza whose owner last year proposed 
taking it out of the public inventor>- and building a trading 
floor on the space.

Beyond its ongoing enforcement actions, the city is 
taking longer-term action. 'The planning department 
assigned a senior staff member hill-time to oversee its 
efforts in regard to these spaces—including updating the 
database, coordinating enforcement with the city’s Depart
ment of Buildings, anti working with property owners and 
architects to bring spaces into compliance. 'I'he buildings 
department established an on-line complaint form the 
public can use to report non-compliant public spaces. /\nd 
the planning and buildings departments have worked out 
a jirotocol for reporting and investigating complaints.

Indeed, as Kayden, the city and MAS continue to moni
tor the spaces, the\ have noted that (;/11 security concerns 
are placing additional pressure on accessibility. At one 
indoor space “you practically get MRI’d by the time you 
reach the lobby,” Ryan obsen'ed. The city is meeting with 
property owners to determine how to respond to these 

while ensuring continued public access in the 
full spirit (jf the regulations,” Barth said.

The most ambitious idea is still in the works: Kayden 
and MAS are organizing a new ciMc group that would 
monitor these spaces, work on compliance issues and 
design improvements with owners and public officials, and 
perhaps even develop the capacity to provide management, 
security and programming ser\’ices to the spaces. Such an 
organization would re-focus the public’s attention on the 
spaces “as a collection, rather than individual places,” 
Kayden said—a net^vork of urban places that one day has 
as dramatic an impact on the city as C'entral Park.

Jury Comments

Uiumduni: 'Phese spaces are really byproducts of the effort 
to reduce a building to its purest solutions, and to increase 
the size of the building at the same time. I hey have not 
even been afforded the level of design that open spaces 
within low -rise dw elling complexes, for example, have 
been. Literally they are byproducts, just tossed into the 
heap, yet New Yorkers have seen them as some kind of 
good thing. So to open our eyes ami say, “Here’s w hat 
you’ve got,” that’s important.
Sojmtier: I’he magazine and newspaper articles are impres
sive. They have gotten their message out, a real example of 
the mythical translation of research into action. 
liam uhau: 'Phe real value is probably as a guide for new^ 
development, but w hat do you do with the existing spaces 
is the tough question.
Sof/nner WTiat is the research that goes into that determi
nation, that these are unsuccessful spaces?
Jacobs: What basis does this give us for future action, in 
other places? About w’hat to do or not to do? I would have 
liketl to have seen more. f(jr the research to have gone a 
couple of steps of further.
Hood: This suggests that there is a new, ])Owerhil landscape 
that we haven’t really consideretl, a landscape that shows 
up in San Francisco, show's up in New York. By saying 
there are 500 of these spaces, people can start looking at 
them as a group.
Humabnii: The most important thing, with respect to 
public policy issues, is that the vast majority of these spaces 
are unsuccessful, so there are certain questions you have to 
ask abtmt continuing to award these bonuses.
Sofiwier. On the other hand, I think that this will have a 
great impact on jtolicy, pointing out the quantity of these 
privately developed }>ublic spaces, w ithout regarti to typol- 
og\' or public acceptance, and afterwards they can put in 
place realistic policies for im))roving these spaces. It makes 
people ask, “Do you have any idea how many of these 
spaces there are? WTiere they are? Maybe you could dust 
them off...”
Jacobs: Fhe other polic)' you want to consider is, maybe we 
shouldn’t do this again, or maybe we ought to fine tune this 
a lot before we do it again.
Grijfitr. I’ll sign the petition.

concerns

—Todd IfByvssi
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Growing Up in Cities

In general terms, Cirowing up in Cities owes its name to 
worldwide economic and demographic trends which today 
see ever more children being raised in urban areas. As 
Chawla writes:

frjhe realities of tnost urban areas are that traffic dominates 
the streets; u'aste places and public open spaces are often batren or 
dangei'ous; children's hungei for trees does not appear to be 
shared by most drcelopefs and city officials; communities still 
have to fight to maintain their heritage and identity in the face 
of developtnent pressures; most children have narrcnvly limited 
ranges of movement; and research u'ith children and attention to 
their needs are emphatically not pan of most urban policy plan
ning and design and management practices. ’

Despite this gloomy picture, project researchers believe 
several promising events have occurred since Lynch’s time. 
Primary among these was the United Nations’ adoption in 
1989 of the International (Convention of the Rights of the 
(Child. 'I'hat agreement contained provisions that call on 
member states to recognize the right of children to partici
pate in design decisions affecting their lives.

Recognition of the value of input from children has also 
been incorjwrated into several international sustainable- 
development and environmental-protection compacts.
'I'hc thinking is that environments will improve for every
one when they become more supportive of the needs of 
young people.

A Common Methodology
In their comments on the project, jurors praised the 

rigorous research methodology'. Armed with a common set 
of guidelines, Growing Up in Cities researchers work sepa
rately while sharing their findings broadly. Most of their 
projects have required little or no capital investment.

As with many such studies, much of the work is based on 
obser\ ation, mapping and inten'iews. After a period of ini
tial informal observation, researchers move to more fomial 
techniques, including objective strategies as behavioral 
mapping, tlocumentary' photography and background data- 
gathering. But more important are efforts to have children 
relate their own points of view. Techniques included par
ticipatory' design projects or having children produce their 
own neighborhood maps, take photographs or lead 
explanatory’ walks. Formal inten'iews, community work
shops and focus groups were also employed.

In general, researchers found there were strikingly simi
lar characteristics of place that cause children to feel either 
sustained or marginalized, and that these seemed directly 
related to the quality of culture surrounding them (see 
accompanying chart).

A key finding, though, is that beyond a generally

(jrowing Up in (Cities is a broad-based international 
research initiative that revisits and extends a project, con
ceived in 1970, that examined the ways in w hich children 
use and perceive the environments that shape their lives.

'Fhe original project, directed by urban designer Kevin 
Lynch and funded by UNES(X), involved research in four 
countries and resulted in Growing Up in Cities, a classic in 
child-environment literature for both its methods and 
findings. Lynch found remarkable agreement among chil
dren, across cultures and urban contexts, as to what consti
tuted a superior environment. Children were most satisfied 
when their worlds were defined by strong and inclusive 
cultural frameworks, and when they were free to explore 
the physical environment without fear of physical harm.

In 1994 environmental psychologist Louise Chawla, 
a professor at Kentucky State University', proposed revisit
ing Lynch’s w'ork in order to address two of its unfulfilled 
goals: improving urban design through participatory pro
jects with children and informing local and national policy 
with regard to the needs of children in cities. By May 2002, 
again with primary' sponsorship from UNF.S(X), the 
revived (Growing Up in Cities project had studied urban 
quality and children’s priorities for change in more than 
a dozen countries.

In most respects, it found that Lynch’s conclusions 
remained remarkably valid. However, a key feature of the 
effort this time around has been to try to use the very’ 
activity of research to build participatory' social networks 
and political coalitions to bring the needs of children to 
more popular attention. In presenting a research award 
to Grou'ing up in Cities, jurors were particularly excited 
by its ability to move beyond the accomplishments of the 
earlier effort.

An International Commitment
The revived initiative has produced a considerable 

volume of material draw'n from fourteen research sites 
around the world. Much of this now appears in two lK)oks. 
Grou'ing Up in an Urbanising World, edited by Chaw la, the 
project coordinator, provides an overv'iew of goals and 
philosophy and presents research findings from eight of 
the sites.' Creating Better Cities with Children and Youth, 
by planner David Driskell, serves more as a “how-to” 
manual, outlining procedures and practices to seek out 
and integrate the views of children into participatory' jtlan- 
ning projects.’Jill Swart-Kruger, an anthropologist based 
in South Africa, has produced a video, The Children of 
Thula Mntwana, that illustrates the pnjject’s approach. 
There is also an extensive Web site, www.unesco.org/ 
most/growing.htm.
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Such hndings led C^hawla to conclude that the current 
development model of increased industrialization and inte
gration into a free market may not l>e adequate to chil
dren's needs. Equal concern should go to j)reserving 
“social capital,” she argues. By this she means such things 
as maintaining a valued role for children, increasing the 
importance of rituals of cultural identity and supporting 
communin' self-help efforts.

acceptable level of health and welfare, increased material 
prosperity does not seem to affect children’s sense of satis
faction with their environments. Out of the eight case 
studies Chawla’s book presents, children’s sense of satisfac
tion was greatest in Sathyanagar, a self-built settlement on 
the }>eriphen,’ of Bangalore, India; and in Boca-Barracas, a 
working-class district of Buenos /Vries. In both places, chil
dren were accepted participants in a vibrant cultural frame
work. They were also relali\ ely free to move around within 
a protected space.

By contrast, a sense of alienation was prevalent among 
children in research sites in the U.S., Britain and Australia. 
Children in those places complained of boredom, lack of 
safe unstnictured play space and general marginalization 
within the arena of public life.

From Research to Political Action
One of the most im|M)rtant aspects of CJrowing up in 

Cities is that it is not another expert study of child-friendly 
practices for city’ planning. Accordingly, it manages to 
steer clear of the pitfalls, however well-intentioned, of 
design-based environmental determinism.

Instead, the backbone of the research is a belief that 
research itself may create opportunities for politicalPhoto b)' Karen .\!alone
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engagement. The ver)’ act of seeking input from chililren 
can make an entire community more aware of and respon
sive to the needs of a minority population in its midst.

Such was the case in the South African project, where 
the mayor of Johannesburg met with a group of children 
in an effort to understand their jx)int of view. In India, 
although many desired practical outcomes were 
subverted by local politicians, several new organizations 
were founded and important public health issites were 
given prominence.

Even more importantly, the experience of participation 
is e.xtremely positive for children. At the age often to fif
teen years old, many are beginning to develop a sense of 
their own identity. This is precisely when increased inter
action with the world may be reinforcing feelings that their 
particular awareness of place will always be disregarded.
By contrast, participation in environmental decision
making fosters self-esteem and self-efficacy, and may lead 
to a greater appreciation of democratic values.

There are many pitfalls to such a participatory approach 
to child welfare. For instance, Chawla writes, “much that 
passes for participation in government, non-governmental 
organizations, and planning practice ... falls under 
tokenism, decoration and manipulation.

Not only did researchers have to deal with those who 
claimed to already know what children wanted, but,
Chawla notes, “they also had to contend with well- 
intended but misguided officials who believed that they 
had achieved participation if children sang a song at a cere
mony. Other politicians were quick to co-opt the CiUIC 
process by having publicity pictures taken with children, 
although they never followed up on anything that the 
children proposed.”'

Still, an appeal for basic public services will always be 
stronger if it is backed by the voices of children. According 
to Cihawla, “Few mayors or other officials will overtly 
oppose the reasonable requests of a group of children 
who want to cooperate to improve their environment.

Jury Comments

Brou'ti: I love this project. 'Fo me it’s incredibly scK'ially rel
evant. It is a terrific and rare example of social scientists 
learning from their mistakes. The earlier research had 
gone out and looked at conditions of how children grow up 
around the world and described them, and hoped that 
would motivate people to design better cities for children. 
But it didn’t. So this round is going back and making the 
difficult collaborative relationships between researchers 
and policymakers that have the potential for making real 
change. It’s wonderful action research. There are not a 
whole lot of social scientists who collect data the way these 
people do.
R/thnim: What was the methodology?
Brown: 'Fhey do a range of things. They have kills draw 
pictures of where they live. They have them draw ideal 
houses. 'Fhey interview the kids to find out what kids are 
fearful of, what would change the qualities of their lives, 
how fiir they have to walk to the water spigot. So it’s an in- 
depth description of the conditions of their lives. But this 
time they are getting the mayors, people who can make a 
change, involved at the beginning.
Quigley: What you are saying is that there is a real sophisti
cation about the implementation, about getting things 
actually achieved. 'Fhat’s what is rarely seen with research 
like this. It’s always isolated in an academic situation and 
doesn’t get used correctly-
\hzingo: I thought it was especially good because it gave 
examples from places that are much more difficult and that 
you don’t always hear about, like a south Indian slum. .Most 
of these types of Ixmks about children are Northern Euro
pean or North American.
Broni'n: But even then I thought they made some interest
ing points. Such as kids in the Australian suburbs are more 
bored than those in South Africa.
Mozingo: 'I'he conclusion chapter contained some new 
ideas. Such as security of tenure. .\nd boredom. They talk 
more about lM)redom than I’ve heard in a long time. 
Calthmpe: I would lend my vote to this because I w'orty 
about the other projects being too anecdotal. This clearly 
has a broad base of research and then maybe even a broader 
applicability, so its ini|>ortance would be higher.
Frakej-: The whole topic of youth and cities is an area of 
research that is extremely important. Something like half 
the world’s children are in or at the edge of poverty’. Any 
research that c*an understand how to strategically intervene 
is extremely important.

>•6

David Mojfat

Notes
1. Louise Chawla, ed., Grvu'ing Up in an Urbanising World 
(London: UNESCO and Earthscan, Ltd., 2002).
2. David Driskell, Creating Better Cities u'ith Children and 
Youth (London: UNESCO and Earthscan, Ltd., 2002).
3. Chawla, 25.
4. Chawla
5. Chawla
6. C'hawla
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Growing up in Critics

Project team (1995'prcscnt): 1-ouise Chawla (international coordinator); Milda 

Cosco, Rohin jMoore (Argentina); Karen Malone, Lindsay Haskick, Bean Beza (Aus

tralia); Barry Percy Smith (England); Kanchan Bannerjee. David Driskell (India); Ed 

Salem, Nilda Cosco, Rohin Miwre (Jordan); Irene Arbadji, Ahmad Jradi (Lebanon); 

llannc Wilhjelm (Norway); Karen Malone, Lindsay Hasiuck, HarakaGaudI (Papua 

New Guinea); PiotrOlafZylicz, KrystjTia Skarzynska (Poland); Jill Swart, Peter 

Rich. DevGriesel, Shaun Cameron (South Africa); Lisa Sundell, Maj-BriitOIslK>, 

Ing-Maric Larsson (Sweden); Ilaria Salvadori (United States); Maria Angelica Sepul

veda, G. Lopez, (iuairnam (\'enezuela); Vung Le, Ms. Huong. Sarika Seki llusey 

(Viemain).

L'NTSC'O suf^irt team: Nadia Auriat, Brigitte Colin, Ciillian Whitctimh 

Book designer: Dean Driskell.

Left: A child's drawing of the places she encounters on a daily basis.

Photo courtes)- WSRCVUNESCO,

,4bove right: rich diversitt- of natural settings in the settlement of Sathyanagar.

on the peripheiy of Bangalore, India, prtnided voung people with a rehige and 

supported higlily s-alucd play experiences. Photo l>y S. R. I’rak-ash.

Below right: Indicators of environmental qualitv' from the pef^jective 

of children in study sites. Graphic hv’ Dean Driskell.
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Technology and Place; 
Sustainable Architecture 
and the Blueprint Farm

In April 1988, the first crops poked hoj)efiilly from the 
ground at the Blueprint Fann in Laredo, 'Fexas. An out
growth of the radical populism of Jim 1 lightower, tlie 
'I'exas Agriculture C'oinmissioner, the farm was established 
to challenge the dominance of corporate agriculture in the 
state and to demonstrate the viability of alternative modes 
of production based on small growers, high-margin crops 
anil sustainable technologies. In la frontera cbica, the semi- 
arid south Texas border region where the fann was 
located, the fann was also w'elcomed by activists as a bold 
attempt to empow'er low'-income Alexican Americans.

Fhe story of the inception and collapse of Blueprint 
Farm has never l>een widely reported outsiile Texas. But, 
as Steven Moore explains in his book Technolo^ and Place: 
Sustaimhle Architecture and the Blueprint Fann, the farm diil 
achieve a certain cult status within the emerging sustain
able technology movement in the mid-1990s.

For largely political reasons, Hightower had conceived 
of the farm as a w'ay to transfer the intensive drip-irrigation 
methods of Israeli kibbutzes to farms that could employ 
ilisplaced W'est 'Fexas fannw’orkers. But for funding rea
sons, his Texas-Israel Exchange w as soon married to the 
visionary’ ecologisni of Pliny Fisk III, Gail Vlttori and 
their Austin-based Cienter for Alaximum Potential Build
ing Systems.

Fhe flawed nature of this attempt at political alchemy 
became evident almost immediately. .As .Moore writes, |K‘r- 
sonal rancor and institutional conflict eventually revealed 
sharp disagreements over the purj>ose of the project. 
Finally, after a series of institutional reshufflings, ail hope 
for the fann was abandoned in 1991. Hightow er was voted 
out of office, the 'Fexas Department of .Agriculture with
drew its support, the scientists w ent home, the ecological 
community became embittered and the gates to the site 
were locked by its sponsor, Laredojunior College.

For Moore, an architecture professor at the University 
of Texas and director of its Design with Climate program, 
the demise of Blueprint Farm is “a small story w’ith large 
implications.” Above all, it reveals the inconsistent founda
tions of the now-ubiquitous ideology of sustainability.

Sjiecifically, Moore argues, the story indicates how sus
tainable places can only emerge from democratic engage
ment with technological change. For planners and 
ilesigners, the lesson is clear; even the best sustainable 
endeavors will fail without engaging the social practices 
needeil to support them. Moore’s ethnographic and 
theoretical case study thus provides fascinating insight 
as to why sustainability as a practice has yet to live up to 
its potential as an idea.

Conflicting Visions
Jurors praised the Moore’s ability' to foreground hidden 

attitudes toward technology' in the construction of place. 
Indeed, his intent was to move beyond a “fetishization of 
objects” to produce a deeper understanding of the relation
ship between places and their users than normally present 
in design critiques.

Moore’s research ultimately involved a full investigation 
of archival sources, extensive interviews and a broad range 
of theoretical readings. Using methods of content analysis 
drawn from sociology' and anthropology’, he identified five 
competing networks of interest and ideology behind the 
conception, design and management of the fann.

The Israeli agronomists, the fann’s putative managers, 
originally developed their computerized drip-irrigation 
methods within the disciplined confines of kibbutz social
ism. But they had no real investment in notions of ecologi
cal sustainability, tending instead toward a belief that all 
the methods of science should be employed to “make the 
desert bloom.” They were hirther motivated by a financial 
interest in promoting their sy’stein to U.S. buyers.

By contrast, the ecologist network saw the farm as the 
ideal location to work out a complete system of organic 
production. As such, they were less interested in construct
ing a profitable fann than in promoting a new set of values. 
.And, Moore writes, this orientation soon led them to 
challenge the boundaries lierween their work and that of 
other groups.

A third local network consisted of social activists in 
and around Laredo. For them, the fann’s technologies 
were merely “black boxes,” the workings of which were 
less important than their promise as agents of social 
change, writes Moore. I lowever, such ignorance caused 
the group to misunderstand the ideological divide l)ctween 
the Israelis and the ecologists. Furthermore, as Moore 
points out, all hope for change would have been frustrated 
if farmworkers had been unwilling to embrace the corn- 
posters, straw-bale walls and solar food dryers being 
developed on the farm.

Indeed, the deterniinist assumptions of all three 
groups on site—the Israelis, ecologists and activists— 
were nowhere more evident than in the fact that none 
had consulted the people whose interests they claimed 
to champion.

.\b<»c: U.S. Representative .‘Ubcrt Bu»iatnonie, an Israeli agn>mmiisi and 

Texas-\griculture Commissioner Jim Flightower, .\lay, 19S9.

I’tioto ty Karen Dickey, cuunesj' Texas Department of Agriculture. 

Below: Blueprint Farm as it appeared in 1995. Photo by Steven .A. Moore
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Such a divergence of views on site was only com
pounded by interested itetworks off site, Moore adds. I'he 
'T'exas Department of Agriculture was idtimately responsi
ble for the farm, but many ol its employees did not share 
Hightower’s political views. And even if career bureaucrats 
did not personally subscribe to the corporate farming para
digm, they at least needed Blueprint Farm to conform t«) 
pre-established funding anti administrative categories.

Finally, as Moore pennts r)ut, for the Hightower net
work the fitrm was never simply about growing sun-dried 
tomatoes. The spnbolic value of the rhetoric of sustain
ability'was equally important in terms of promoting a 
larger personal and {K)litical agenda.

“As the project took shape ... there was no common 
vision of sustainable architecture, agriculture or technol
ogy that bound these competing networks together,” 
Moore writes. “In the battle for the imaginary'supremacy 
to define reality and the politically usefid concept of sus
tainability, there were no victors.”

In his last chapter Moore argues that the two poles of 
current architectural theory, iModernism and Postmod
ernism, are both inadequate to such a task. Modernism’s 
hf)n)ogenizing tendencies are well known. VVTiat is less well 
appreciated is how the Postmodern alternative often 
merely reverses .Modernism’s conceptual bias without 
reengaging with the place-bound moral codes that once 
sustained traditional environments. Asa result. Postmod
ernist projects often seem emotionally sterile.

At one end of an alternative philosophical axis is what 
Moore calls “radical nihilism”—evident, for example, in 
the writings and work of Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas. 
VV’hat is important to this way of thinking is less what tech
nology' amounts to, so much as the deliberate seculariza
tion of experience it allows.

At the other end of .Moore’s alternative axis is a matrix 
of emergent “non-modern” positions that embody a con
scious reengagement with issues of technology' and place. 
.Among these are the “eco-tech” projects of architects such 
as Norman Foster and Richard Rogers, the notions of eco
logical sustainability' that play'ed such an important role at 
Blueprint Farm, and Frampton’s critical regionalism.

However, Moore cautions that the consolidation of such 
an alternative path will require ftdl recognition of architec
ture as an “ecological, technological and political practice.” 
In this sense, buildings and communities represent social 
agreements first. More important than any particular ideo
logical agenda w'ill be the ongoing contest over what archi
tecture embodies as a nonnadve practice. In other words, 
without unity' of conception and execution, no new orien
tation toward architecture, technology' or place w ill ever 
stand the chance ofl>eing socially sustained.

Connections to Architectural Theory'
Previous review ers have faulted M(K)re’s book for 

being difficult to read. However, its lack of a simple story' 
line stems from a desire to provide “thick description” in 
the sense advocated by (Clifford Geertz. In addition, 
Moore’s concerns extend far beyond the specifics of the 
case at haml. In this regard, jurors praised Moore’s ability' 
to connect the facts on the ground with a breadth of theo
retical writings.

Moore’s archaeology' of ideas draws heavily on the writ
ings of cultural geographer Henri Lefehvre. For Lefehvrc, 
space is never neutral, but always sinictured by the work
ings of the stKrietv' that occupies it. From sociologist Bruno 
Latour, Moore also adapts, among other positions, the 
view that scientific “fact” is “not ‘alniut nature,’... (butl 
a fierce fight to constnict reality.”

Furthermore, as Kenneth Frampton points out in his 
forew'ord, Moore is influenced by Andrew Feenberg’s 
holistic critique of contemporary technoscience. Accord
ing to this view, the inability of market-driven societies to 
invent new technologies that are both efficient and life- 
enhancing represents a fundamental failure of imagination.

But it is Frampton’s idea of critical regionalism that 
most interests Moore. For the last uventy’ years, critical 
regionalism has provided a basis for place-based critiques 
of Modern architecture. But as Fredriejameson has noted, 
these efforts have been weakened by their largely aesthetic 
bias. By drawing on the ideas oflandscapc architect John 
Tillman Lyle, Moore attempts to extend Frampton’s prin
ciples to describe a “regenerative” architecture.

Technoing) and Place

Steven ;V M<x>rc, Technaiofp and Place: Sustainable Architecture and the Blueprint Farm. 

foreword by Kenneth Frampton (Austin: University of Texas Press. 2001).
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THE LAREDO BLUE PRINT FARM

Jur)’ Comments Mozingo: I liked the methodology', which sought to look at 
complexity. That led to a set of eight propositions, which 
were concise and enlightening. They were very' insightful 
and they would only be convincing after this careful 
immersion in the situation.
Fraker: Attitudes about technology in our society are 
under-discussed and under-researched. 'Po show the rela
tionship l>etween technology and social objectives—and, in 
fact, the dysfunction of a set of ideas—is really interesting. 
VV'e don’t arrive at consensus about technology' at the start 
of projects. It’s that "other.” Somebody else does it: “It’s 
not my responsibility—oh, it’s them." And to bring these 
issues into the design process and show how critical they 
are to users—how much they have to understand it, be able 
to buy' into it and take care of it—this is a great case study 
of that challenge.
Mozingo: Something else 1 really liked is the consistent 
intervening of theory’. Phere is a discussion about a specific 
place and time, but it’s connected to a broader discussion 
about how we make decisions as humans, how we operate 
in the world. Every place that I’ve opened the book, there 
is something interesting.

Quigley: I wish I had time to read the whole lK)ok. Its (>ne of 
these wonderful “green” projects where everybody was on 
board. And the level of design looks quite high. Then 
cverylKKly pulled out and there were all kinds of proldems. 
The lK>ok dtK’uments the whole process.
Hivu'h: It sen es a useful purpose, specifically because it 
provides an anthrop{>logical analv'sis of the conflicting idea 
of sustainability'. Because the competing parties couldn’t 
cojne to an agreement, the whole project failed. That is 
pretty sad for a concept that is supposed to l5c so healing 
and over-arching.
Quigley: This seems enormously relevant to architectural 
practice now, because we are seeing, just in the last twelve 
months, city councils say “you will do a green building,” 
having no idea what that means or entails.
Btvu'n: And you could see practicing architects reading this 
and learning from it?
Quigley: Yes, I could.
Rahuhu: From that standpoint, it really seems to show the 
pitfalls of jumping on the bandwagon with little knowledge 
of what’s going on.
Quigley: It is a bandwagon, and on a certain political level, 
it’s dangerous. But in another w'ay, I couldn’t be more 
pleased, because alihtnigh we’ve been advocating this 
direction for twenty-live years, it’s been happening in such 
an uninformed and naive way. I’m hoping books like this 
could help sort out these issues. AIk>\c: Dialogic qualities of place and technology'. Diagram by Steven .A. Moore
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Negotiating Implicit Theoretical Agendas

Harrison S. Fraker, Jr.

only enriching education with an expanded cinriculum that 
is place based, hut also creating the means for restoring 
historic urban fabric and reconstructing the public realtn.

“New*l.and*Marks,” was chosen for having an equally 
compelling lirst proposition: public art should not 
just be privately conceived art in public spaces; it should 
“understand the community, not merely decorate it.” 'I'he 
work of the ass(K‘iation lays out an innovative and effective 
program for engaging community involvement. A key 
mechanism is a tripartite contract between communities, 
artists and the association in which nothing can be built 
that is not completely endorsed (>y the communiti'. While 
not breaking new ground in the methods of participatory 
design, its innovation is applying participatory processes to 
private artistic practice, creating a more 
meaningful and engaging j)uhlic realm.

All four of these winners, which were the least theoreti
cally problematic for the jur)', share a common theoretical 
interest in discovering and foregrounding activities and 
social processes of the everyday. *I’he first two used careful 
analysis and proven methods to uncover important 
insights. I'he latter tw o used h\'|K)theses about everyday 
activities that re-|M)sition them with new meaning and 
potential for design. The theoretical nuances of these prac
tices have been explored in the writings of Henri Lefebvre, 
Guy Debord and Frederiejameson. But all four projects 
seemed to avoid any ideological controversy, not because 
of their theoretical under|>innings, but l>ecause they did 
not apj>ear to be promoting any prescriptive aesthetic or 
design agenda.

On the other hand, the selection of the final two win
ners (one in ilesign and one in planning) revealed problem
atic theoretical differences. Different interpretations of 
the theoretical design agenda represented in the projects 
caused serious debate, which was further complicated by 
the fact that for many of the design and planning submis
sions, the grounding in research was ambiguous.

Wliat is a meaningful relationship between design and 
research was a vexing question that recurred throughout 
the jury’. One of the design projects in the final cm, “Car- 
dada: Revisiting a Mountain,” elicited the most explicit 
and implicit theoretical debate. The project presents a 
series of exquisitely designed places, constructed episodes, 
that highlight particular environmental processes or phe
nomena. 'Fhe architectural elements are highly abstract 
and minimalist in expressitm, yet executed in l>cautiful 
materials and with careful attention to detail.

All the jury members agreed that this was the most 
hauntingly poetic submission. The problem for the jury 
was that the project presented no research basis for its

P’very awards jury goes through a process of trying to 
understand and interpret the criteria for selecting winners. 
While thi.s is generally an open discussion and debate 
about how specific projects fulfill published criteria; invari
ably, the theoretical interests anil conceptual biases of each 
jury' menil>cr also play a role, implicitly or explicitly. I'he 
2002 F.DRA/P/tfrej awards jury negotiated a particularly 
interesting set of theoretical issues, l>oth explicit and 
implicit, that are worth discussing.

Not surprisingly some of the awards w ere relatively 
straightfonvard to select, especially in the Place Research 
c’ategory. The jury' was able to arrive at an agreement on 
questions about w hether the research method was clear 
and rigorous and about whether the findings were signifi
cant and-or transformative, based on empirical evidence in 
the submissions. F'or example, “Growing Up in Cities 
chosen as an exemplary extension of Kevin Lynch’s early 
work on how people construct a sense of place, an image of 
their world, particularly studies he led in the 1970s of chil
dren’s environments throughout the w'orld. Through par
ticipatory projects with children, it identifies critical urban 
design criteria for urban spaces that successfully serve chil
dren’s needs. 'Fhere is evidence that the work is having 
an important impact on local anti national planning j>olicy.

Steven Moore’s ethnographic and theoretical case 
study, Technology and Place: Smtainable Architectme and the 
Blueprint Farm, seemed to avoid any ideological differences 
among jury members as well. Through his close analysis 
of the facts of the case as seen by five comj>eting networks 
of interest at work on the farm, he reveals fiindamental 
disagreements about the role of technology' and its objects, 
To the jury, Moore’s message—that sustainable things are 
only as successful as the social constructs and practices by 
which they are implemented and maintained—seemeil 
both eloquently argued and of profound significance to 
both architectural practice and theory'.

'Fw o of the winners in the Place Planning category also 
transcended any implicit or explicit theoretical differences 
among the jury', but more by the shear strength of their ini
tial hypotheses than by careful analysis. “Designing a City 
of Learning: Patterson New Jersey” harnesses jKople’s 
interest in the education of their children as a strategy- for 
rebuilding communities. By re-conceiving urban schools as 
something other than self-contained lx)xes or isolated cam
puses, the planning hy-jKJthesis is to weave them into the 
urban fabric, to use them to revitalise urban neighlK)r- 
hoods, to draw lesson plans from local resources. I'hc pub
lication then presents convincing diagrams for how this 
can be accomplished in specific locations. The implications 
of this idea were perceived by the jury- to be profound, not

was
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design proposition, although it included user testimonies 
to the powerful experience it elicited. Some jury members 
argued that the design begged interesting questions about 
understatement, silence, mystery' and wonder that were 
worthy of research. Other jurors said that without evi
dence, we were just indulging in personal speculation; that 
to give the project an award would contradict one of the 
EDRA/P/f?t'er advertised criteria that “submissions should 
address the relationship between design research and 
design outcomes.” Ultimately, advocates for the project 
could not overcome this challenge. In letting it go, some 
observed, however, that the project syunbolized the differ
ence between the cultures of research and design, and that 
with a slightly different attimde and presentation the 
embedded research issues could have been made more 
operative and relevant.

The jury wresded with the same question about the 
relationship between research and design in selecting 
“Allegheny Riverfront Park” as die only design winner. 
The design concept not only solved a number of environ
mental and engineering challenges but also managed to 
run a gauntlet of federal, state and local codes and regula
tions, and integrated local interest and participation as 
well, creating a public place of smnning aesthetic appeal. 
The jury recognized that the designers conducted local 
field research in selecting plant materials that would sur
vive the flooding and ice flows in an inundation zone. 
Jurors praised the elegant construction and detailing of the 
continuous fourteen-foot-wide pathway that in some sec
tions is cantilevered out over the river not only to avoid 
bridge abutments but also to free up space for plantings in 
more protected soil conditions. The beauty of the project 
is carried out in every detail, even integrating the delicate 
vision of several artists in the paving. The result is a work 
of tectonic richness where research into the making of 
things transforms one of the toughest environments imag
inable into a place for the human spirit.

This year’s awards program received the largest number 
of plamiing submissions that could be described as typical 
comprehensive planning proposals for cities and munici
palities. Several excellent examples of this kind of work 
made it into the final group of projects the jury considered. 
The most theoretically charged debate occurred over one 
group of projects which could be described as orthodox 
New Urbanist or neo-traditional infill versus a group of 
projects whose design guidelines give explicit requirements 
for bulk, height and set-backs for blocks and buildings and 
specific guidelines for streets, giving prescribed shape to 
the public realm, yet purposely not prescribing building 
types or regional styles.

For some jury members this latter planning strategy was 
just a remake of failed zoning practices, leading to placeless 
neighborhoods with no character. To others, the New 
Urbanist strategies did not allow for building innovations 
or new building types and represent a nostalgic representa
tion of a past that no longer exists or is meaningful. Several 
exemplary projects on both sides fell by the wayside as this 
debate remained unresolved. In the end “Toward Better 
Places: The Community Character Plan for Collier 
County, Florida” was chosen. Despite the project’s obvious 
New Urbanist sympathies, presentation style and analytical 
technique, the juiy' felt that the emphasis on developing 
a carefully articulated system and hierarchy of county 
roads, integrated with a vision for restoring and maintain
ing the ecological infrastructure, as a way of further distin
guishing the special place characteristics of rural towns and 
neighborhoods was innovative and groundbreaking. In 
other words, the more comprehensive system thinking of 
the New Urbanist agenda overwhelmed any disagreements 
among the jury may have had about stylistic theming or 
class-based prejudices.

In the end, the jury was pleased with the projects 
selected as significant and deserving winners. However, 
the jury discussion and debate itself raised fundamental 
questions. To what extent should the relationship between 
the design process and research investigation be explicit? 
^^Tien a design is based on established assumptions about 
people’s experience of the environment, and there is 
documentation of a powerful user response, is the design 
research based? In fact, does user participation in the 
design process ground the work in research? Obviously, 
the answer is that it depends, and it depends in part on the
oretically laden differences in aesthetic preferences and 
different attitudes about what constitutes legitimate evi
dence. Without such differences juries might be more 
predictable but much less interesting.
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Cardada—Reconsidering a Mountain

Finally, visitors can ride a chairlift (used for skiing in the 
winter) from the Cardada station to an observatory atop 
the nearby 1670-nieter Cinietta Peak. The observatory, 
which has the form of a disk slicing through the mountain 
rocks, aims to reveal and interpret the geological forces 
that created the place over millions of years.

When Burgi first visited the mountain, he recalled it had 
the character of an urban periphery, where “small but dis
turbing interventions” detracted from the ability of visitors 
to perceive its natural qualities. His goal was to reconstruct 
the place so visitors could once again “marvel instead of 
limit(ing) ourselves to a reductionist and aesthetic contem
plation ... that makes nature a mere panorama.”

the cable car from Orselina to Cardada had to be reno
vated afrer years of service, the question arose as to what people 
actually expected when they visited this moimtain.

So begins the stoiy' of a poetic and personal engagement 
with place documented in the EDRA/P/<7rer competition 
submission by landscape architect Paolo Burgi of Camor- 
ino, Switzerland. More than any other project, Burgi’s typ
ified the issues jurors wrestled with this year. Specifically, it 
brought into focus the EDRA/P/i^rer Awards requirement 
that entries document the research background that was 
useful in designing or planning a project, or pose the 
research questions the project raises.

Burgi’s project involves a number of interventions 
in the mountain landscape around the Cardada tram near 
Locarno. According to Burgi, their purpose was to 
“examine the question of whether fascination can lead to 
a greater and more profound respect for the environment.”

Now, instead of riding the tram up to the 1340-meter 
station to look passively over the hills and Lake Maggiore, 
visitors encounter various constructions that afford them 
the chance for a more meaningful engagement with the 
Swiss mountain landscape.

Burgi describes his project as a series of personal 
responses. Among these are a walkway of steel and tita
nium suspended in the trees, leading to a viewing platfonn. 
Along the way, visitors discover symbols and brief explana
tory texts highlighting the fragility' of the environment 
and its changes over the centuries.

There is a “meeting place” at the entrance to the upper 
tram station, which incorporates a “severe” geometrical 
paving design, a fountain and a bench. New paths lead 
from the tram station and incorporate strategically placed 
benches and other sculptural elements that force hikers 
into visual encounters with the area’s trees. There is also 
a “play path” containing imusual game equipment 
designed to heighten appreciation of natural processes.

Another design intervention is a “musical wood,” where 
speakers in the trees mysteriously animate a small meadow. 
A “laminate” waterfall, in which water will cascade dowm a 
metal staircase, has been proposed for the base of the tram.

—David Moffat

Jury Comments

The following disaission, about the desi^i project ''Cardada— 
Reconsidering a Moimtain, ” took place on the second day oj the 
2002 Jury. The project, which was not chosen for an award, 
is dommented on the preceding pages.

Fraker: One thing I hope we can stress in what is published 
about these awards is that an aesthetic experience can be 
a powerful, emotional, social experience. There is a stereo
type that high, poetic design is not research based. That 
upsets me, because that has not been my experience. Yet, 
unfortunately, you have in the contest for the limelight, 
some people who like to criticize high-end design as irre
sponsible. And, vice versa, designers like to criticize pro
jects that are heavily behaviorally based or research based. 
This awards program ought to get right in the middle of 
that stereotyjte and try to address the complexity and diffi
culty of the issue.
Rahami: There are certainly many designers and academic 
researchers who are concerned about high design not 
being responsible. On the other hand, the question is 
whether this awards program should be where that issue 
is tackled. As beautiful as I think the Cardada project is,
I am concerned about giving an award from this program 
to a project that is a complete and singular vision of an 
individual.
Calthotpe: Hold on a second. I thought we had already 
cleared this up. I thought we were going to give awards 
that were not research based but were good placemaking— 
that those were parallel criteria.
Bressi: The point of the research requirement is to demon
strate that one is searching for knowledge, that one is

Above: ‘‘The Geological Observatory.” This platform, at the top of the cableway, 

explores a profound geological convergence. A red line marlcs the line along which 

the European and African tectonic places meet, and scones brou^t in from the 

mountains on the horizon are set into the platform.

Below; “The Landscape Promentory.” This suspended passage, made of steel 

and titanium, rises up through the trees to a lookout platform that provides an 

unes{iected viewofLago Maggiore.

Photos courtesy Paolo Burgi.
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aware of where knowledge is coming from, and that one 
is trying to incorporate kntmdedge into design. We are 
not trying to suggest that people should unquestioningly 
follow research. But design entries should demonstrate 
some sort of knowledge basis, whether it’s a scientific study 
or something else.
Quigley: On the other hand, you could argue that some 
wonderful innovations in all fields have come not because 
of knowledge but because of ignorance. So they weren’t 
hampered by this channeled thought that the history of 
that particular view had. That w’ould suggest that research 
is irrelevant.
Fraker: Or there may be cases in which the design outcome 
is based more on an intuitive hypothesis. WTiat we are 
arguing about is different definitions of research.
Quigley: No, it’s two separate activaties. It’s placemaking 
and research. In the Cardada project research may exist, 
but the author has given us no reason to tmderstand this 
integration.
Caltborpe: I actually think the research is there. We all 
know from professional experience that when you go 
through an arduous approval process, you are getting 
community input. This project has been shaped by that 
phenomenon.
Quigley: I’d argue that during that stage, community input 
is not research. It’s just consensus building.
Caltborpe: Then we will have the same problem with all the 
planning documents. Not all the planning documents are 
research based.
Bressi: Research base does not necessarily have to mean 
original research. It could draw from already-done 
research in an intelligent way.
Mozingo: That just makes things more confusing. Let’s 
take the planning category. The people who submitted 
the better project must have done research at some point 
in their careers to really understand how you build cities 
in a w ay that makes sense.
Quigley: But was it research, or self education?
Mozingo: 1 don’t know. I just don’t think you can do good 
work w ithout having read a lot, understood a lot, done 
some of your own research, and culled it through. Do we 
need entrants to say explicitly that they’ve done this? 
Fraker: It is a requirement.
Brown: And that is why with some of the research projects, 
the outcomes that are claimed arc so wonderful that I 
would dance on the table and argue for them to get an 
award except that they didn’t demonstrate it in the docu
ments. They didn’t prove it to me. This w'ould never pass 
muster with any social science group that is looking for 
how did you address the criteria.
Rabaitn: Another way of looking at the Cardada project

is, does it rise to such a high level of placemaking that we 
want to ignore the requirement for some kind of more 
serious research?
Quigley: Yes, I would like to give this an award. But I’d like 
us to be honest about it, and say it is not research based, 
but it is of such high quality placemaking that the research 
requirement is less relevant. VVe w'ere victims of poetr)'. 
Rabaim: There are projects throughout history that are 
great personal visions of people who have extraordinary' 
talent, and I just think we should acknow ledge that this 
may be in that category, and stop trying to create the argu
ment, which is totally unsubstantiated, that they did some 
kind of research.
Mozingo: If were to do that, would you be saying that there 
is a trump card? The trump card is beauty?
Rabaim: No, 1 think this is beautiful, but it is also 
placemaking.
Mozingo: I can’t support saying, “Oh, by the w ay we com
pletely changed the rules.” If you are acknowledging that 
this does not involve research, I don’t think w'e should give 
it an award.
Fraker: 1 am still going to argue that there are degrees of 
research in all of these projects. Although it’s not well doc
umented and not well written up, I think there is a hypoth
esis and the implication of research behind the hypothesis. 
You can argue with me, but I don’t think we can say cate
gorically as a jury that there was no research there.
Brown: I think we were more enthused about research 
being the unique edge of this competition until everyone 
saw this project, and now we are tryung to back away 
ft-om that.
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Picturing the Route to Newark Airport

Photographs by Random Ashlar

Randy Ashlar is a retired Navy man, trained first in navigation and then in 
photography, who lives in the New York City area and often flies out of Newark 
Arport on visits to his grandchildren in the Midwest. W^ith time he has come 
especially to enjoy the Lincoln Tunnel-to-Newark leg of his trips. Last year he 
thought he would photograph it.

The essence of his pleasure in the drive, he decided, could be found in several 
structures and a hill, all of which were easily recognizable from the highway 
even though most lay some distance from it. They had become landmarks for 
him, though not, he thought, in the sense of older structures that should be 
preserved because of their historical role or architectural quality, but in the 
nautic*al sense, as recognizable forms, glimpses of which reassured him that he 
was on course.

But w hen Randy undertook to photograph his landmarks and in some 
instances approached them, he realized that some of them were indeed land
marks in the newer historical-architectural sense. The Hackensack U^ater 
Tow er and the Monastery Church, he learned, were designed by the well- 
known architects Frederick Clarke Withers and Patrick Charles Keely. Part 
of their effectiveness w as their quality as architecture.

And then he realized that another contribution to his experience w'as the 
landscape in which his landmarks were set. Condescended to by New Yorkers, 
who see \\ eehawkcn, I lackensack and Union City on the highlands as of no 
interest and the Meadowlands beyond as little better than wet versions ofjay 
Gatsby’s X'alley of Ashes, these, he decided, were very much pre-twentieth- 
centiirv' landscapes that appropriately complemented his landmarks. He also 
realized he was looking across this landscape from a roadway that, as it cut 
through highlands and hill and was elsew'here elevated above the land, reminded 
him of nothing so much as the Futurama exhibit at the 1939 New York World’s 
Fair that he had seen just before he went into the Navy. The ultimate secret 
of his pleasure was a topography of tlie past seen from a roadway of the future.

—Ceii'in Robinson
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Manhattan from Weehawken
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Mile o: False front, Cnwtian (Catholic Church 

at Lincoln Funnel entrance, Manhattan
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2.4 miles: Water Tower. Hackensack Water Co., 

VVeehawken seen across Lincoln 'I'unnel approach
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4-4 miles: Munasien, Church of Saint Michael 

the Archangel, Union C'iiy, seen across 

New Jerse)' Tumpikc
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6-5 miles: New Jersey Turnpike and Snake Hill 

(Laurel Hill), Secaucus (taken Itefbre September 11)
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7-7 miles; NewJersej’ 'I'umpike and VVMCA transmit- 

ter building, Keamy, with Snake Hill in the distance
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9.5 nules: Pubski St>-way and New Jersey I umjHke,

Newark and Keamv

13.8 miles: first sight of Newark Airport



Exorcising the Ghost of Emily Latella

Emily Talen

for “community,” and New Urbanists, 
despite an occasional blurt of feel
good rhetoric, are not really propos
ing to do so.

In fact, Xew Urbanists state 
repeatedly (ad nauseum, even) that 
their goal is to create a variety of 
venues where social interaction can 
occur. VV'hether or not tliai interac
tion leads to higher order social bonds 
is, contrary to misconception, nt)i an 
explicit part of their agenda. VV’hat is 
explicit is that they seek an urban form 
that does not actively thwart the abil
ity for citizens to come together. 
V\Tiether this interaction involves 
friends and neighbors or actors and 
spectators is not a distinction most 
New Urbanists make.

This is not just wishful thinking 
on my part. I recently analyzed the 
Charter of the New’ Urbanism to 
detemiine what it explicitly says almut 
social goals in general, looking for 
clues about how notions like commu
nity’, social equity and the common 
good are treated.' I found that the 
social goals of New' Urbanism are 
most concerned w’ith the common 
good, followed by social equity second 
and community' last. In fact, I ft)und 
no principles in the charter that were 
directly based on the social goal of 
“community.” Instead, there are 
instances in which notions of commu
nity are used as descriptive material to 
support a given principle. I'rue, there 
are various statements al>oiit the pro
motion of “social life,” “civic bonds,” 
“social iilentity” and the like, but com
munity’ is not an explicit goal under 
any of the charter’s twenty-seven 
principles. Most often, the idea of 
community' is limited to short descrip
tive phrases that signify, perhaps, 
an underlying perception among 
New Urbanists that social bonds have 
somehow' been damaged by sprawl.
It is not inconsistent to question 
this assumption (as I do) and still

be a New Urbanist.
WTiat critics most object to is the 

idea that New Urbanists may be 
trj'ing to promote community’ to the 
exclusion of a more open public life. 
This interpretation is based on state
ments that seem to emphasize one 
form of public space over another.
I'or example, statements made by 
Peter C!!althorpe in his book. The Next 
Ameiican Metropolis refer to the need 
for places where “workers meet 
during lunch time,” or that plazas 
should be able to act as “neighbor
hood meeting places.”’ But it is 
iiii|>ortant to remember that although 
such places serve as meeting grounds 
for neighbors and co-w’orkers, there 
is no exclusion of other tyq)es of activi
ties. Statements about what people 
might typically do in a public place are 
merely descriptive. WTiat is at issue is 
the design of public place, not public 
life, and it is not necessary to view 
quality' design as an attempt to exclude 
particular behaviors.

Part of the confusion stems from 
the erroneous idea that New Urban
ism is about implementing a proto- 
tyj)e for the medieval village. If this 
were true, it might make sense to 
explore the distinction between 
^emeimchaft and gesellschaji forms of 
association and postulate that New 
Urbanism is attempting to instill 
ge?neinschafi fellowship and common 
identity’ as an alternative to the alien
ating angst created by the gesellschaji 
urbanism of detachment and imper
sonal relations. It would mean that 
New Urbanists are exclusively focused 
on the world of kinship while remain
ing essentially indifferent to the world 
of strangers. But there is no reason to 
suspect this, and there are no state
ments that I am aware of that indicate 
that this is the case.

The criticism is also made that 
New Urbanists are seeking a kind 
of conformity’ and consensus in

New Urbanists can be their own worst 
enemies. I get particularly annoyed 
with my New Urbanist friends when, 
in their conversations, public inter- 
v’iews and speeches, they loosely 
throw anmncl the tenn “community.” 
At first I chided them. At a conference 
in Seaside, Florida, held in Januarx’, 
199P, r>n the topic “Is Design a Cata
lyst for Community'?,” I denounced 
the way that they seemed to be pro
moting a thoroughly unsubstantiated 
and politically dangerous proposition 
about the ability' of design to promote 
a sense of community. 1 chastised 
them for failing to understand and 
appreciate the complexities and para
doxes of community life.

But, in learning more about w hat 
New Urbanists are really try’ing to 
achieve, I have come to feel a little like 
Emily Latella, the Saturday Night 
Live character portrayed by Gilda 
Radner w ho would rant about an issue 
that turned out to be non-existent.
For example, she once scolded public 
schtKjls for trjnng to discourage “sax 
and violins” l>efore someone tapped 
her on the shoulder to tell her that the 
issue was actually about discouraging 
“sex and violence.” “Oh..., never 
mind,” she w’ould say.

V\'hat I have come to realize is that 
most New Urbanists do not, in fact, 
adhere to some sort of Skinnerian 
view' about the ability of design to 
create community’. W'hat happens is 
that the occasional New Urbanist will 
overstep the bounds and misspeak 
about what design can be expected to 
do, but it usually doesn’t take much 
for the New Urbanist to eventually 
admit that all he or she is really tiydng 
to do is strengthen the public realm. 
Strengthening the public realm, in 
turn, is about providing opportunities 
for social interaction. In some cases, 
interaction leads to stronger bonds; in 
other cases, it has no effect. In either 
case, it simply is not possible to design
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neighborhood social life. The prob
lem with this assertion, however, is 
that it directly contradicts many of the 
Xew Urbanists’ other explicitly stated 
goals. A careful reading of the charter 
suggests that the importance of social 
diversity is far more explicit and per
vasive than amihing said about 
inunity.” In particular, one of the 
main goals of New Urbanism is to 
reverse the segregationist trend found 
in U.S. cities by integrating multiple 
dwelling unit types and multiple t)pes 
of uses in one locale. Unlike the goal 
of “community,” these goals do have 
an explicit link t(^ physical design. If it 
is true that New Urbanism seeks con
formity aitd consensus among similar 
people (the ger?reimchaji convergence 
of people with similar backgrounds 
and attitudes), then critics should be 
pointing out that New Urbanist con
tradict themselves by attempting to 
mix housing t\pes.

If New Urbanists advocate com
munity association to the exclusion 
of other types of public associations 
and behaviors, as some contend, then 
they must be actively discouraging 
more diverse, non-parochial forms of 
social relationship found in public life. 
The\' must be asserting that parochial 
realms are morally superior to free 
expressions of social non-conformism.

But this conclusion covdd be 
reached by any attempt to design, and 
therefore order, the public realm. For 
example, public spaces that are well 
integrated, dispersed, accessible and 
well-designed (adhering for example 
to the principle of space enclosure 
rather than space unbounded) could 
be interpreted as a quest for confor
mity and consensus, promoting rigid 
enforcement of certain codes of moral 
conduct. 'I'he reverse of this wcjuld 
be an ad-hoc, non-designed public 
realm-public spaces that are dis
persed, unbounded, inaccessible 
except by the automobile and found

in strip malls and parking lots. These 
alternative types of spaces could 
be interpreted as good venues for 
a public life where jKople are able 
to engage in all kinds of self-satisfying 
behaviors that are free from social 
control.

Either attempt falls into the trap 
of physical determinism. In fact, both 
community life and public life, if 
such a distinction can be made, elude 
a territorial basis. For this reason, the 
distinction between public life and 
community life does not make a great 
deal of sense in the context of city 
design. Thus, even if New Urbanists 
did have the goal of creating commu
nity through design (and simultane
ously excluding public life), they 
would not l>e able to accomplish it.
A review of tlie sociological literature 
quickly reveals that “community” is 
much too complex to be liesigned.' It 
involves multiple meanings and per
ceptions and the creation of it has to 
account for interaction effects (e.g., 
socio-economic status) as w ell as indi
rect effects (e.g., feelings of safety). 
Franck’s 1984 article “Exorcising 
the Cihost of Physical Determinism” 
explains these points particularly well.-*

I'he best that can be done is, first, 
to make sure that design doesn’t 
actively get in the way of social inter
action and, second, to provide venues 
that allow for a variety of types ot civic 
engagement. It doesn’t matter if one 
then meets strangers or neighbors in 
these places. Both types of interaction 
can happen, both are important, and it 
is neither necessary, desirable nor pos
sible to focus on venues that exclude 
one or the other. It is possible to meet 
a friend under the Eiffel Tower just 
as it is possible to see a stranger in a 
neighborhood playground. Fhe issue 
of community life versus public life is 
thus a straw man.

Rather than drawing distinctions 
between different desired social

behaviors. New Urbanists posit that 
social behavior—individual conduct 
that happens in a social place, as well 
as social interaction—is affected by 
design. Naturally^ this interaction can 
take on many different flavors and 
lead to a variety of outcomes, but New 
Urbanists are primarily focused on 
making sure that a variety of well- 
designed and well-located spaces exist. 
'Fhese spaces range from tot lots and 
alleys to grand plazas and boulevards, 
and nowhere is there a denial that a 
variety of public places set the stage 
for a variety of social l)ehaviors. Fhe 
social interaction that occurs can 
he limited to mere obsen alion (of 
individual theatrics, either non
threatening or threatening), it can 
lead to striking up a conversation with 
a stranger, or it can be a deliberate 
meeting between friends or col
leagues. 'Fhat it may lead to the shap
ing of public concepts of governance 
or to deriving pleasure from creating 
a public spectacle is entirely possible.

How can something so basic and 
simple—the need for accessible, well- 
designed and well-situated public 
spaces—have become so complex? It 
is true that public life in the classical 
open spaces of street, square or park 
has given way to a thriving public life 
in shopping malls and parking lots.
But public life that emerges in a park
ing garage is public lile tiesperately 
looking for a place to land, evidence 
that the public is willing to work with, 
however awkwardly, whatever place 
happens to be there. This is a testa
ment to the tenacity of public life; it 
springs up here and there in spite of 
planning policies that for years have 
actively degraded a meaningful physi
cal context. This hardly justifies a call 
for planning and building more of 
these de facto venues.

New Urbanists seem to be getting 
into trouble by asserting that there 
can be guidelines for ilesigning a

com-
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better public realm. Often their 
designs for town centers, village 
greens and commons are seen as being 
in the same tradition as the anti-urban 
bias that pervades American culture. 
This amounts to a downgrading of the 
urban qualities of places like town 
centers. Fhis is ironic, since office 
tower atria and parking lots—among 
the venues apparently preferred for 
a genuine public life—are the types of 
places associated with an ideal that if 
truly agrarian: suburbia.

'fhat skyscraper atria and shopping 
mall hallways are not particularly 
noteworthy public spaces should be 
of concern, but some New Urbanist 
critics do not seem troubled. Instead, 
they seem to w ant to capitalize on 
some sort of missed opportunity for 
the public life potential of semi-public 
spaces such as these. New Urbanists, 
on the other hand, are proactively 
hoping to replace these de facto 
venues with something based, more 
concretely, on an explicit nonnative 
theor)' about public space. That is, 
promoting spaces that are not only 
publicly owned (and therefore more 
genuinely public than a .shopping 
mall), but are also easier to reach by 
being integrated into neighborhood 
spatial design and adhering to princi
ples of good urban form. That these 
goals have become a basis of criticism 
is a clear sign that the Emily Latella 
school of criticism is alive and well.
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NEW FROM CALIFORNIA Contributors

Roberto Burle Marx
The Lyrical Landscape
Maria Iris Montero
"Brazilian Roberto Burle Marx was one of.. .the most 

important landscape architects of the last century.

Marta Iris Montero uses solid scholarship and personal 

history to offer a comprehensive and poetic overview of 

his work and life. She reveals how a love of art, philoso

phy, music, and horticulture inspired Burle Marx to 

create some of the great gardens and public spaces 

of the world." —Mark Francis, fASLA Ltniversity of California, 
Davis and co-author of The California Landscape Garden

Donna Graves is a culniral planner and writer based in Berkeley. Since serving as 

execuih’e director for 'llie Power of Place in Los .Angeles a decade ago, her work has 

focussed on |>uMic an and puiilic history projects. Graves b currently wewking with 

the City of Richmond, Calif., and the Kational Park Service to develop the Rosie the 

RiveterAV\MI Home From National Historical Park.

Harrison S. Fraker,Jr., FAIA,b dean of the Otllege of Environmental Design, 

University of California, Berkeley’, and a Piaers board member. His professional 

«vd research interests include affordable manufactured housing, sustairtable devel

opment and ecological design, and since hb arrival at Berkeley, he has focused his 

environmental concerns on urban design. He studied architecture at Princeton.

S45.00 cloth

Jamie Horwitz b assocute professorofarchitecture at Iowa State Univerr;it>'. She 

worked on a design assistance team that hetpe<l move a small town devastated by the 

Bonds of 1993 upland and into a natkmal model ofsustainaMe design, and continues 

CO visit and write about the afterlife of the ghost town. Fler current hook, about 

architecture and food, was published by Princeton Architectural Press.

David .VloflRit b an architect and planner living in Berkeley, where he also serves as 

managing ediccw of Treditiorut th;tUni^and SetiUmtnts Rrviea. His writing has also 

appeared in professional jounvab such as AnbiStcUtrt and in such general cirnilation 

publkation as the Boston Ghbe Sunday STagazini. He studed architecture at the 

University of Califomu, Berkeley.

ilaria Sahadori is a designer at Pruieci for Public Spaces in New York City. She 

studied landscape architecture and city planning at the University of California, 

Berkeley, where she focused on the social aspects of the design of public space. 

She researched children's envininments in Oakland for the Growing Up in Cities 

project, winner of a iooa F.DRA/W*«y Award.

Jesse Shapins lives and works in Berlin, where he is pursuing interests in urbanbm, 

the arts, photography, grassroots politics and education. He studied urban studies 

at Columbia University, where he was editor of the arts journal MUSEO.

New Organic Architecture
The Breaking Wave 
David Pearson

Emil)' Talen, AICP, b an assistant professor of urban and regional planning at the 

Universitj oflUincMs, Urivana-Champaign. She received a doettvrate in geography 

from (he University off blifumia, Santa Barlura, afrer working as a city planner in 

Santa Barban and studying planning at Ohio State University. Her research focuses 

on evaluating urban form and pattern and measuring people’s preferences and 

attitudes about their local environmena. She b working on a book that tnces the 

historical lineage of New Urbanbm.

"I know of no other volume that brings together the 

works and words of such a wide range of currently 

practicing organic architects.... Mew Organic 

Architecture goes beyond its role in cataloguing the 

current arc of a long-standing movement. David 

Pearson grasps what too few people see: that organic 

architecture fills the void at the heart of the current 

ecological building movement.”

—Carol Venolia, Architect, author of Healing Envirorments 
S60.00 cloth, S3SB0 paper

At bookstores or order (800) 822-6657 • www.ucpress.edu

University of California Press
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Call for Submissions: 
Sixth Annual 
EDRA/P/ffce^ Awards

Submissions are accepted in the following categories:

Place Research. All types of research al>out the design and 
use of places can be nominated—including (but not limited 
to) projects that document the form or perception of places 
or landscapes; evaluate the use or management of recent 
projects or established settings; or provide background for 
specific designs or plans.

Place Planning. Any plan that makes proposals for the 
future use, management or design of a place can l>e nomi
nated—including master plans, specific plans or elements, 
management plans, vision documents or charrette propos
als. Plans must have been sponsored by an organized 
entity’—such as a public agency, community group, or pri
vate business or institution—though they need not have 
received official approval.

Place Desi^i. Any design project completed within the last 
five years (and long enough to assess how >vell it functions 
for its users) can be nominated. Nominations can consist 
of individual smictures, spaces or elements, or groups that 
work together as a unit. They can involve the design of 
something new or the reuse of existing resources. The 
scale could be large or small, ranging from a local street 
to a civic boulevard, a community park to a regional green
way, a single room to a cluster of buildings and spaces.

Places and the Environmental Design Research Association 
announce the sixth annual EDRA/Places Awards for Place 
Design, Planning and Research. U^eseek nominations 
for exemplary' design, planning and research projects 
from practitioners and researchers from any design or 
related discipline.

Awards will be presented in May, 2003, at EDRA’s 
annual meeting in Minneapolis. Winning projects and 
commentary' will be published in the Fall, 2003, issue 
of Places. The postmark deadline for submissions is 
February, 15, 2003.

The EDRA/P/itr« Awards are unique among the pro
grams that recognize professional and scholarly excellence 
in environmental design. The program is distinguished by 
its interdisciplinary focus, its concern for human fsetors in 
the design of the built environment, and its commitment 
to promoting links between design practice and design 
research.

The awards program invites participation from the 
breadth of environmental design and social science profes
sions, including architecture, landscape architecture, 
planning, urban design, interior design, lighting design, 
graphic design, environmental psychology, sociology, 
anthropology and geography.

Each y'ear Places and EDRA and assemble a jury* with 
diverse backgrounds in design, research, teaching and 
practice. The jury' evaluates how each project, no matter 
what the discipline, addresses the human experience of 
well-designed places—and especially considers the trans
ferability' of research about human experience of place into 
design and planning practice—then selects six winners 
from three categories: place design, place planning and 
place research.

For more infonnation, visit w'W'W'.places-joumal.org or 
http://home.telepath.com/~edra.

Jury
James Comer, Field Operations; Univ. of Pennsylvania 
RayiTiond L. Gindroz, FAIA, Urban Design Associates 
.Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, Univ. of California., Los Angeles 
Setha Low, City University Graduate Center 
Walter Moleski, ERG/Environmental Research Group;
Drexel University
Marian Weiss, WeissManfredi Architects; Univ. ofPennsyh'ania

Send entries to:
Janet Singer
Environmental Design Research Association 
1800 Canyon Park Circle 
Building4, Suite 403 
Edmond, OK 7301

405-330-4863
edra@telepath.com

Postmark deadline: February, 15, 2003
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Mark Hoistad, AIA A Global Context 
for Local ArchitectureThe American 

Institute of Architects 
Committee on Design

Historically, “context” has been 
understocxl as a local cultural and 
physical condition. I'oday, with the 
collapse of time and space facilitated 
by the media and the Internet, the 
very notion of “local” has become 
ambiguous. The strongest sense of 
distance contemporary society might 
feel is from the traditional notion of 
the local and the particular. Design is 
not immune to this circumstance in its 
affair with occupying the foreground 
at the expense or ignorance of the 
background.

In 2001, the American Institute 
of Architects Committee on Design 
(COD) focused on the relationship of 
design to context. At its fall confer
ence, “Nebraska: Architecture in the 
Pleartland,” participants considered 
the notion that in architecture, the 
global foreground is supplanting the 
local background as the context for 
design. Paradoxically, Nebraska’s 
location in the heartland of America 
has long filtered out many of the influ
ences arriving on our shores.

This change in the notion of con
text was particularly evident at the 
meeting because it took place shortly 
after September 11. The Oklahoma 
City tragedy in 1997 certainly shook 
the foundations of our sense of social 
connection, but last year’s attacks left 
many at the conference wondering 
about not only the future of the civic 
realm but also the \-ulnerability that 
the changing circumstance of context 
has created.

The conference began with a visual 
survey of Omaha by Marty Schukart, 
AICP, a former planner for the city. 
The slide show featured significant 
churches (Westminster Presbyterian, 
Our Lady of Lords), the Horace 
Cleveland-designed park s)'stem 
(Hanscom Park) and local neighbor
hoods (Happy Hollow, Dundee, 
Martin Meadows); considered the 
influence of topography and the trace

of an old Indian trail (Vinton Street); 
and identified various ethnic restau
rants along the way to connect the 
group to the culture and rituals of the 
local ethnic communities.

The first site visit was to the new 
addition to the Joselyn Art Museum 
(Sir Norman Foster), an excellent 
example of the back-and-forth influ
ence of the global and the local. The 
addition—a simple block that matches 
the scale and height of the original 
building and is clad in stone from the 
original quarry'—is highly restrained 
and not at all the imported firecracker 
it could be. Foster chose to defer to 
the original building at the large scale, 
leaving the precision of ie execution 
and detail to be the imported lessons 
for the local professional community. 
Foster’s restraint provided an interest
ing point of departure for examining 
the notion of how context is influenc
ing the architecture of the heartland 
and vice versa.

The next day the group v'isited 
St. Cecilia’s Cathedral, a recently 
restored landmark (Bahr Vermeer 
Haecker), and the new Hruska Fed
eral Courthouse (James Ingo Freed, 
DLR), one of the first projects of the 
U.S. Cieneral Services Administra
tion’s Design Excellence program. 
Both projects represent investment in 
the local community and aspire to be 
monuments in the urban landscape. 
The cathedral, with its imported 
Spanish revival design, will continue 
to serve in that capacity given the level 
of care and energy being spent on its 
restoration and its longstanding pres
ence in the urban fabric. On the other 
hand, only time will tell if the bol- 
larded distance between the court
house and the city will he spanned, 
and whether the stripped-down ver
sion of the original courthouse design 
(the aftermath of a forty percent 
budget cut) will spark a connection 
with the local community.

AIA
These forum pages are produced under an agree

ment between /%*res/Design History- Foundation 

and the American lostimte of Arrhhects. This 

artide reports on the AL\ Committee on Design's 

sisit to l.incoln and Omaha, Nebraska, October 

11-14,2001. The conference chairs were l.owell 

Ber^, AIA, and Patrick Leahy, AIA, and this year's 

committee chairwasVVend>-Evans Joseph, AIA. 

For information about .AIA membership and 

upcoming programs, call 800-242-3837 or visit 

www.aia.nrg/pi a/gatewa^-s
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Town cliapd, presented the struggle, 
merits and shortcomings in both local 
and imported design.

The real architectural highlight 
was the Bertram Cioodhue-designed 
Nebraska State Capitol building in 
Lincoln. This project, which origi
nated in a national design competition 
and was constructed in phases during 
the Great Depression, is a study in 
collaboration and the heights that can 
l>e reached when local and imported

to Santa Monica, a collection of com
posed fragments located at a busy 
intersection of two arterial streets. 
The project exudes youthful energ)’ 
and, according to the architect, pre
sents perhaps a more critical under
standing of context that reflects a less 
romanticized view’ of the Plains in the 
contemporary world. The Schrager 
Residence (Don Polsky, AIA), with its 
rambling contemporary prairie style, 
is a minimalist frame for an extraordi
nary collection of imported contem
porary art within. These two projects, 
in contrast to the traditional Boys

Later that day the group visited the 
Boys Town campus, as well as a new 
office building and a recently com
pleted private residence. At Boys 
Town, standing out from the other
wise ordinary campus was the newly 
completed chapel (Dennis Raynor), 
built employing the stone-on-stone 
technology of Gothic architecture. 
This project seemed intent on resist
ing newly imported styles in favor of 
connecting to the traditional values 
taught at Boys Town.

The 120 Blondo building (Randy 
Brown, AIA) is the prairie’s response

NetM'aalu State Capitol {Bertram Goodhue). 

Courtesy NetHaska Capitol Collections.
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foreground fails to have the presence 
it once did. This results in a discon
nection with the particularities of 
place in favor of a distant vision. 
Incorporating influences beyond the 
local condition can and does enrich 
our environments, yet the tangible 
nature of that which is close at hand 
and familiar can be reassuring.

Does the quest to participate in the 
emerging global, imported context 
have to l>e at the expense of local 
knowledge? Might our fascination 
with the global context cause us to 
lose sight of the little things, so 
important in the discipline of archi
tecture? For example, in a place like 
Nebraska, with its significant climate 
shifts over the course of the year, can 
one design a building the same way 
that would in southern (California, 
with its benign climate?

The definition of context has 
changed. Connections are fluid in the 
collapsed space of our world today; 
distance can no longer buffer ideas or 
people from each other. At the same 
time, to ignore the presence of the 
local environment would disrupt any 
sense of continuity, casting one adrift 
in a w'orld with no points of reference. 
It is not necessaty’ to choose one 
vision over another in architectural 
design; if place is to survive in our 
time, we must strike a balance 
l)etween the local and the global.

The conservative nature of the 
heartland and its penchant for prag
matic approaches provided the risiting 
architects with an opportunity to 
explore the emerging definition of 
context in a place that is still largely 
oriented toward the traditional. 
Nebraskans still appreciate the beauty 
of pragmatism, and favor a things with 
a tangible, lasting presence. In the 
Midwest psyche, innovation comes 
through hard work, not by casual 
inspiration or assistance from else
where, though this does not mean

influence work together. The Capitol 
architect, Bob Ripley, .AlA, related 
how Goodhue’s practicality and lx>ld 
departure from mimicking the 
national (Capitol caught the eye of the 
competition jury.

CJoodhue chose the imported 
notion of an Art Deco high-rise for 
the office space of the building rather 
than the traditional neoclassical 
domed monument. But he also con
sulted with Hartley Burr Alexander, 
the philosophy chair at the University

of Nebraska, on the local thematic and 
cultural condition. As a result, he 
incorporated Native American and 
settlers’ themes in the materials, orna
mentation, doors, light fixtures, and 
other components of the building.The 
resulting blend of imported Art Deco 
and local themes is a piece of architec
ture rich in detail at every turn.

'Fhe exoticism of faraw'ay places 
has long sparked the imagination of 
architects and the public. Today, 
though, it is the emergence of a more 
fluid contextual condition, not so 
much a fascination with the exotic, 
that shapes the popular imagination.

We can sometimes ol)serve, when 
our gaze broadens, that the local

Above: no Bl»ndu BuiMinfiRamt)-Brown, AlA). 

Below: Schrager Residence <Don Polsky, AlA). 

PhoRjs courtesy Ian Mackinlay, PALA.
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enriched by the global currents of our 
time. 1, like many in the Plains, am 
optimistic about the future.

the region is blind to outside influ
ences, as can be seen with the Art 
Deco Capitol.

Perhaps, though, a healthier civic 
realm can emerge from a local context 
that is rediscovered, and reinvigo
rated, by contact with a diversity 
of outside voices. Perhaps we can find 
a middle ground where immediate 
presence of the loc'al conditions is

Mark Hoistad, AIA, is chair of the archi
tecture department at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincobi and a practicing 
architect with Davis Design in Lincoln.

Tc^: Flniska Federal Counhoose O^nies Ingo Freed, 

OI.R). Photo courtesy Ian Macbnlcy. FAIA. 

Bottom: Joseiyn Art Museum (Sir Norman Foster). 

PIhho by Tom Kessler.
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John Rahaim, Ray Gastil, 
Karen Hundt City Design Centers

American Planning 
Association Urban Design/ 
Preservation Division

Introduction profit that is focused on urban design 
issues. Ray Gastil represents one of 
those, The Van Alen Institute in 
New York City. The third model Is 
a hybrid, funded by some combination 
of city government, universities or 
other sources. The C^hattanooga Plan
ning and Design Studio is one, and 
Karen Hundt will speak about it.

In spite of the generic title “urban 
design center,” our organizations have 
fairly different missions, hut there 
are similarities that often include work 
program items such as design review 
of development projects as well 
as education and outreach. And, 
inevitably, our work involves a collab
oration between a number of public 
sector and private sector entities. 
Urban design by its very nature is 
collaborative, intergovernmental 
and inter-jurisdictional. What ties us 
all together, and what gives us our 
commonalty, is that what we are all 
about is making the public sector a 
better client. That, perhaps, is the 
most important role that an urban 
design center, and an urban designer, 
can play.

Cities have typically organized their 
urban design activities within their 
planning departments, but in recent 
years there seems to have been a 
growing desire for establishing urban 
design centers that have their own 
identicy.

There are any number of reasons 
why urban design is once again receiv
ing public attention. One is that the 
development boom of the 80s and 90s 
generated increasing public concern 
about the pace of change in dries and 
the quality of development, concern 
that often manifested itself in opposi
tion to projects. So there has been a 
growing pressure on the public sector 
to l>e concerned about the quality of 
what is being built.

Another reason is that there is a 
growing interest in urban quality of 
life in general, and an increasingly 
sophisticated understanding about the 
role urban design plays in that issue.

But why create a new organization, 
an urban design center? For one 
thing, the opportunity is there. Many 
large cities eliminated their urban 
design functions because of downsiz
ing, and small and medium cities 
never had an urban design function in 
any form.

For another, there is a desire for 
urban designers to l>e more entrepre
neurial. That means creating organi
zations that have one foot in and one 
foot out of city government, which 
can operate in a way that is perceived 
as not really being part of city govern
ment (even if they really are).

There are three basic models for 
design centers, and each of the follow
ing presentations represents one of 
them. One model is the design center 
that is totally housed within city gov
ernment, such as my office, CityDe- 
sign, in Seattle. At the opposite end of 
the spectrum is the independent non

—John Rabahn

*rhese forum pages are produced under an 
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Van Alen Institute: Projects in 
Public Architecture, New York

The Van Alen Institute: Projects in 
Public Architecture is a private not for 
profit in New York City. We sponsor 
exhibitions, competitions, public 
forums and publications that try to 
raise the bar al>out what design can be 
for a city. We don’t consider New 
York, even, to be a hothouse of excel
lence in the built environment, and 
that’s something we want to change.

We were endowed by William Van 
Alen, architect of the Chrysler Build
ing. One thing that our name asserts, 
and which those of you in urban 
design know, is that private projects 
often have enonnous public impact. 
I'he Chrysler Building is good exam
ple; it shaped the public’s impression 
of de-sign in New York, yet it was 
entirely an effort of private enterprise.

We collaborate with communities, 
civic groups, city agencies, schools and 
others. One of our most important 
roles is making the public sector a 
better client for design, or what I call 
“investing in the client realm.” We:

• Help public agencies recognize 
the consequences of their actions, in 
physical and environmental tenns.

• Help agencies and communit)’ 
groups realize that urban design 
means more than putting flower bas
kets on street lamps.

• Help private interests realize that 
there will be a political and financial 
return on urban design investments.

• Help the architectural commu
nity look at urban design not as a 
bunch of guidelines that get in the way 
of doing creative work but as an 
opportunity for doing better work.

• Help the urban design and plan
ning community realize that big plans 
and bold designs by architects are not 
simply egomaniacal wrongs, but 
sometimes may be right for the city.

• Help the public and its leadership

one other design and planning organi
zations in an effort called New York 
New Visions—a scale of collalwration 
that has never occurred in New York 
before. One of my colleagues noted 
that New York is like Santamino, the 
city with so many different towers, a 
metaphor for the idea that there 
should be different organizations 
doing the same thing. NTNY has 
been worthwhile, hut there is also 
a reason to have competing efforts. 
Providing an outlet for competing 
voices is one way tliat a design center 
can help a city achieve quality design.

recognize that public architecture that 
incorporates urban design is at its base 
is about ideas as much as anything 
else, and that ideas are not a bad thing.

• Help ac'ademics who study space 
and place realize that without a phy'si- 
cal environment, none of their ideas 
about public life count for much.

We try to focus on places that have 
consequences for more than just the 
immediate neighborhood. In Queens, 
the borough president asked us to 
organize a design competition for 
Queens Plaza, where a major bridge, 
elevated and underground subway 
lines, and some arterial streets all con
verge in a large public space. There 
was new zoning to turn the area into 
an office district, and upcoming air 
quality and transportation study,and 
increased interest from arts groups 
and design-related businesses. With
out visualization and the involvement 
of the larger public, she thought, W'e 
would never get interesting ideas 
about how the district could change.

After 9/11, we joined with twenty-

—Raymond Gastil
Raymond Gastil is executive director
of the Van Alen Institute.

Proposal fm- a “media wall” at Queens Plaza in New 

VorkCity. winner of a recent design competition. 

Graphics b)' Surachai .\kekapob)-udn and Juthathip 

Techachumreon. Courtesy Van Alen Insdcute: Pro

jects in Public .Architecture.
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CityDesign, Seattle

CityDesign was established in 1999 in 
Seattle’s Department of Design Con
struction and Land Use and Con
struction. It grew out of the desire of 
the Seattle Design Commission, an 
appointed botly that reviews ail of the 
city’s public w'orks, for the city to get 
out in front of private development, 
rather than just react to it. Mayor Paul 
Schell, w'ho formerly was dean of the 
University of Washington architec
ture school, was strongly supportive at 
the time.

There are three parts to our work 
program, some of which we inherited, 
such as design review and project 
review', and some of which we invented 
as we went along. Those latter func
tions include strategic urban design 
work and education and outreach, 
which is probably the most difficult 
for a public sector office to do.

As part of our design review work, 
we staff the Design Commission, 
which reviews the city’s capital public 
projects, from the new city hall 
designed by Peter Bohlin to the con
troversial but interesting new central 
library designed by Rem Koolhaas. 
The commission’s work is interesting 
because, inevitably, these projects can’t 
be talked about in isolation, so the 
commission has become more and 
more involved in discussions about 
the larger urban design issues that 
surround these projects.

We also staff a panel that reviews 
the design of the city’s light rail 
s)'stem, w'hich will start construction 
this summer—the transit agency 
actually funds one of our staff posi
tions. And we advise a separate design 
review program that considers all 
private residential and commercial 
development in the city above certain 
thresholds.

Secondly, w'e take on strategic 
urban design work. Our focus has

largely been in the center city because 
that’s where most of Seattle’s growth 
is taking place. We are currently look
ing at how to create open spaces for 
and connections among the various 
parts of downtown.

.\llan Jacobs says that if you add up 
all the acreage of the parks, plazas and 
other conventional open spaces in 
your city, it wouldn’t come close to 
the amount of space devoted to 
streets, By our measurements, thirty 
percent of the land in downtown Seat
tle is in the public right-of-way. So it 
makes great sense for us to look at 
streets and to think about them as 
open space. We took on a program 
called “green streets,” which was 
already on the books and allows cer
tain streets that have low traffic vol
umes to become alternative kinds of 
open space. Developers are able to 
achieve bonuses if they contribute to 
building part of a green street.

Even though we are a small office, 
for us to be effective, we need to take 
on a full range of activities, from

large-scale urban design plans to 
coming as close as possible to imple
mentation. That is not only our best 
hope for political survival, but it also 
helps us to learn from each end of the 
spectrum; the street design work 
greatly informs our larger urban 
design work and vice versa.

—John Rahahrt
John Rahaim is Executive Director of 
the Seattle Desiffi Comtnission and City- 
Desiffi^ and the fortner Associate Director 
of the Department of City Planning 
in Pittsburgh.

Proposal for a “green street," pan of a program of 

alternative street designs, (xnmesy CityDesign.
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Chattanooga Planning 
and Design Studio

Chattanooga’s Planning and Design 
Studio is officially an office of the joint 
Chattanooga-Hainilton County Re
gional Planning Agency, which pro
vides us with funding and staff. But we 
really are a combination public-pri
vate organization. We also receive 
funding and staffing from The River 
City Company, a not-for-profit devel
opment corporation. The Lyiidhurst 
Foundation, which has been instru
mental in Chattanooga’s turnaround, 
was one of the original partners in the 
studio and continues to provide fund
ing. And the University of Tennessee 
School of Architecture, which is 
located in Knoxville, also provides 
funding and staffing for our office.

To be quite honest, we use this sit
uation to our advantage: On some 
days we talk alwut how we are part of 
local government, and on other da>^ 
we are able to stress our autonomy.

We basically concentrate on three 
lands of work. We spend our time 
helping the community develop a 
collective vision, on doing good solid 
planning and on implementation.

'Hie word “collective” is key. You 
cannot do any kind of major project in 
Chattan(M)ga anymore without signifi
cant public participation. We’ve done 
such a good job of involving the com
munity that they now expect it, in fact, 
they demand it. For example, we had a 
kickoff recently for a new downtown 
planning process. VV’e had an event at 
7:45 a.m., and more than three hun
dred people showed up, just to talk 
about downtown planning. That’s the 
kind of response w’e get.

Next is gootl solid planning. One of 
the differences between the design

studio and a conventional planning 
agency is that we spend a lot of time 
looking at the third dimension. Plan
ning agencies often look at two 
dimensional maps, zoning maps, poli
cies, subdivision regulations, those 
sorts of things. W^e try to look at how’ 
things are really going to look in the 
built environment.

Implementation is a large part of 
what we do. For example, we w'ere 
concerned about a wonderful old 
building downtown that was vacant. 
We made some renderings showing 
what it could look like; then, working 
with River City Company, we found 
someone to take this project on. Our 
local United Way chapter needed to 
expand, so we convinced them to pur
chase this building, renovate it and 
move in. A lot of our time is spent in 
collal>oration and coordination for 
these ty|)es of projects.

Another arena we work in is the 
public realm—public spaces, such as 
paries, plazas or streets. We spend a lot

of time on street projects, whether it’s 
looking at the design of new pedes
trian lights, picking tree species with 
the urban forester, making sure a new 
restaurant’s cafe doesn’t take over the 
sidewalk, or persuading the state 
transportation office to let us tty two- 
way streets again downtowm. These 
details are really very critical from an 
urban design standpoint.

Great projects require great plan
ning, and I would add that they 
require great design. We can’t have 
architects on one side, planners on 
another and engineers and public 
works in another corner. We have to 
work together, and I think that our 
design studio’s role is to be a con
vener, to bring those people together.

—Karen Hundt
Karen Himdt is director of the Chat
tanooga Planning and Desi^ Studio.

Ross’s [.ending, on the Chattanooga River, before and 

after redevelopment. CZourtes)- Chattaimc^ Planning 

and Design Studio.
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Is Urban Design 
on the Right Track?

Tridib Banerjec,
Todd W. Bressi, Philip 
Enquist, John Rahaim

American Planning 
Association Urban Design/ 
Preservation Division

would be a mode of practice for 
people who were committed to the 
idea of the city and the culture of the 
city. So urban design was fundamen
tally linked to the idea of urbanism, 
as well.

Crawford and Kahn note that a 
number of changes have occurred in 
the profession over the past few 
decades, and that it faces new chal
lenges. For example, they say, by the 
1980s, the modernist inclination of 
most urban designers, which was laid 
out in the discussions at Harvard 
and subsequent conferences, yielded 
to what they call a “post-modern con- 
textualism," which has evolved into 
ideas like New Urbanism and neotra
ditionalism.

They note that the urban develop
ment process has been characterized 
by an increasing number of, and 
increasingly complex, public-private 
partnerships, challenging notions of 
civic responsibility and public access 
to urban space.

They note the increasing impor
tance of aesthetics in city develop
ment, and question whether the 
focus on the visual character of cities 
is a “dangerous concealment of social 
realities.”

And they note that the nation has 
become increasingly suburban, and 
wonder whether urban design, with 
a commitment to cities, is losing its 
relevance. Or, conversely, I might 
ask, are urban designers prepared to 
engage the scale, the systems and the 
kinds of lifestyles that characterize the 
suburban landscape?

I would suggest an additional set 
of concerns of my own. Is urban 
design, as practiced and studied, 
founded on a strong enough research 
or knowledge basis? Is it overly 
directed towards formal strategies 
without strong approaches for under
standing local conditions? Has there 
been enough evaluation of recent

Todd W. Bressi: In the last decade, 
there seems to have been a growing 
interest in urban design and physical 
planning. Cities themselves, and 
urban ways of living, have seen a 
remarkable resurgence as well.

University programs are proliferat
ing (altliough some arc struggling for 
enrollment) as are general courses in 
urbanism. Firms and practitioners are 
adding urban design to their portfo
lios; cities, developers, civic groups are 
generating dialogues of all sorts, char- 
rettes, workshops, civic forums. Even 
the Congress for the New Urbanism 
is approaching its tenth anniversar)'^ as 
an organization.

It’s an opportune moment, then, 
to ask, “Is Urban Design on the Right 
Track?”

I would like to preface this discus
sion with remarks related to the con
ference “Urban Design Now,” which 
was held last April in New York and 
s|>onsored by Harvard, Columbia and 
the Van Alen Institute. The tx)nfer- 
ence focused primarily on what urban 
design is, but also reflected on where 
urban design has come from, and that 
might give us a better context for this 
discussion.

The field of urban design is gener
ally dated back to a seminal confer
ence at Harvard in 1956, at which 
Harvard’s dean at the time, Josep 
Lluis Sert, set forth the propositions 
that would underlie it. According to 
an article in the conference publica
tion by Margaret Crawford and 
Andrea Kahn, two things set urban 
design apart from other types of envi
ronmental design practice at the time.

First, Sert thought that urban 
design would be an alternative arena 
for architects, planners and landscape 
designers to work together ina com
mon concern for the physical form 
of the city—a vehicle for overcoming 
fragmentation among disciplines.

Second, he thought urban design
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urban design strategies—do we know 
enough about what weVe been doing 
to be doing it well?

Let me start the discussion by 
revisiting one of Sert’s propositions. 
From your different vantages, has 
urban design been successful at being 
an integrative force among the differ
ent design disciplines, architecture, 
planning and landscape architecture? 
John Rahaim: I would argue that for 
the most |>art urban design has not 
been successful in this regard. And I 
think that is largely l>ecause we have 
not been able to define urban design 
in a way that the public, that elected 
ofBcials can really understand. So we 
have not been the force in city build
ing that we otherw ise could be. That’s 
something the New Urbanists have 
been successful at, packaging and 
marketing what they do.
Tridib Banerjec: Fn)m the academic 
perspective, I might begin by noting 
that this year something like seven
teen different planning programs are 
recruiting for positions in urban 
design or related fields, which is prob
ably the one concentration with the 
highest number of positions available 
this year.

The question is whether urban 
design has l>een sufficiently institu
tionalized in public sector planning. 
My sense is that it has been to some 
extent, it is part of most planning 
organizations, but 1 don’t think it has 
come to have the central role that our 
predecessor had expected.

My sense is that the time of the 
grand visionary urban design plan is 
over, that we are talking about “make 
no big plans.” Urban design, like plan
ning generally, has become much 
more democratized, much more plu
ralistic, and in that sense it has served 
an integrative function across the class 
ranges and neighborhood differences. 
VVe are seeing more smaller-scale 
urban design efforts, a lot of urban

design initiatives that are coming from 
the private sector, sometimes neigh
borhood gfroups are pushing for urban 
design improvements in the context of 
community development. With infra
structure development, IS'FEA money 
and so forth, there is a lot going on.

So we are seeing more of a “thou
sand points of light approach” to 
urban design than one single grand 
visionary approach and the central 
s)mthetic role that they thought of in 
those days.
Bressi: Phil, do you have experience, 
in the consulting you’ve done, with 
municipalities that have set them
selves up to be good clients for urban 
design?
Enquist: I’m seeing some clients that 
are as sophisticated as we are in tenns 
of interest and knowledge of urban 
design. In Chicago, Mayor Richard 
Daley is fascinated by urban design 
and the quality of the public realm, 
and has challenged his departments 
of the environment, planning and 
transportation to look at things from 
an urban design perspective. The goal 
is for Chicago to be America’s green
est city’, and that is influencing 
all sorts of improvements within the 
public realm. In Milwaukee, we’re 
working with John Norquist, another 
mav'or who has really understood 
the imptmance of urban design and 
the commitment to the public realm 
and is bringing interesting changes to 
the city.

I’ve also had experiences in a few 
suburban communities that have 
taken the initiative to get all their 
departments together around the 
table, the transportation department, 
the civil engineering groups, the plan
ning groups, to talk about these issues 
together, and take the walls down 
between their different disciplines. 
Bressi: Fridib, what is happening in 
planning programs that are expanding 
into urban design with coursework or

faculty? Are they finding ways to forge 
good alliances with architecture and 
landscape architecture programs, or is 
there suspicion?
Banerjec: Obviously, Uarv’ard has a 
long tradition of having all the disci
plines under one roof, and they seem 
to have worked things out, and the 
University of California, Berkeley, has 
similar relationships, but I haven’t 
seen at the academic level in general 
any great sort of integrative effort in 
the curriculum.

I’ve noticed that many of the new 
positions are being advertised in 
schools diat are not traditionally 
linked to architecture, like geography 
and public policy. The (acuity there 
are not inherently sensitive or sympa
thetic to urban design, but they are 
advertising for these positions because 
they feel there is a demand, that stu
dents are interested. MTiether the 
absence of a connection w ith architec
ture would hurt them, I don’t know, 
though I would guess that they are 
probably better off in that tliey don’t 
have to fight the territorial battles that 
often arise in places with a stronger 
connection to architecture.

Typically there are two or three 
models for planning schools. One is 
the traditional m(xlel where it shares 
the same roof with the school of archi
tecture. That does not necessarily 
suggest a friendly relationship 
between architecture and planning.
In recent years, planning schools have 
begun to look at urban design from 
a larger perspective, from the view 
of the city as a whole, and policies 
and implementation and institutional 
issues.
Bressi: Is academic fragmentation 
is harder to address than municipal or 
(M)litical fragmentation?
Enquist: 'Fhat issue doesn’t just apply 
to universities, it’s all over, including 
in my own office, where I have 
architects who refuse to work with
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are a lot of problems of politics and 
other kinds of institutional and struc
tural difficulties.

For example, zoning plays a power- 
fill role in preserving the landscajie 
and built form. There is a good reason 
for that, because one thing zoning 
does is to protect the secondary mort
gage market. When people are buying 
homes, they are not only choosing a 
place to live, they are also making an 
investment. They are not only financ
ing a home, but also their children’s 
college tuition and things like that.
Yet it is the single-family home that 
continues to be the bane of urban 
designers and the real problem of 
sprawl and the compact city.

As urban designers we have not his
torically paid much attention to the 
larger political-economic problem of 
urban form. We can always make 
small-scale changes, what designers 
call placemaking, but fundamentally, 
the restructuring of the American 
metropolis from low-density sprawl 
to more dense urban fonii remains a 
daunting challenge.
Bressi: John, even though you come 
from Seattle, much of the city' is built 
to single-family density, so you are 
capturing one end of the suburban 
scale. Seattle has had a lot of experi
ence with trying to do infill and densi- 
fication in neighborhood centers, but 
has faced a lot of resistance—
Rahaim: That’s definitely true. Even 
though we are experiencing substan
tial increases in density, seventy per
cent of the city is zoned for single
family residential, and that is unlikely 
to change, so the vast majority of the 
growth in this city' is actually happen
ing on less than thirty' percent of the 
land area in the city, which is an inter
esting discussion in and of itself.

In talking about tools, most cities 
have essentially done urban design 
through regulation, good or bad. I 
think some of the tools are in need of

the urban design and planning studios 
because they think it’s beneath them 
somehow.
Banerjee: One of the reasons we have 
difficulty with interdisciplinar)' work 
in the university is the tenure and pro
motion process, which basically deter
mines faculty members’ lives and 
careers, and are based on their com
mitment and basis in a particular dis
cipline. Very few urban design 
programs have faculty of their own; as 
an academic discipline, urban design 
doesn’t have a real identity. So you 
have a foot in architecture, planning 
or landscape architecture or some 
combination. But universities are very' 
much aware of this and are try'ing to 
create interdisciplinary initiatives. 
Bressi: Let’s talk alx)ut Sen’s notion 
that urban design is a field whose 
pracdtioners have a fundamental com
mitment to cities and urbanism. Does 
urban design offer the right para
digms? Does it have the right knowl
edge base, the right research tools for 
dealing with the wide range of devel
opment patterns that one finds in 
metropolitan regions?
Enquist: Suburbs are a fascinating 
topic now; there are very interesting 
things happening. Suburbs in America 
in general didn’t have the benefit of 
our predecessors’ interest in infra
structure, so the road system is gener
ally all they have and often that’s not 
enough. There are too few roads, and 
they are too wide, generally, and many 
are not even connected effectively.

In Chicago, we are now seeing sub
urbs try’ing to get rail stations. 
Schuamberg wants an extension of the 
Blue Line so it can tx)nnect to O’Hare 
Airport by rail. Prairie Crossing at 
Greys Lake is trying to add two rail 
stations, on a Wisconsin Central and a 
Metro Line, so that they can connect 
to Chicago and O’Hare. They see this 
as valuable to their communities.

There’s also an interest in mixed-

use development, housing over 
garages, having “granny flats” if you 
will in single-family neighborhoods. 
We’ve just been involved in a project 
in Highland Park here, just about 
twenty miles outside of Chicago, it’s 
mixed use with rental housing, retail, 
office, being built within walking dis
tance to a train station.
Rahaim: In Seattle, many suburban 
communities are becoming more 
vocal about creating places out of 
their communities, and they are doing 
this in an after-the-fact kind of way. 
The city of Belle\’ue, which is a pretty 
high-density suburb, consciously 
made a decision to turn what was a 
suburban office center into an urban, 
mixed-use environment, and is doing 
this over a twenty’-five-year period.

Part of the reason for this is the 
state has sent a message to every com
munity: density is not a question of 
whether you are going to have it, 
everyone is going to have to accept 
more density. Once you get beyond 
that argument, the question is how- 
do you become more dense, and that 
has enabled this discussion about 
placemaking.

I think in tenns of research, it 
would be useful to understand how' 
one can go about doing this. It would 
be helpful to develop case studies of 
how cities can start creating places out 
of what were traditional suburban 
placeless communities.
Banerjee: I don’t think the suburban 
arena is different from the arena of 
urban design. I have alw'ays consid
ered Clarence Perry, who designed 
the neighborhood unit concept, which 
pretty much dictated the design of 
most early suburbs, very much an 
urban designer.

The real issue is sprawl versus the 
compact city. How to re-morph 
sprawl into more compact urban fomi 
is a real challenge for urban designers. 
It’s not just a matter of design, diere
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serious updating. For example, gener
ally the standard for commercial 
streets and downtown streets in Seat
tle is that buildings are built to the 
property line and retail is required for 
the majority of the frontage. That 
seems like a great idea: you put retail 
along the edges of the street, you acti
vate the streets, and so on. The prob
lem is that that creates an amount of 
retail that is beyond the capacity of 
the market to absorb. We really have 
to think more carefully, and in a more 
nuanced way, about how to create 
active streets.
Banerjee: In planning we c'an 
approach urban design from a larger 
public policy perspective, so we can 
think about other measures that affect 
people’s choices and preferences. For 
example, a major problem for the 
American metropolis is that we have 
uneven standards for schools, and as 
long as there is a significant difference 
in the qualit>' of school districts, 
you will see this fragmentation.
Unless w'e can address those issues 
in urban design, just tinkering with 
the built form itself is not going to 
change the fundamental, structural 
reason why w'e have sprawl and not 
compact living.
Bressi: As I said earlier, the Congress 
for the New Urbanism will soon be 
celebrating its tenth year as a formal 
organization. WTiat has New Urban
ism accomplished? Is New Urbanism 
on the right track?
Rahaim: One thing New Urbanists 
have done is to create a cachet around 
their movement, and frankly they’ve 
done a much better job than those of 
us who have practiced urban design 
for many years. One reason for this is 
that most of their work is focussed on 
single developments built by single 
developers, so you can wrap a product 
with a single marketing package. 
Knquist: The charter is a ver>' 
impressive document, and I reference

it quite a bit. WTiat the New Urbanists 
have done is to sound a wake-up call 
to the design profession, that it was 
neglecting the suburban environment. 
You have relegated the design of sub
urbs to traffic engineers and residen
tial developers. WTiere is the designer 
in suburban development?
Rahaim: I also think CNU has 
helped advance the discussion about 
design and urbanism, particularly 
alxmt pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use 
development. They have raised some 
awareness about the need to think 
differently about development pat
terns, about some mixed-use. But one 
could argue about how successful 
New Urbanist projects have been in 
that regard.
Banerjee: I’m not sure their solutions 
are necessarily that versatile. I mean, 
once you have seen one, it seems like 
you have seen them all. There is a rep
etition. The concepts are somewhat 
limited, yet they are applied to all of 
the opportunities and possibilities. 
New Urbanist project also seem to be 
oriented to upper-class, upper middle- 
class neighborhoods, rather than 
poorer areas. And is quite a little bit of 
phy'sical determinism in their argu
ments, the belief that you can shape 
people’s lives and behaviors by how 
you design the environment.
Enquist: I think traditional urban 
designers would simply like to see 
more depth in coverage, and not just 
focus on new communities, and I 
think New Urbanists are aggressively 
trying to do that. They are focusing 
more on second and third generations 
of land use, redevelopment issues, 
brownfields issues, and now you’re 
starting to see larger, regional issues 
being addressed.
Banerjee: WTiat the New Urbanists 
have done, if nothing else, is to inject 
an enormous amount of passion and 
mobilize a lot of support not only 
among professionals but also among

lay people. They have touched a 
hidden source of energy in the public 
at large.
Enquist: They should be commended 
for permeating their message down, 
basically, to a lay audience. They have 
had a great reach through their move
ment.
Banerjee: New Urbanism has made 
a lot of people angry, so we now have 
a lively discussion going on, and 
that’s a very good contribution. The 
movement is something that was 
needed and they made a veiy' timely 
contribution.

Todd IK Bressi is executive editor 
o/Places and a lecturer in urban design 
and planning at the University of Penn
sylvania.

John Rahaim is executive director 
of the Seattle Desi^ Commission and 
CityDesign.

Philip Enquist is partner-in-charge of 
urban design and planning at Skidmore 
Owings ^ Merrill in Chicago.

Tridib Banerjee is a professor of urban 
and regional planning at the University 
of Southern California.
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U.S. General Services 
Administration, Center 
for Urban Development

Before the Jersey Barrier: 
Public Access and Public Safety 
in Federal Buildings

The chilling events of September n, 
2001, and the bombing of theMur- 
ragh Federal Building and the World 
Trade Center in the years before, 
have forever changed the way people 
think about security in urban areas. 
Just as cities have developed ways to 
turn back spiraling crime rates, now 
they must find strategies for bracing 
public facilities and landmarks against 
the possibility' of delil>erate, terroristic 
attacks.

The U.S. General Service Admin
istration’s Public Buildings Service, 
responsible for maintaining the inven
tory of federal office buildings and 
courthouses across the nation, is 
squarely in the middle of this issue. 
Because of the activities that occur in 
them and because of their impact on 
the cityscape, federal buildings play an 
important role in shaping our civil 
society. The way they are designed 
and managed as civic assets is of 
utmost public significance: their 
importance can make them targets for 
people or organizations who wish to 
air their grievances.

Since last September, design pro
fessionals have had vigorous debates 
about designing safe cities, about how 
architecture and site planning can be 
configured to discourage the use of 
buildings as targets and to improve 
their chances of survival if attacked. 
One of the most common short-term 
outcomes has been to increase the dis
tance between buildings and potential 
threats, by closing off public spaces, 
shutting down parking lanes on sur
rounding streets and creating perime
ters aroimd federal buildings with 
bollards, heavy-duty planters or so- 
called “Jersey barriers.”

But GSA building managers and 
the Federal Protective Service, 
charged with providing security' in 
federal buildings, are also learning 
that security does not stop at the 
Jersey barrier; in fact, it probably

doesn’t even start there. Just as 
critical are the arrangements by which 
people—from federal employees to 
contractors, from visitors to deliver
ers—are given access to a building.

Some situations are extraordinarily 
complex. The Ronald Reagan Build
ing and International Trade Center in 
Washington, D.C., for example, hosts 
not only conferences, a District of 
Columbia visitors’ center and a food 
court for tourists, but also frequent 
visits from the President, foreign dig
nitaries and other high-level officials.

GSA has also more typical spaces, 
such as the plazas and atriums of fed
eral office buildings and courthouses. 
In other places, GSA continues to 
accomodate large gatherings in both 
indoor and outdoor spaces. In Syra
cuse, evening concerts are staged on a 
plaza that surrounds and nins under
neath an elevated federal building and 
courthouse. In Chicago, a farmers 
market, arts and crafts fairs and even a 
large ethnic festival take place regu
larly on the plaza at a federal building 
in the Loop. In Tacoma, weddings 
and other celebrations occur in the 
rotunda of an historic train station 
that has been converted for use as a 
courthouse.

In these cases, heightened levels of 
security are provided not so much by 
harriers, but by careful arrangements 
for monitoring public access. These 
policies are worked out, site by site, 
patiently and deliberately, not only 
to provide for security but also to 
allow the activides to fimedon as 
they ordinarily would. GSA and its 
colleagues, from the managers of the 
Reagan Building/ITC to the non
profit group that runs events in Syra
cuse, are developing a new art and 
science of public-spirited public space 
managment in this rime of heightened 
caudon.

GSA
lliese forum pages are produced under an agree

ment between the Design History Foundation 

and the U.S. General Services .Administration, 

Center for Urban Development. For more infor

mation, contact: Center for Urban Devcit^Hnent, 

Public Buildings Service, U.S. General Services 

Administration, 1800 F St., NW, Suite 6037, 

Washington, D.C. 2040S, 202 501 1881
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State of the Art Management
The Reagan Building/i rC!; is an 

extraordinar)' federal building in 
many respects, not the least of which 
is the sheer amount of public activity 
that occurs there. The building 
includes a food court, restaurant ami 
the official District of Columbia visi
tors’ center, all o(>en to the public; 
offices for federal agencies and private 
businesses; and conference and meet
ing facilities where nearly 1,200 
events—from a summit of ministers 
from NATO nations to trade forums 
to weddings—are held each year. 
Woodrow Wilson Pla^a/Daniel 
PatrickiMoynihan Place, just outside, 
hosts a daily lunchtime performance 
series in the summer as well as special 
events like Hollyu’ood-style film pre
mieres and cooking extravaganzas.

Ironically, this busy 3.1 million 
square foot building is located in the 
heart of the largest office federal com- 
(X)und in the country—the seven- 
square-block Federal Triangle. For 
the most part it is a quiet area, wedged 
between the bustle of Washington’s 
downtown retail district and the 
tourist-thronged attractions on the 
Mall; except for the National Archives 
and Old Post Office Building a few 
blocks down Pennsylvania Avenue, 
there are no major public facilities 
nearby.

The diverse activities in the Reagan 
Building/ITC' (the second largest fed
eral office building, after the Penta
gon) are not only an exemplar of 
GSA’s Good Neighbor policies hut 
also an important part of the build
ing’s finances. Unlike most federal 
buildings, its construction was funded 
via long-term debt, and the ITC (the 
public component) receives no annual 
operating appropriation. Rents from 
federal tenants and ITC revenues 
(rents from private sector tenants and 
fees for special events) help retire the 
debt and also contributes toward the

management and operating costs of 
operating the building.

Security concerns have always been 
paramount here, because of the build
ing’s location (on Pennsylvania 
Avenue between the WTiite I louse 
and the Capitol), because the building 
was opened after the Murragh bomb
ing and due to the high concentration 
of federal workers in the building 
(which houses the headquarters of the 
U.S. Customs Service, the U.S. 
Agency for International Develop
ment, and the Woodrow Wilson 
International Center for Scholars, as 
well as a component of the Environ
mental Protection Agency). GSA’s 
Federal Protecdtive Service (FPS) and 
the manger of the IVade Center’s 
public spaces and events, have evolved 
an in-depth, yet straightforward, pro
tocol for maintaining necessary secu
rity while allow'ing all manner of 
public activities.

Security occurs in layers. Since the 
building is nestled in the Federal Tri
angle compound, only two sides are 
open to the street, and vehicles are 
made to keep their distance by on
street parking restrictions and bollards 
that prevent access to the plaza. GSA 
has a more attractive perimeter secu
rity concept plan that will provide the 
necessary security while making it 
more visually appealing and more 
accessible on a human scale.

The guards (w'ho are also a GSA 
contractor force) at the building’s 
seven entrances and security cameras 
that monitor the streets and entrances 
“are our security perimeter. They are 
like a fence, just an invisible fence,” 
explained Douglas Avery% GSA’s 
Deputy Security Alanager for the 
building.

Anybody can stroll into the plaza or 
walk into Michael Jordan’s restaurant, 
w'hich is tucked into a pavillion on one
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business at the ITC, many clients 
think the tratle-off is fair for the level 
of security the building offers.

In practice, the key to making these 
arrangements work has been flexibil
ity. The trade center manager and 
FPS have weekly planning meetings, 
and the building’s security committee 
meets every two weeks, so there is 
plenty of opportunity to anticipate 
and address special situations. “W’e do 
try to balance security needs with the 
building’s legislative mission to be 
open and accessible to the public,” 
Avery said. Shapiro agreed: “There’s 
lots of give and take.”

For example, one client requested 
an reception that would take place 
both in the building’s atrium and on 
the plaza, under a tent. 'Fo accomplish 
that, guests were screened at the 
building entrance and given a special 
wristband, which allowed them to 
move out to the plaza and back inside. 
'Fhe plaza area was configured with a 
secure perimeter, w’hich was patrolled 
by guards paid for by the client.

Another event involved so many 
guests that they could not be screened 
efficiently at the building entrance. So 
the event sponsor asked guests to 
assemble at a different location, where 
they were screened and put on buses, 
which were escorted to the building.

Like many federal buildings, after 
Sept. 11 “this place was a fortress,” 
Aveiy said. Everyone entering the 
building was screened, with the result 
that “people were lined up to Virginia 
just to get inside, and that was not 
acccptalile.” But because the building 
had such thorough procedures in 
place, it could get back to nonna! in 
short order. The parking garage was 
closed for only two days, and a wed
ding went on as scheduled the very 
next weekend.

Business drop|xid off briefly last 
fall, but over the twelve months busi
ness has been stronger than it was in

security for the entire building while
allowing the Federal agencies to tailor
additional levels of Inspection to their
owu needs, Avery said. “To a person
not used to security, it can be discon
certing, but once inside you can walk
anywhere,” said Don Shapiro, w'ho
manages events and security for the
trade center manager.

Deliveries are carefully choreo
graphed by the FPS, the guard service
contractor and the trade center man-

side of the Reagan Building/ITC, 
without passing through any special 
checking. To get into the building’s 
public spaces, visitors must pass 
through an airport-style checkpoint. 
And to enter one of the towers that 
house federal and private offices, visi
tors must pass through an second air
port-style checkpoint.

This system provides a base level of

ager, who also oversees the garage 
operations. Deliveiy' trucks must be 
screened off-site, at the Southeast 
Federal Center, then sealed for die 
trip downtown. 'Fhen, when the 
trucks park at the loading dock, some
one has to stay with them at all times. 
In addition, the trade center manager 
does all catering in-house and has 
developed a list of preferred vendors 
for other services; the manager col
lects background information about 
their employees ami sends it to FPS 
for review and approval.

“It’s not taking the easiest route, 
efficiency is not the first thing we look 
at here,” Shapiro acknowledged. “But 
once you fiillow the procedure, it’s 
easy, and there’s no delay.” WTiile it 
may add a bit to the cost of doing

Opposite: .\ftemoon concert on Woodrow Wilson 

Plara. Photo ty Photographies.

Top: National security conference. Rcmald Reagan 

Building/1 nterruhonal Trade Center. Photo by 

Free<l Phoojgraphy.

Bottom; Public food court, Ronald Reajt^n Building/ 

IntemationalTrade Onter. Photo courtesy Traiie 

Center .Management Associates.
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was interested in hearing what addi
tional security measures they were 
going to provide,” Grennan recalled. 
Relocation wasn’t an option; no other 
downtown public space had the right 
configuration or lacilties. So the 
UpDowntowners, in conjunction with 
GSA, the FPS, the chief judge and the 
U.S. Marshalls (which oversee secu
rity for courts), mapped out additional 
security measures.

One step was to bolster the pres
ence of security officers. More than a 
dozen unifonned city police are on 
the scene, as well as FPS officers and 
contract security, with the UpDown
towners picking up the extra cost. 
Security risks were reduced by moving 
portable toilets and Dumpsters farther 
from the building, and by banning 
parking on streets surrounding the 
plaza during the event.

Party-goers have had to get used to 
a new ban on backpacks at the event. 
Security staff observe everybody who 
enters the site, which has four access 
points, but there are no metal detec
tors or searches. “We don’t stop 
every’one, we do visual checks. VVTien 
we see people with a backpack, we go 
over and ask them to not to bring it 
onto the premises,” Cooper said.

Finally, the UpDowntowners 
increased the number of volunteers 
who mingle with the crowd and pro
vided them all with special anti-ter
rorist training. Under the guidance of 
a retired army officer, “we review 
what to look for in terms of suspects, 
terrorists, suspicious characters,” 
Cooper explained.

Complaints about the new arrange
ments have been minimal, according 
to Cooper. “I'he security is not ob\i- 
ous. Some people complain that 
they’ve come on the bus and have no 
place to put their backpacks. But most 
people drive and they can leave it in 
their cars.”

A key reason these arrangments

could be worked out effectively is 
UpDowntowners’ solid track record 
of working collaboratively with GSA 
and the building tenants. “As part of 
their planning every year, they put 
together a proposal about the organi
zation, their licenses, their insurance, 
and they would talk to every judge in 
the building and a lot of politicians, 
and get their blessings, in letter fonn, 
for us,” Grennan said.

Another reason is that the event 
was too important for Syracuse to 
cancel. “VVTien it started, there was 
a beat up slum section a few blocks 
away,” Grennan recalled. “Now that 
area has come back, with boutiques 
and bars, and those places advertise in 
the paper to come see them after the 
party. This has brought the area up.”

No argument from Cooper:
“This is a good thing for the federal 
government. It says, ‘We’re doing 
business as usual, w^e’re not being held 
hostage due to threats. We are taking 
precautions, but we are doing business 
as usual.

oin pared to athe previous year 
gneral drop off in the hospitality busi
ness in Washington over the last year. 
This is a tribute both to the building 
and to the spirit of flexibility and part
nership in which GSA’s management 
and its contractors operate.

Syracuse: Party in the Plaza 
Parties On

The “Party in the Plaza” at the 
Hanley Federal Building and U.S. 
C^ourthouse is more than a nineteen- 
year tradition; it’s a lynchpin of 
nightlife in Syracuse, New York.

Every Wednesday in the summer, 
starting about five p.m., the party fills 
up the plaza that surrounds the court
house/office complex and even flows 
underneath an elevated section of the 
building. Up to 10,000 people turn 
out to listen to bands like..., dance 
and munch on al) manner of festival 
food.

“This makes or breaks businesses 
in downtown Syracuse, it’s like 
another weekend night,” explained 
William A. Cooper, president of the 
UpDowntowners, the volunteer 
group that organizes the events. On 
top of that, profits are distributed 
among other local groups to help 
them organize additional public 
events downtown—last year fifteen 
groups split $48,000.

Security for the event was dglu- 
ened after the Oklahoma City bomb
ing, according to Cooper and Joan 
Cirennon, GSA’s property manager 
for the building. Since then, for exam
ple, city police and bomb-sniffing 
dogs have inspected every vehicle that 
comes on the plaza—including deliv
ery trucks, trailers for food vendors, 
even the local radio station’s promo
tional van.

“This year, though, we had some 
increased concerns,” Grennan said. 
“The chief judge imited us in to to see 
if this should be a ‘go’ or a ‘no go.* I le

m
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